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ADVERTISEMENT

TO THE SECOND EDITION.

IN this Edition, alterations have been made in

several paragraphs, with the view of removing ob-

scurities in the statements or reasonings. The only

additions made are contained in Articles 54*, 54**,

54***, in the latter parts of Articles 64 and 65, and

in Article 93**. The original numeration of tin

icles in the First Edition is preserved unaltered.
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ON SOUND
AND

ATMOSPHEEIC VIBEATIONS,
WITH THE

MATHEMATICAL ELEMENTS OF MUSIC.

SECTION I.

GENERAL RECOGNITION OF THE AIR AS THE MEDIUM

WHICH CONVEYS SOUND.

1. Ordinary experience on the transmitting power

of Air.

We cannot, in strictness, say that air is the only

medium which can convey sound. There are instances,

for example, of persons who are totally deaf to sounds

produced by excitement of the air, but who can hear the

sound of a watch, or a bell, when held by the teeth
;

the sound being then undoubtedly conveyed by the

bony and other portions of the head to the auditory

.nerves. And we shall hereafter refer to experiments
l
l B
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in which the transmission of sound from considerable

distances is obviously produced exclusively by fluid or

solid bodies. Still it is evident, as matter of ordinary

experience, that sound is in all familiar cases trans-

mitted by air, and is in a great number of them pro-

duced by air. Thus,

The interposition of a pile of buildings, &c. dimi-

nishes the intensity of a sound coming from a

distance
;

the partial closing of a window or

door diminishes the intensity of a sound coming

from without: the more effectual closing inter-

rupts the sound entirely.

The sound of a bell within the receiver of an

air-pump, struck by self-acting mechanism, is

gradually diminished as the air is gradually ex-

tracted from the receiver.

In all shapes of the trumpet, the flute, and the

organ, the sound is obviously produced by action

on the air.

In firing a gun, the sound is produced by the

sudden creation of a gas similar in its mechani-

cal properties to air.

The notoriety of these and similar instances is suffi-

cient to induce us to refer to the properties of air

in our investigations of the Theory of Sound. It may
however be remarked here that the theory of the trans-

mission of sound through fluid and solid bodies will
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be easily connected with the simplest case of the trans-

mission through air.

2. Ordinary experience on diminution and retar-

dation of Sound by distance.

The first of the obvious laws of Sound in general

is, that it diminishes with the distance. The accurate

law of diminution will be considered hereafter when- we

have applied mathematical investigation to the theory.

The second law, which is less obvious, but which is

sufficiently well known, and has been remarked by
observant persons in all ages (see, for instance, Lucre-

tius, VI. 169, &c.) is, that the propagation of sound to

a distance occupies time, and that the time required

is sensibly proportional to the distance to be traversed.

It is also well known that sounds of different pitch and

of different loudness travel with sensibly the same

speed : the sounds of a ring of bells, at whatever dis-

tance they are heard, fall on the ear in the same order.

The velocity may be stated roughly to lie between

1000 feet and 1200 feet per second. The numbers,

and their variation under certain circumstances, will be

given with greater accuracy when we treat of the theo-

retical investigation.

B 2
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SECTION II.

PROPERTIES OF AIR, ON WHICH THE FORMATION

AND TRANSMISSION OF SOUND DEPEND.

3. Equality of Pressure of Air in all directions.

It is assumed, and we have no reason to doubt the

law, that Air, as a fluid, is subject to the law of

Equality of Pressure in all directions. If, for instance,

air is forcibly confined in a vessel of glass or other

material furnished with closed holes of equal dimen-

sions on different sides, the confined air will exert equal

pressures on the stoppers of those holes
; and, if one

of them is removed, the air will rush out with the same

velocity, whichever be the hole selected, and whether

the outburst be upwards, downwards, or in a horizon-

tal or any other direction. It is also assumed that this

fundamental property of each small volume of air holds

when that small volume of air is in motion
; although

that motion might in some degree derange the laws of

pressure in experimental cases like that to which we

have alluded. Thus, if the pressure of air within a bottle

were produced by the sudden rush of a quantity of air

into the neck of the bottle, that part of the shoulder of

the bottle near to its neck might not sustain the same

pressure (on equal portions of surface) as the base of

the bottle, because the inertia of the moving portions of
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air would produce the largest pressure on that part of

the bottle whose resistance brought the air to a state

of rest; although the Law of Equal Pressure applied

to every small volume of air in motion.

Indeed, as all our experiments on air are made on

air moving through space with great rapidity, it is

impossible to deny the application of experimental re-

sults derived from air apparently at rest to air which is

really in motion.

4. Absence of friction among the particles of Air.

It is also assumed, in the following investigations,

that the particles or very small volumes of air can

move among each other with perfect freedom from fric-

tion or viscosity. It would seem probable that the

effect of such friction, &c. would be, not to alter

materially the laws of vibration at which we shall

arrive, but to produce the rapid extinction of motion.

5. Statement of the three Laws affecting the Pres-

sure of Air.

But the properties of Air to which it is most im-

portant to call attention here are the Laws of Pressure

of Air considered as an Elastic Gas. These are three,

(I) the law connecting the elastic force of air (or,

which is necessarily the same thing, the external pres-

sure that compels the air to occupy only a certain

limited space) with the density of the air, at a definite
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temperature ; (II) the variation produced in that law

by a permanent change of the temperature of tin- air;

(III) the variation produced in that law by a sudden

chaDge of the compression of the air.

6. Construction of the Barometer.

In order to explain the experimental investigations

upon which law (I) is established, it is necessary to de-

scribe in its essential points the common barometer.

Take a straight tube of glass, not less than 32 inches

long, open at one end and closed at the other, hold it

for a short time with the closed end downwards, and

pour quicksilver (mercury) into it till it is quite full :

then carefully stop the open end, either by pressing

it with the finger or by inserting any tight plug which

can be easily withdrawn ;
then invert the tube so that

its open end is downwards, dip that open end (before

the plug is withdrawn) into a cistern of mercury, and,

when the end is securely lodged below the surface of

the mercury, withdraw the finger or plug. (Figure 1

represents the apparatus thus arranged, in a shape con-

venient for experiment : the glass tube being carried

by a tripod stand which prevents the open end of the

glass tube from touching the bottom of the cistern.)

Immediately the surface of the mercury in the tube will

fall, till its height above the surface of the mercury in

the cistern is a quantity not absolutely constant but

(when the place of experiment is near the level of the

sea) seldom less than 28 English inches, and seldom
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greater than 31 inches. The space above the mercury,

in the tube, is the most perfect vacuum that we can

make. If the tube be inclined, so as to bring its upper
end below the horizontal plane indicated by the sur-

face of the mercury, the mercury will rise and will fill

the tube to its top. This is the form known as the

"Cistern Barometer;" with proper arrangements for

maintaining the surface of the mercury in the cistern

at a constant height, it is considered to be the best for

standard barometers. Another form of the instrument

is that represented in Figure 2, to which that of Figure

3 is sometimes preferred because the lower surface of the

mercury can thus be brought vertically below the upper

surface; these forms are known as the "Siphon Baro-

meter," and they are the most convenient for portable

barometers. For preparing these, the tube is placed

nearly horizontal with the open leg upwards ; mercury
is poured into it and shaken into the closed leg, till the

closed leg is filled
;
then the closed end is raised, and

the mercury sinks in it till its upper surface has the

same elevation above the surface of the mercury in the

lower leg, which, in the Cistern Barometer, the surface

of mercury in the tube has above that in the cistern.

In practice, it is necessary in preparing either form of

the barometer to make the tube very hot, even hot

enough to boil the mercury, in order to expel aqueous

vapour ; and, in measuring the height of the surface of

the mercury, it is necessary to take into account that

depression known as "
capillary depression," which de-

pends on the diameter of the tube, being greatest in
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tubes of smallest diameter. It is also necessary to

reduce the measure of the mercurial column to what it

would have been at a definite temperature of the mer-

cury; the temperature universally adopted is that of

freezing water (32 of Fahrenheit, of Reaumur or

Centigrade).

7. Measure of Atmospheric Pressure.

When these arrangements are properly carried out,

we have a measurable elevation of mercury in the tube,

which can be explained in no way but by a pressure of

air upon the surface of the mercury in the cistern or

in the short tube, and which gives the means of mea-

suring that pressure. The free horizontal surface of the

mercury in the cistern (conceived as extended horizon-

tally through the vertical column of mercury which rises

from it into the tube) can only be kept at rest by the

equality of pressures of the various columns which

stand upon it
;
the greater number of these columns

consist of atmospheric air, but one of them is "that

part of the mercury in the long tube, which is above

the horizontal plane of the free surface of mercury in

the cistern or short tube," and this part can be mea-

sured. The pressure of the lofty air-atmosphere upon
the cistern, in fact, must be the same as the pressure

of a low mercury-atmosphere whose summit is no

higher than the mercury in the barometer-tube. It is

often convenient to refer to a definite elevation of the

barometer : that adopted in English documents is usually
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30 English inches
;
that adopted by Continental scientific

men is usually 076 metre, or 29'9218 inches (the metre

being 39'37079 inches). In the latter case, the pressure

of the atmosphere upon a square inch of the mercury in

the cistern is the weight of 29 '921 8 cubic inches of

mercury. A little familiarity with metrical measures

will perhaps be gained by making a calculation through

the metrical system. Thus, the pressure upon a square

centimetre of the mercury-surface will be the weight of

76 cubic centimetres of mercury. Drs Moll and Van
Beek (Philosophical Transactions, 1824) have adopted

as the weight of one cubic centimetre of mercury
13*5962 grammes, and the gramme (the weight of a

cubic centimetre of water) is 15 '4324- English grains,

of which 7000 make a pound avoirdupois. So that

the pressure upon a square centimetre in pounds avoir-

dupois will be

76 x 13-5962 x 15-4324

7000

But as the centimetre is 0'393708 inch, the square cen-

timetre is (0-393708)
8

square inch. Thus, finally, wo

have for the pressure in pounds avoirdupois upon a

square inch

76 x 13-5962 x 15-4324

7000 x (0-393708)
2 '

The calculation by logarithms is easy, and the result

is 14-6966 Ibs. This is the pressure upon a square inch

when the barometer stands at 29'9218 inches
;
when the

height of the barometer is different, the pressure is

altered in the same proportion.
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8. Height of Homogeneous Atmosphere, dry or

humid.

The authors cited above have given the weight of

one cubic centimetre of dry air (found by exhausting

the air from a bottle, and weighing the bottle empty of

air and full of air) as O'OOl 29954 gramme, the air having
been weighed when the height of the barometer was

076 metre, and the temperature of the air Centi-

grade ;
and this gives us the means of determining the.

value of one very important constant. The weight of

one cubic centimetre of mercury was found (see last:

page) to be 13'5962 grammes; and therefore the weight

13-5962
of mercury is

900-4
x tne weient

*
air suc" ^ we

have at the earth's surface under these circumstances
;

and therefore the pressure of air (with the barometric

height and temperature mentioned above) is equal to the

weight of a sea of air whose depth is

13-5962
076 metre x -

0-00129954'

provided that air were like water, an incompressible and

homogeneous jluid ; the weight being considered as pro-

duced by the action of gravity at that place (Paris) at

which the experiments were made. This is usually

called
" the height of a homogeneous atmosphere." It

will enter as a constant into every part of the inves-

tigations which follow. Taken in connexion with theO

value of the gravity under whose action it is estimated,

it represents a fundamental element in the constitution,
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of air. The numerical value formed from the numbers

above is 7951 -36 metres or 26087'6 English feet. We
shall always use the symbol H for this element. It

will appear shortly that the height of the homogene-
ous atmosphere is not invariable, but that it depends
on the temperature of the air : for that variable height

we shall use the symbol H',

In this calculation we have omitted the considera-

tion of the moisture in the atmosphere. It is to be

understood that we possess means in ordinary use for

ascertaining the amount of moisture in the air (usually

based on the principle of observing how much the air

must be cooled in order to make it deposit dew), and

that, having examined the properties of vapour at various

temperatures nearly as we have examined those of air,

we know what is the elastic force of the vapour in the

air. Also that we know the weight of vapour which ex-

ercises a given elastic force, and that it is about | of the

weight of dry air which exercises the same force. With

this we must make use of " Dalton's Law," based on ex-

periments which shew that, when dry air and vapour (or

any other gases) are inclosed together in the same space,

the elastic force which the mixture exerts is the sum

of the elastic forces due separately to each. Suppose

then that, with barometer and thermometer as above

mentioned, we find that the elastic force of the vapour

is - of that of the dry air: (n in these countries is

n

seldom less than 30). We now have a mixture of dry

air producing a pressure, on the square centimetre, of
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n

71

=-xO'7G x 13'5962 grammes, and of vapour pro-

ducing a pressure of r- x 076 x 13'5962 grammes:

total 0'76 x 13'5962 grammes. And the weight of a

cubic centimetre of this mixture is = x 0-00129954
n + 1

1 5
grammes H x 5 x 0'00129954 grammes : total

71+1 O

0-00129954 grammes x
jl
-

7
IN

[

Hence, the height of the homogeneous atmosphere will be

13-5962 L 31
0> ' 6 metre X

0-00129954
*

I
1 -

8FTl)j
Sn + S= 7951-36 metres x
8 +5

"When n=30, the fraction increases the height of the

homogeneous atmosphere by -% part (which, as we

shall shortly see, increases the velocity of sound by -^^

part). We shall usually omit all mention of this.

9. Measure of Elastic Force of Air under different

circumstances.

We are now in a state to consider the investiga-

tion of law (I) regarding the relation between the elastic

force of air and the space which it occupies. We pre-

mise that in a glass tube, though we cannot every-

where measure the section, we can with great accuracy
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measure the capacity of the tube from a closed end

to various points of the tube, by successively pouring

in small quantities of mercury whose weights are

known. Suppose then that in Figures 4 and 5 we

have tubes of the siphon form, each containing air

above the mercury in the closed leg. The quantity of

that inclosed air will be known with accuracy by

varying the quantity of mercury in the open leg till

the mercury stands at the same height in the two

legs: for then it is evident that the pressure of air

on every unit of surface of the mercury in the closed

leg is equal to the pressure similarly measured in the

open leg, and the elastic state of the air in the closed

leg is the same as that of the open air. Suppose now,

that to produce the state of things in Figure 4, some

quicksilver is withdrawn, or that to produce the state

of things in Figure 5 some quicksilver is added. Then

the equilibrium at the lower of the two surfaces is thus

to be estimated. In Figure 4 a unit of the surface in

the closed tube is pressed down by the elastic force

of the inclosed air : to this is to be added the weight

of the column of mercury whose height is the excess

of height in the closed leg above height in the open

leg ;
and thus is found the pressure upon a unit in the

horizontal section of the mercury in the closed leg at

the height of the surface in the open leg. This must

be balanced by the pressure upon a unit in the sur-

face in the open leg ;
which pressure is merely the at-

mospheric pressure; that is, it is the pressure of a

column of mercury whose height is the length of the
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barometric column found by the operations in Article 7.

Hence the pressure of the inclosed air upon a unit of

surface plus the pressure of the column of mercury
whose length is the difference of heights of the two

surfaces of mercury must equal the pressure of the

barometric column. In the case of Figure 5, it will

be found in the same way that the pressure of the

inclosed air is equal to the pressure of the column whose

length is the difference of heights of the two surfaces

plus the pressure of the barometric column. By these

operations we have obtained measures of the volume

occupied .by a given quantity of air, and of the

corresponding pressure upon a unit of surface esti-

mated by the height of a column of mercury.

10. With given temperature : Elastic Force of Air

is proportional to its Density.

These experiments have been made frequently, and

to great extents of compression and of expansion of

the air inclosed in the tube. And the result, or Law

(I) is the very simple one "The pressure which a

given quantity of air produces on a unit of surface

is inversely proportional to the space occupied by that

air." Or, since the diminution or increase of the space

occupied necessarily increases or diminishes in the

same proportion the density of the given quantity of

air occupying that space, the Law (I) may be stated,

" The pressure which air exerts upon a unit of surface

is proportional to the density of the air." This is
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commonly cited as Boyle's Law, or Mariotte's Law.

It supposes that the temperature of the air is the same

in all the experiments.

11. The Height of homogeneous Atmosphere, with

given Temperature, is independent of its Density.

One consequence of Law (I) is, that the element

which we have called
" the height of a homogeneous

atmosphere
"

is independent of the density of the air.

For, the element in question is that height of a column

of air, of the same density, whose weight would pro-

duce the observed pressure ; but, by this Law (I), when

the density is increased or diminished, the observed

pressure is found to be increased or diminished in the

same proportion ;
and therefore the height of a column

of air of this altered density, whose weight will pro-

duce this altered pressure, will be the same as before.

12. Symbols, and Units of Measure.

It may now be convenient to introduce symbols.

Let D be the density of air under some normal cir-

cumstances. By D we mean the mass of the air

contained in a cubic unit
;
the mass being measured

by its equality with multiples of the unit of mass de-

scribed as a weight, as ascertained by weighing.

(Though gravity enters into the operation of weigh-

ing, its power or change of power affects the two

subjects equally, and therefore this definition is in-

dependent of the measure of gravity at the locality
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of any experiment.) The unit of weight may be the

grain, the pound, the gramme, &c., and the unit of

measure may be the foot, the inch, the centimetre, &c.

And let P be the pressure of air under the same

circumstances. By P we mean the pressure which the

air exerts upon a unit of surface, estimated not as a

mass but as a weight ;
the weight being defined by the

number of units of weight. (This definition does de-

pend on the measure of gravity at the locality of

the experiment ;
the greater is the gravity, the smaller

will be the number of units of weight required to

produce the observed pressure.) Now a column of

the height H (expressed by the number of units of

length) will contain H cubic units, each of which has

the mass D and is weighed at the locality as D
;
and

the whole column will weigh HD. This, when H
means the height of a homogeneous atmosphere, is

supported by the pressure which is measured by

weight P. Therefore P = H.D.

13. Algebraical expression for Pressure in terms

of Density.

If the space occupied by the air is changed with-

out changing its temperature, and if P becomes II, and

D becomes A, then Law (I) asserts that =
-^

. Com-

bining this equation with the last,
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14. Dependence of Elastic Force of Air and of

Height of Homogeneous Atmosphere on Temperature.

We may now proceed with Law (II); but it requires

no details, because the experiments are precisely the

same in form as those for Law (I), the only difference

being that the air is used at various temperatures, and

the inferences from the various experiments are com-

pared. And the result may be stated thus with suffici-

ent accuracy. The effect of increasing the temperature

of air is, to increase its elastic force if its volume is

not altered, or to increase its volume if the compres-

sive force answering to its elastic force is not altered
;

and the law, as depending on temperature, is, that the

elastic pressure (in one case) or the volume (in the other

case) may be represented by 450 + the degrees of Fah-

renheit's scale. Thus the pressure with given quantity

in a given space at the temperature 32 Fahrenheit will

be to that with the same quantity in the same space

at 50 Fahrenheit as 482 to 500. It is easily seen from

this that if the symbol H be confined to the meaning

"height of homogeneous atmosphere at the freezing

.point of water," then the corresponding height II', for

the temperature 50 Fahrenheit, will be -.- x H.
-rOw

15. Rise or Fall of Atmospheric Temperature, pro-

duced by sudden Contraction or Expansion.

Law (III) applies to a very remarkable properly of

air, which is not recognized, we believe, as affecting

c
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any other theories of natural philosophy connected with

the atmosphere, but which is of the utmost importance
in relation to the theory of Sound. In the experiments

described in Articles 9 and 10 the operations are not

rapid, and great pains have been taken to make the tem-

peratures perfectly uniform, through the changes of pres-

sure in each experiment. And the Law (I), or Boyle's

or Mariotte's Law, holds true only on the supposition

that the temperature of the air is the same with air

much compressed and with air little compressed. But

when the changes of volume and pressure are very rapid,

the changes of temperature of the air are very great.

Upon suddenly condensing air it becomes very hot. We
have verified the experiment that

;
if inflammable tinder

is placed in the bottom of a cylinder in which a piston

fits tightly and slides easily ;
when the piston is driven

rapidly down so as to condense the air very much before

it has had time to impart the whole of its caloric to the

surrounding metal, the air will inflame the tinder. And

we have remarked, in the powerful air-pumps (driven by

large steam-engines) which were used to exhaust the

air-tubes upon the Atmospheric Railway, that when the

attenuated air in the tube, having acquired the tempera-

ture of the ground, was compressed by the operation of

pumping so as to be able to open the last valve in

opposition to the pressure of atmospheric air, the emer-

gent air was so hot as to be unbearable to the hand. If

the heated air, without having lost caloric, be allowed

to expand to its former dimensions, it exhibits its former

temperature : that is, it cools by sudden expansion. And
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this is so well known that it has been proposed to

supply apartments in hot climates with cool air, by

compressing air in a close vessel, allowing the in-

creased heat to escape by contact of the vessel with the

external air or neighbouring substances, and then per-

mitting the condensed air (at the atmospheric tempera-

ture) to expand into the apartments, when it would

have a much lower temperature.

16. Alteration of the law connecting Elastic Force or

Pressure with Density, by the circumstance last mentioned.

It follows that when the changes of volume of the

air are rapid (and in the theory of Sound we shall have

to treat of changes which are never so slow as 30 in a

second of time, and sometimes as quick as 4000 in a

second), the equation H = P.
-^

cannot hold. For, sup-

pose that the air is suddenly compressed, or that A is

greater than D, then the heat is increased above that

which is supposed in the equation; the elasticity is

increased (by Law (II)) ;
and II >P^. On the con-

trary, when the air is suddenly expanded it is cooled
;

the heat and elasticity are less than the equation con-

templates ;
and II < P -= . In both cases the pressure

may be represented, at least approximately, by the for-

c2
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/AX^
mula n = Pf

yj) , where ^exceeds 1. It is not easy

to ascertain the value of N from experiment. Some

physicists have endeavoured to infer it from considera-

tions of the commutability of caloric and vis viva. The

reader will find much information on these points in

the Philosophical Magazine, 1844, 5, 7, 8, 9, 1851, and

later years ; Philosophical Transactions, 1824 and 1830
;

Me'canique Celeste, Vol. y. ;
Journal de Physique, (fcc.

Different values assigned for JVare T333
;
T348

;
1*3748 ;

O

1'421
;
1'4254

;
T4954. We are inclined to adopt x^ or

Z<)

1'44 as not far from the truth. If for JN (which we
/?

shall often use) we put the symbol n, then n = K
= 1'2.

o

We know not whether this is varied by variation in the

original temperature of the air.

17. Collection of the Laws affecting the pressure of
Air.

Thus, on combining the different laws, we find these

values for the elastic pressure of air measured as is

stated in Article 12.

When the air, which is the subject of experiment,

is allowed to assume the temperature expressed by the

thermometer-reading for surrounding objects,

450 -f reading of Fahrenheit's thermometer- -- -xA.
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When the change in the state of the air is very

rapid,

-P -rr n= P -
=H ' D

D)

_,, 450 + reading ofFahrenheit's thermometer A^
482

x
j^i'

where we have reason to think that N or rf does not

differ greatly from 1'44, but where we have no know-

ledge as to the possible dependence of the value ofN
on the thermometer-reading.

It will be convenient hereafter to put or 0* for

the fraction expressing the known thermometrical factor.
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SECTION III.

THEORY OF UNDULATIONS, AS APPLIED TO SOUND;

AND INVESTIGATION OF THE PASSAGE OF A WAVE

OF AIR THROUGH A CYLINDRICAL PIPE, OR OF A

PLANE WAVE THROUGH THE ATMOSPHERE GENE-

RALLY.

18. General conception of a Wave.

The theory of the transmission of Sound through

the air (as well as through other bodies) is essentially

founded upon the conception of the transmission of

waves, in which the nature of the motion is such, that

the movement of every particle is limited, while the

law of relative movement of neighbouring particles is

transmitted to an unlimited distance, either without

change or with change following a definite law. For

better understanding of this conception, the reader is

referred to Figure 6. The upper line (a) is intended

to represent the position of particles of air, a, b, c, d, &c.

at uniform distances, in the state of quiescence ;
the next

line (/9) represents them at a certain time T in a differ-

ent state, in which they have been placed by some

artificial cause, more closely condensed about a, about

a, &c.; and more widely expanded about g, about g',

&c.; the third line (7) represents them at the time
M

T+-J in a state analogous to the second, but with
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the points of condensation about d, d', &c., and the

points of expansion about k, k', &c.
;
the fourth line (8)

shews the state of condensation and rarefaction as

having travelled still further in the same direction
\

and so on for the successive lines e, Now if the

places of the points in these lines represent the positions

of the particles at successive equal intervals of time,

it is plain that we have states of condensation and states

of rarefaction travelling on continually without limit,

in one direction; while the motion of every individual

particle is extremely small, and is alternately back-

wards and forwards. And this is the conception of a

wave as depending on the motion of particles in the

same line as that in which the wave travels
;
this is

the kind of wave which we shall consider as explaining

the transmission of Sound.

But there are other kinds of movements of particles,

which are equally included under the conception of wave.

For instance, in Figure 7, the motion of the particles

is entirely transverse to the horizontal lines of the dia-

gram ; and, here, it is not states of condensation and

rarefaction that travel continually in the same direction,

but states of elevation and depression that so travel.

(This is the kind of wave which is recognized as

applying to polarized light.) In Figure 8, the motion of

the particles consists of a combination of the two

motions in Figure 6 and Figure 7; the vertical displace-

ment of the particles so accompanying the horizontal

displacements, that the places where the particles are

most condensed in the horizontal direction are the
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places where they are most elevated in the vertical

direction. (This is the character of waves of water.)

But in all these there is one general character
;
that

a state of displacement travels on continually in one

direction, without limit
;
while the motion of each indi-

vidual particle is or may be small and of oscillatory

character. And this is the general conception of a

wave. It will be remembered that the special cha-

racter of the waves of air applying to the problem of

Sound is, that the displacements of the particles are

in the same direction (backwards and forwards) as that

in which the wave travels.

19. The idea of a Wave was first entertained and

developed by Newton.

This idea appears to have been first entertained by

Newton, and was certainly first developed by him, for

the purpose of explaining what till then was totally

obscure, the transmission of Sound through Air; it

is worked out in the third book of the Principia, and

among the many wonderful novelties of that wonderful

work, it is not the least interesting or the least im-

portant. The mere conception of the motion of particles

in the way pointed out above is a very small part of

Newton's work
;
the really important step is, to shew

that the condensations and rarefactions produced by
these motions will, by virtue of the known properties of

air, produce such mechanical pressures upon every
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separate particle that the different changes of motion,

which those pressures will produce on each individual

particle, will be such that the assumed laws of move-

ment will necessarily be maintained. Perhaps it is not

easy for us now to realize the boldness of the concep-

tion and the difficulties of the problem. It required

a new Calculus, the Theory of Partial Differential

Equations, of which this is the first instance. Newton

himself could only solve the equation synthetically, not

analytically; and, in consequence of the use of this

method, he gave a restricted solution, not the general

solution; but the solution contained no other error. To

reconcile his theoretical inference for the Velocity of

Sound with observed measures of velocity, he suggested

the idea that the dimensions of the particles of air

produced a sensible effect; we have in later times ex-

plained the discordance by the theory given above in

Articles 15 and 16.

20. Newton's treatment of Waves of Air.

Newton's proposition 47 is headed, "When pulses

are propagated through a fluid, every particle oscillates

with a very small motion, and is accelerated and re-

tarded by the same law as an oscillating pendulum,"

that is, by the law, X (the displacement of a particle)

= A . cosine (Bt C). After a short explanation, he

says, "Let us suppose then that the medium is by
some cause put into such a state of motion, and let us
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see what follows." He then takes three particles at

small intervals, and supposes that, in the circle win n-

the cosine represents X, the points corresponding to

these particles have different places ;
which amounts

to the same as supposing that C is not constant but

depending on x, or that X = A . cosine (Bt Dx). He
then attaches each of the three values ofX to the three

original ordinates, thus forming the three disturbed

ordinates x + X; he finds the space now between them;

he finds the density and elasticity of the air between

them, whose variable part it is easily seen is propor-

tional to sine (Bt Dx) ;
he then takes the excess of

the front elasticity above the back elasticity, which

evidently is proportional to cosine (Bt Dx) : and as

this backward force is proportional to X, he infers that

these forces will account for a pendulum-like motion

of the particles. Proposition 48 is in fact contained

in Proposition 49,
" Given the density and elastic force

of the medium, to find the velocity of the pulses." He

supposes a pendulum to be constructed whose length

is the height of homogeneous atmosphere (our T). He
then says, as the theorem to be proved,

" In the time

occupied by a complete or double oscillation of that

pendulum, the pulse will pass over the space 2-TrH"

It is difficult to give an idea of the process without

copying Newton's very words
;
but it depends on esti-

mating, from the preceding considerations, the time of

2?r

complete oscillation of a disturbed particle, or
-jr t

and

remarking that in that time the pulse must have passed
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over a space equal to the interval beween two waves, or

2?r

-TJ
. (This will be seen upon examination of Figure 6;

in tracing the successive states of each particle a, d, g,

&c. at each time T,T+j, T+~, T+^, T+r,it444
will be seen that every particle has gone through its

complete oscillation backwards and forwards between

the time Tand the time T+ T; and it will also be seen

that, between the time Tand the time T+r, the state

of condensation has travelled forward with uniform velo-

city from a to a'.) And, having found this, he infers that
TT

the velocity will be that acquired by falling through -~ ,

The whole process is most ingenious and accurate
; only

deficient in generality, in supposing (apparently) that

no other law of motion would satisfy the conditions.

He then, with inaccurate weight of air, finds H 29725

feet, and theoretical velocity of sound = 9 79 feet per

second : to which he adds g part for the supposed mag-
y

nitude of particles of air. And he remarks that the

velocity will increase with the temperature. He also

endeavours to take account of the aqueous vapour in

the air.
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21. Algebraical treatment of Waves of Air tra-

velling along a tube; and formation of the Partial

Differential Equation, neglecting small quantities.

The algebraical method of treating the problem will

be as follows. Let x be the distance (measured parallel

to the axis of the tube) of any particle from the origin

of measure of x, in the quiescent state, that is, in the

state in which the density of the air in every part

of the tube is represented by D ;
and at any time t

let the particle be in a place advanced beyond its

original place by the quantity X, so that its ordinate is

now a? + X\ X\$> different for different particles at the

same time, and is different for the same particle at

different times, and therefore is a function of both x

and t. Now consider the place of a particle whose

primary distance from origin was x + h', its present

distance from origin is

dX, d*X Vx+X+h+-r h+-j~.i
.~ +&c.-,dx dx 1 . 2

its present distance from the particle before men-

tioned is

the mass of air which, with density D, did occupy the

length h, now with density A occupies the length

d*X h2
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whence

, /, dX\ A tfX tf
Dh = AA 1 + -,- + A . + &c.

;

V dx ) dx 1 . 2

or, forming the expression for A and supposing h in-

definitely small,

A D n fi
dX

, idXV (dX\* x IA =--r=D l--j~--\- -T- - -7-
)
+&c.L

*iB \^/ \ao;/ J

For the present, we shall suppose the relative move-

ments of the particles to be so small, that the higher
J~y

powers of -y- may be neglected ;
then our equation

becomes this
;

About the particle whose original ordinate was sc,

JV
the density of the air, or A, is represented byD J) -%- .

From this it follows, by the theorem of Article 17,

that,

About the particle whose original ordinate was x, the

elastic pressure of the air upon a unit of surface, estimated

as in Article 12, is //' x
y^=i >

or H' . D x fl -
-^- J

;

7y
or, still neglecting the higher powers of -y- ,
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The same formula, when applied to a particle whose

original ordinate was x + k, gives this result,

About the particle whose original ordinate was x + k,

the elastic pressure of the air upon a unit of surface is

-..-...-.
ax ax 1.2

The mass of air included between these two particles,

taking a tube whose section is 1, is Dk
;
and the pres-

sure urging it forward is II II' or

..
dx 1 . 2

Hence, remarking that in Article 12 all our pressures

are estimated by weights, we have for the motion of the

included air*,

* When a body whose weight is W falls freely under the action of

gravity, it is in fact a mass W (estimated in conformity with the rules

of Article 12) whose motion is affected by a pressure W (estimated in

conformity with the rules of the same article). In this instance, as we

know, the increase of velocity downwards produced in the unit of

time is g. Hence we have, in this case,

Increase of velocity in the direction of the Pressure

force, produced in the unit of time Mass

Therefore as, by the understood laws of motion, velocity produced is as

pressure directly and as mass inversely, we shall have in every case
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ff (x+X) g ( d>X daX k*~ -

x
But x is independent of t, so that ^ = 0. Taking

cut

the rest on the supposition that k is made indefinitely

small,

Or, putting 6* for the thermometer-factor in Article 17,

and n2
for N,

Increase of velocity in the direction of the ) _ Pressure

force, produced in the unit of time ) Mass

provided that the pressures and masses are estimated as in Article 12.

i

dl

7 V
Now, if Jf be the variable ordinate in the direction of motion,

-

,-,

, increase of ordinate
or the limit of . , is the velocity; and the limit 01

increase of time

increase of velocity . .. . . ., . ,,- -
(which tor such a force as gravity is the same as

increase of time

increase of velocity produced in the unit of time) is

d . velocity d*X~
'
or ~'

Hence our equation becomes

We shall often have occasion to use this equation.

Pressure
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22. Tlie equation is independent of Local Gravity.

The factor gH is purely an atmospheric element.

For it will be remarked in Article 12 that, in applying

measures to a given state of air, D is independent of the

gravity at the place of experiment, but P is inversely as

the gravity; and therefore, as P=H .D, H is inversely

as the gravity. Hence, wherever the experiments are

made, gH is invariable. We shall put for it the

symbol a2
. Now at Paris where the weights of air, &c.

were determined, the length of the seconds pendulum
= 3912877 inches (Encyclopaedia Metropolitana,

'

Figure

of Earth,' section 8), whence # = 32-18212 feet. In

Article 8 we have found #=26087'6 feet. Using
the English foot as the unit of length and the mean

solar second as the unit of time,

a =v= 916-2722.

Our partial differential equation now is

-j = n . . a . -7-3 .

dtf dx

In the observed phenomena of sound we have very

strong reason for believing that n does not depend on

the nature of the motion of the particles of air; but

we have no means of knowing how it may depend on

the temperature of the air. In any case it may be

combined with to form one factor. We shall in cal-

culation consider n constant and equal to 1*2.
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23. General Solution of the Equation.

The general solution of the equation above (see the

Author's Elementary Treatise on Partial Differential

Equations, Article 35, making a = 0), is

X=
<j> (n6a .t-x}+ty (nda .t + x),

where the forms of the functions < and ty are abso-

lutely undetermined by the theory of the solution, and are

to be determined so as to answer to the physical con-

ditions which are to be satisfied. Thus the solution

admits of infinite variety. If we suppose

X=mx (nda .t x) + m x (nda .t + x),

or = 2mnda . t,

we have simply a uniform current through the tube,

with equal velocity for all the particles. If

X= mx (nda . t x) + m x (nda .t + x),

or = 2mx,

so that the original ordinate x is changed into x +X
or x + Zmoc, we have the air in a quiescent state, with

the original intervals of its particles multiplied by
1 + 2w, denoting a uniformly increased or diminished

density throughout the tube, and implying that the

ends of the tube are stopped. With second or higher

powers, we should have movements produced by vari-

able densities. But, for our Theory of Sound, we shall

most frequently treat each of the functions in a general

form.

D
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24. One term of the solution indicates a Wave

travelling Forwards; the velocity is independent of the

character of the wave.

So far as depends on the function < (nda .tx),
whatever may be the form of $, the following property

holds. Suppose t increased by t'
;

and consider the

state (at that increased time) of a particle whose original

orclinate was x + nda . t'. In the function, for t sub-

stitute t + 1', and for x substitute x + nda . t'. Then the

value of X becomes
(/> (nda . t + nda .t'x nda . t'},

or
(f> (nda .t x}; which is exactly the same value as

that for the particle x at the time t. That is, if we

consider the motion of a point whose quiescent ordinate

was x orx + nda.t', we find that, at the end of the

time t + t', its displacement is exactly the same as was

the displacement of a point whose quiescent ordinate

was x, at the end of the time t only. That is, if we

increase the time, we may find certain particles in the

same state of disturbance as the first particles at the

first time, but we must go to a larger value of x in

order to find these disturbed particles. This is exactly

the characteristic of a wave. And since it appears that,

upon increasing the time by t', we must go to a value of

x increased by nda . t', it follows that the velocity of

the wave is nda, or nd x 916'2722 feet per second.

It is important to observe that this result is entirely

independent of the character of the wave. It may be
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a single wave, symmetrical in its beginning and ending ;

it may be unsymmetrical ;
it may be a series of short

waves, similar or dissimilar
;

it may be a series of long

waves
;
the expression for displacement may be multi-

plied by a coefficient
;
or there may be any other con-

ceivable variation
;
in all cases the result for velocity is

the same. We shall see hereafter (Articles 71, 72, and

87), that the pitch of sound depends on the frequency

of waves, and therefore on their length ;
and the quality

depends on the form of the function. Thus it appears

that in theory (as was remarked experimentally in

Article 2) sounds of different pitch and quality travel

with the same velocity.

25. The other term reprssents a Wave travelling

Backwards.

But the general solution contains also the function

^(nda.t+x). Here, to reproduce the same value of

the function, if we increase t by t', we must diminish x

by nOa . t'. This evidently means that the term repre-

sents a wave whose motion is in the direction opposite

to the measure of x. So that the complete solution of

the differential equation represents two waves, moving
in opposite directions, and coexisting; the complete

value of the disturbance X being the algebraic sum of

the disturbances corresponding separately to the two

separate waves. In treating of the disturbance of air

r>2
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in musical pipes, we shall find it necessary hereafter to

take into account the two waves as simultaneously

existing ;
but for the present, in treating of the direct

transmission of sound, we require only one function

or wave, X =
<f> (n6a .t x).

26. The differential equation of Article 21 being

linear, if any number of different solutions be found, the

sum of these solutions will also be a solution : this indi-

cates the possibility of coexistence of waves, each of which

singly is possible : but the theorem does not apply when

the equation contains higher powers of the differential

coefficients.

Suppose that, having the equation -jp
=(?~rj. > w^

obtain the solutions X = A, X = B, X = C, &c., where

A, B, C, &c. are explicit functions of t and x. This

means that the following equations are true :

d*A _ , d'A

df
~ "

dx2 '

d?C

&c.,

and therefore, adding all together,

._ s

dx*
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which is the same as the original equation, putting

A + B + C + &c. in the place of X. Consequently
A + B + C + &c. is a solution of the equation. But A,

B, &c., in the instances of Articles 24 and 25, represent

different waves. It appears therefore that we may have

a combination of different waves, each of which might
exist alone : the characteristic of the combination being

this, that the displacement X or A + B + C in the com-

bination will be the algebraic sum of all the displace-

ments in the separate waves. It is evident that this

result is not confined to the equation of Article 21, but

that it applies to all equations in which

dX dX tfX <FX d*X
' dx' dt' dx*' dt

3 '

dxdt'
'

enter only to the first power.

But if we had such an equation as

_
d?

= a
(dx)

'

and if we had found solutions A, B, &c., so that

d?
a
(dx)'

&c.
;

and if we add these together,

dt

W<,Wrd*' I

\\dxj \dxj }
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But this is not the same as the original equation,

putting A + B + &c. in the place of X
;
for that would

have required

,AA IB
dt \dx dx )'.

which is a different equation. Hence the conclusions

above stated, regarding the sum of solutions and the
' O O

combination of waves, do not hold here.

27. Plane Wave in Air of Three Dimensions.

If we have a great number of pipes side by side,

with waves of similar character passing simultaneously

through all, so that, measuring x from a plane which is

normal to all the pipes, the value of X in every pipe is

represented by the same form and same coefficients of

the function < (n6a .t x), the collateral condensations

and pressures of air in the adjacent pipes will be the

same, and there will be no tendency of the air in one

pipe to press sideways into another pipe. We may
therefore remove the material boundaries of these pipes ;

and then we have air, extended in three dimensions,

through which passes a wave whose front is a plane,

that is, in which all the points of similar motion and

similar density are always in one plane. We shall not

here delay longer on this subject, as it will be here-

after treated, perhaps more conveniently, by the gene-
ral process of the "

characteristic function."
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28. Limitations on the form of the Functions in the

Solution.

We shall now allude to the limitations on the form

of the functions
<j>

and ^. For convenience we shall

frequently put u for nOat + x, and v for ndat x : so

that the expression for X is

Now in the Partial Differential Equations, Articles

23 and 32, it appears that, as regards the mere algebrai-

cal solution of the partial differential equation, the form

of the functions is absolutely unlimited
; they may be

discontinuous in any way, without reference to any alge-

braical formula, and with any degree of suddenness of

change in the numerical value of $, <', <", &c. But in

the physical problem we are limited by the suppositions

tacitly made .
in the investigation which produced the

partial differential equation. First, then, confining our-

selves to one function, there can be no numerical dis-

continuity in X or
</> (v). For, in forming

dX dX dv dX
~ji *

or ~r~ - -ji >
or n a ~3T >

dt dv at dv

$ Y"

by the limit of -~-
,
a numerical discontinuity or sudden

interruption in the value of X would make SX finite

while Bv is indefinitely diminished : and therefore
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7y TV"

\ and -
'

would at that point be infinite, and our in-
dv at

vestigation in Article 21 would be entirely inapplic-

able. Secondly, there can be no numerical disconti-

d*X d fdX\
nuity in

</> (v). For, in forming -^ , or -. I -. 1, or

d f a dX\ , ,1 r , f /) B.d>(v)nda . -r- nda . -y- , by the limit of nda . K ,
a dis-

dv \ dvJ J &u

continuity or sudden interruption in the value of <' (v)

would in like manner render yy infinite at that point ;

that is to say, there would be infinite force, infinite con-

densation of air, &c., all which is opposed to the ideas

under which the investigation of Article 21 has been

carried on. If, however, (v) and
<j>' (v) are free from

discontinuity, then the effect of a numerical disconti-

nuity in <f>"(v) would be that at special values of v the

magnitude of the forces, condensations, &c., would

change suddenly ;
but there does not appear to be any

physical impossibility in this. If
<j>(v), <f> (v}, <f>" (v),

are free from numerical discontinuity, then there is no

sudden change even in the magnitude of the force or

condensation. We conclude, however, that it is suffi-

cient that the two first terms, <j> (v) and 0' (v), be free

from numerical discontinuity.

29. Forms proper for the Functions representing

Continuous Series of similar Waves.

If we propose to represent a series of waves in which

all the successive waves are exactly similar, the most
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general formula which we can adopt for
<f> (v) is a func-

tion of sin v and cos v
;
and if we reject fractional and

negative powers of sin v and cos v (which is necessary

in order that
</> (v), $ (v), </>"

'

(v), &c. may never be infi-

nite, and that
</> (v) may never be ambiguous), that is,

if we adopt only integral powers of sin v and cos v, we

can always (see Article 74) give the following form to

the function,

A
1

. sin (Bv + tfj + A z
. sin (2Bv + <7

2) + &c.

which satisfies the conditions of Article 28.

The phenomena of music will usually be referred

to this series : and, in most instances, to the first term

alone.

30. Introduction of the terms 'length of wave,'
'

period of wave,' 'frequency of wave ;

'

relation between

their values and that of the
'

velocity of waves ;

'

remarks

on the
'

amplitude of vibration,' and its independence of

the other quantities.

The displacement X of a particle being represented,

in a continuous series of waves, by the expression

X = A
1

. sin (Bv + CJ + A, . sin (2Bv + <7
2) + &c.

upon making this maximum with respect to v, and

positive (or negative, only confining ourselves to one

sign), we find a definite value V for v, defined by
numerical values (in terms of Av A a> &c., C

lt
Cv &c.)
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of sin BV and cos BV. These correspond to only one

value of BV less than STT, but they correspond also

to BV+Z-JT, BV4nr, &c. And upon substituting

in the expression for X, they all give the same

value, which is every where the maximum. Thus

we find that the maximum recurs, and the general

character of the wave recurs, when Bv is increased

or diminished by 2m7T, or when v is increased or di-

... , ,

mmished by -^~ .B
Now v = nda .t x. If then we confine our attention

to the wave at a certain instant of time, that is, if

we regard t as constant; and if we survey the long

series of waves, that is, if we contemplate the dis-

placements and motions at that certain instant, of

different particles ;
we find that when x is increased or

2_
diminished by an integer multiple of ^- (and at no

other places) we come to particles in the same state of

disturbance as that which was first considered. It is

o_
plain therefore that the 'length of a wave' is

-j-
.

But if we fix our attention on a certain particle,

that is, if we regard x as constant
;
and if we examine

its state of disturbance at different times, that is, if

we consider different values of t; we find that the

same state of disturbance recurs when nda . t is in-

27T
creased or diminished by an integer multiple of

-^ ,

or when t is increased or diminished by an integer
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o_. o_
multiple of ~ 75. This quantity 3 ^ is evidently

the interval in time between the passage of two suc-

cessive waves at the same point, and is therefore the
'

period of wave.'

The '

frequency of wave/ or the number of waves

that occur in the unit of time, is evidently
-

^7T

The 'velocity of wave/ Article 24, is nda. There-

fore, comparing the expressions above, we find,

length of wave = period of wave x velocity of wave;

velocity of wave
or length of wave = ^ s .

frequency ot wave

Now in these expressions, the factors A
l
and A

z
&c.

do not occur. If the formula for X is restricted to

the first term A
l
sin (Bv + (7,),

A
l
does not enter at all

into the determination of V; if there are other terms,

^
the quotients

*
,
&c. enter, but not the absolute valuesA

of A v Ay, &c. Thus the theorems just found are

independent of Av Av &c. But the 'amplitude of

vibration/ or maximum range in the amount of X, does

depend on the absolute values of A
lt
Av &c.

;
when the

formula for X contains only one term, the amplitude

is 2Ar Thus it appears that the amplitude (on one

hand) and the length, period, frequency, and velocity

of wave (on the other hand) are perfectly independent.
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31. Tlie Solitary Wave, and Functions proper to

represent it; and Interpretation of their effect

It is important to examine the case of the Solitary

Wave: a wave which has been created by a single

disturbance that occupied a limited time and was

followed by absolute quiescence. Its algebraical con-

ditions will be the following :

Till v has a certain value A, < (v)
= 0.

When v has a value included between A and A + B,

<j) (v) is to have a real value.

When the value of v exceeds A + B, <f> (v}
= 0.

The function < (y) must be such that in no part

there be numerical discontinuity in the values

of < (v) and of
<f> (v).

When v = A, and also when v = A + B; <f> (v) and

$' (v}, depending on that form of the function

which applies from v = A to v = A + B, must =
;

inasmuch as the values of <> (v) and <' (v), before

v = A and after v = A + B, are =
;

and nu-

merical discontinuity is to be avoided.

Functions can be found, in infinite variety of

form, which satisfy these conditions. For instance,

<j> (v}, from A to A + B, = C . (v
- A}

2
. (A + B -

v}\
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<j> (v), from A to A + B,

-r\ 9 T / xx -D . 2?r ,D . sin"
-^ (v A) = . versm -( -4).

In the second form, Newton has expressly remarked

that the wave may be solitary.

The functions just exhibited possess this property,

that the value of X, beginning from when v = A,

becomes a real value, which increases, and again de-

creases, till it is again when v = A+B; that is,

the particle returns to its original place. But in some

cases (as on the explosion of gunpowder) it is desirable

to have a form of function which will shew that the

particle, after undergoing the wave-disturbance, is left

in a place more advanced than the original. Such

functions as the following satisfy that condition, re-

taining also the other conditions of freedom from nu-

merical discontinuity :

the value of the integral commencing from v= A, and

the function expressed by the integral being used for

the value of X from v =A to v = A + B, after which

the value ofX is to be constant, and is to be that given

by the definite integral from v = A to v =A + B.
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If z = j -. =i . the function e' and its
v A A + B v

integral satisfy the terminal equations to any order

of differentials.

The precise form and extent of application of the

functions must be determined from consideration of

the initial circumstances. (See the Partial Differential

Equations, Article 53, &c.) Suppose that the impulse

which generates the wave is given to the particle where

x = 0. For that particle, v, or nGa .t x, is = nda . L

Therefore, knowing the displacement of that particle

for a sufficient number of values of t or of nOa . t, we

can express it as a function < (algebraical or merely

numerical) of nda.t, so that X = $ (nda. t). Then,

at every other point, X=<f> (nda. t x), with the same

form of
<j>.

The interpretation of this, subject to the

conditions at the beginning of this Article, will best

be given by examinations referring to two considera-

tions.

First, what is the state of all the particles at a

certain time T ? At that time, v = nOa .T X, or x

= nda . T v
;
where v = A, x = nda .T A; where v

=A+ B, x = nda .r A B. Thus the conditions (be-

ginning with the third) are these :

For the particles where x is less than nda.rA B,

there is no displacement.

For the particleswhere# is greater than nda.rA B
and less than nda. r A, there is displacement.
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For the particles where x is greater than nda .r A,
there is 110 displacement.

Second, what is the movement of the one particle

whose original ordinate is ? For that particle,

v + A +
v = ft#a . , or i = 5-^ : when v =A 2 =

w#a nda

when = A+B, t=- .

nda

Thus the conditions (beginning with the first) become

these :

A +
Till the time =

,
the particle is not displaced.

nda

From the time -r^ to the time - -
,
the

nva nva

particle is displaced.

After the time -. the particle is not dis-
nva

placed.

These two exhibitions give a complete account in an

intelligible form of the meaning of the discontinuous

function.

32. Formation of the Equation when small quanti-

ties are not neglected, and approximate Solution.

In Article 21, the investigation was completed by
7 XT'

neglecting the powers of
-^-

above the first. In the
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present Article, we shall treat of the solution when

superior powers are taken into account. For the reasons

mentioned in Article 26, we must confine ourselves to a

single wave. The accurate solution is by no means

easy. We would refer our readers to a paper by Mr

Earnshaw, in the Philosophical Transactions, 1860, where

the solution is exhibited by an elimination between two

functions which cannot be effected in a general form.

The process which we shall use here is the more cum-

brous one of successive substitution.

The equation obtained in Article 21, retaining all

powers, but omitting for convenience the symbols 11*8*,

and remembering that gH= a?, i?is

tfX d (dX (dX\* .
fdX^

or

df 'a

d*X id?X= , d_
fft^ (*/V filT

To transform this into an equation in which the

independent variables are u = at + x and v = at x, we

shall use the process in the Partial Differential Equa-

tions, Article 35. This makes

dt? da?
'

du . dv
'

dW dW dW
'

Also -7 , whatever W may be, is = -= = . Ihus
ax du dv

the equation, divided by 4a2
,
becomes
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__ _
du . dv

~
4 \du del { \du dv

or, more conveniently,

/cLY dX\ 3
,

( -3 -j- -t &c. [ :

\du dv J

= __ _
dv.du, 4*\dv duj \\dv du J

(
dX dX\ 5

.
)

(

I

_J_ faQ^ (.

\dv du J

We shall now proceed with the successive steps of

solution.

First step. Neglect all the terms on the right hand.

d2X
Then -: -7- =0; X (see Partial Differential Equations,

Article 30) = ^> (v) +ty (u}. As we propose to consider

only a wave travelling in the direction of x increasing,

Article 24 of this treatise, we shall neglect the second

function, and adopt X =
<f> (v).

Second step. Substitute the value < (v) for X io

the first term on the right hand, and we have, siuce

du
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Integrating with respect to v,

*-* +i'W-

Integrating with respect to u,

X-ffrO +*()+?(f ()}.

As before, we shall neglect ty (u), and thus we have

Third step. Substitute the value just found for X
in the first term on the right hand, and the value

<f> (v)

in the second term. We shall have within the right-

fdX dX\*hand bracket the quantity ---
-j .

7

\dv du J

+. .-*'.
or

fdX dX\* ,,, , A13
Also we have f-s----,- 1 or |<p (v)} .

The sum, or the whole quantity within the bracket,
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Affecting this with the external operation

1 / d d

it becomes

Integrating with respect to v,

f ' f

Integrating with respect to w,

E2
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Or, neglecting ty (u), and restoring t and x,

When we are considering the state of a solitary wave

at a great distance from the origin, v or (at a), which

(see Article 31) is limited within the value B, may be

considered very small with regard to ac; and in the fac-

tors of the small terms, for at + x or 2cc + (at x) we

may put 2x; and we have

X= < (at
-

x} +
X

{<' (at
-

x)}*

~

This degree of approximation will suffice for our

present purposes.
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33. Progressive Change in the Character of the

Wave.

It is seen here that the law of displacement of the

particles undergoes change as the wave travels on. The

original function receives the addition of new functions,

which are affected with multipliers depending on the

distance of the disturbed point from the origin of the

disturbance. Supposing that we assume the terms at

which we have arrived in the last Article to suffice for

our information of what happens when the wave has

travelled through a considerable but not an enormous

distance, we may interpret their effect thus :

If < (v) be
-q ]

1 cos ~^ (v A}\, where for conve-
. -M " J

nience we will put v' for v A, or

D 27TV
-cos--

then we have

JD
which is when v' = 0, is + from v' = to w' =

,
is

7? 7?
when v' =

,
is from v =

-^
to v' = B, and is wlit-n

v = .5.

,
. . 2?r

2
Z> 27rv'

$ W^-zsrcos-s-j
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T>

which is maximum + when v =
0, is + till v' = T when

4-

n

it vanishes, is till v = ~ when it is maximum , is

2
O 75

till v' = r- when it vanishes, and is + till v B when
4

it is maximum +.

Therefore the formula of Article 32 will give the fol-

lowing as shewing the nature of the principal alterations

in the values of X\

whent>' = 0, X= <f>(v)'}

Tt

when v' = -r, X=
<f> (v} + two positive terms

;
one

depending on D*, the

other on If.
Tt

when v = -^ ,
X=

<#> (v) ;

O 7?

when v = -7- ,
X=

<f> (v) + a positive term depending
on Z>

2 a very small

positive term depending

on
3

.

when v = B, X=
<f> (v).

The last very small term of the formula, which

vanishes at these five critical points, has between them

values which are successively H K

Remarking that the changes in the value of v and

v' have the same sign as those of t, so that the smallest
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value of v corresponds to the beginning of the displace-

ment of a particle, it will be seen that, in the state of

the far-advanced wave,

The first part of the forward displacement is more

rapid than in the primitive wave.

The latter part also is more forward, or the retreat

is slower, than in the primitive wave.

These peculiarities increase with increase of D.

In these points, the motion of a wave of air is

closely analogous to that of a wave of water when its ver-

tical movement is large and it runs for a considerable

distance over a shallow bottom. See the Encyclopcedia

Metropolitans, Article, Tides and Waves, Section iv.,

Subsection 3.

34. Conjectured Change of CJiaracter of Wave when

it has travelled very far.

It is difficult to say what will be the form of the

wave when at + x is very large. It would be neces-

sary to carry on the steps of the successive substitution

to an indefinite extent, or rather, to find a function

which would represent the infinite series thus produced.

It appears not improbable that at length the continuity

of the atmospheric particles may be destroyed, and that

something may take place analogous to the bore of a

tidal river or the surf of a sea, in which the form and

properties of a wave are ultimately lost. (This idea is

also suggested by Mr Earnshaw.)
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SECTION IV.

INVESTIGATION OF THE MOTION OF A WAVE OF Am
THROUGH THE ATMOSPHERE CONSIDERED AS OF

TWO OR THREE DIMENSIONS.

34*. Outline of the method to be employed; and

cautions requiring attention in regard to the order of

terms to be rejected.

The method of forming the equations of motion

will be precisely the same, in principle, as that in the

instance of air in a tube, Article 21. A symbolical

displacement of particles, the most general which the

circumstances permit, will be assumed; the symbolical

density, and elastic force, and differences of elastic force

in different directions, will be found; and these will be

compared with the symbolical expressions for changes of

velocity which they produce in different directions.

But care is peculiarly necessary, in consequence of

the obscurity of the process treating of small terms of

a higher order than those which we wish to preserve.

In Article 21, we could perceive exactly the form and

value of the terms which we rejected: here we can

only draw inferences from general reasoning. These

inferences, however, will enable us to judge with cer-

tainty whether a small quantity before us is of the
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first order or of a higher order. And it will be seen

that quantities of an order which we must retain in

one part of the process may be rejected in another

part. For instance: the elasticity which determines

the motion of a small volume of air is not the absolute

elasticity in that volume, but the difference between

the elasticity in front and that in rear; and this

difference is a small quantity of a higher order than

the principal term; but the motion depends entirely

on it, and it must be carefully retained. But the

mass of matter in that volume, to be moved by the

differential elasticity, is not the difference between two

masses, but is the entire mass in the volume; the

difference of the densities in front and in rear is un-

important, and may be wholly rejected. Thus it will be

seen that continued attention is necessary for judging

on the import of the terms which it is proposed to

reject, and on their value as compared with those

which it is proposed to retain.

35. Investigation of the Elastic Force at any point

of the disturbed Air.

Let x, y, z, be the ordinates of a particle in a tran-

quil state
;
x + X, y + F, z + Z, the ordinates of the same

particle in its disturbed state at the time t. Conceive

seven neighbouring particles forming with the first, in

the quiescent state, a rectangular parallelepiped ;
two

bounding planes being defined by the ordinates x and

x + h, two by the ordinates y and y + lc, and two by the
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ordinates z and z + I. Confining our attention for a

moment to the four particles in a plane parallel to xy,

with ordinate z
;
their original ordinates, and their dis-

turbed ordinates at the time t, parallel to that plane, will

be as follows :

Ordinates in the quiescent state,

1st point, x, y\

2nd point, x, 2/ + &
;

3rd point, x + h, y;

4th point, x + h,

Ordinates in the disturbed state,

x + X, y+Y",

, ~k;
dy dy

- 7 TT Cv J- ^

^h, y + Y+-j-h;dx dx

7
,- -j- k, ,-j-dx dy dx dy

And if, for the disturbed state, we subtract the ordi-

nates of the 1st point from those of 2nd, 3rd, 4th, we
have (see Figure 9),
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Ordinates relative to the 1st point,

, . dX
7

. dY ,

2nd point, -y- ,
K + -^- k\

dy dy

O J i 7 , 7
,

3rd point, h +
-j- h, ~T~ "",

dX, dX, dY
'

dY,
4th point, k + -j- h + -j- k. k + -=- A + -=- A;.

It appears from these that the projections on the

plane xy, of the four points which were at the angles of

a parallelogram, are now at the angles of a lozenge.

The ordinates of 1st and 2nd points in the direction of

x are not now equal, and those of 1st and 3rd in the

direction of y are not now equal. Let the new distance

from 1st point to 2nd be p, making the angle <j>
with y ;

and that from 1st to 3rd be q, making the angle ^ with

x. Then

dX, dY,
p . sin 9 = j- re, p . cos

<p
= K +

j- k,

dY, ,
,

dX,
q ' Smx= ~fa

' 2- cos X ==h +
-dx~

h '

The area of the lozenge

=pq . sin (90 -<f>-x)

=pq . cos
<f)

. cos x (1 tan
<f>

. tan ^)

= hk(l +^
Y
) ( 1 + ~) (1

- tan d>. tan v).
V dxj V dy)

v
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But tan $ is a small quantity containing the multiplier

-v- , and tan ^ contains
-j- ,

and their product is there-

fore a small quantity of the second order. In our for-

mula we have not included other terms of the second

order, and we must therefore reject this product. Hence

the area of the projected lozenge, to the first order of

terms depending on X and Y, is

77 /- dX\(, dY\
lik 1 + 1 + -T- .

V ax ) \ ay I

Now consider the four points whose ordinates were

z + I. Upon treating these in the same way, it will be

found that at the time t the value of the ordinate of

each, parallel to z, is greater than the value of the simi-

lar ordinate of the corresponding point among those

whose ordinate was z, by I
(
1 + -7-

J
. To find the

\ dz j

solid content of the rhomb, put r for that edge of the

rhomb which is nearly parallel to z, s for the small

angle which it makes with z, 90 t for its inclination to

the lower surface of the rhomb, u for the area of that

lower surface, and v for its inclination to the plane xy.

The solid content of the rhomb is rigorously
= r . u . cos t.

c ^ f-i dZ\Now r . cos s = projection of r upon z = I (1 + r yt

,,/., dX\{- dY\
u. cos v= projection of uupono^=AA;( 1 -f -j- )( 1 + -r-J.
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Putting equivalents for the cosines, we find

1 dX\ /-
,

dY\ f dZ\ f .
2l+~ [l+-jr 1 + "w

- l-2sm%ok / V V / V d*J \ 2
'

. n s
.,

_ .

1-2 sin- 1-2 sin-
8

r . w. cos =

Now s, t, and v, would have had no existence if the

air had not been disturbed, and are produced by the

disturbance. They are therefore small quantities of

the same order as the disturbance. Consequently
S t 'V

sin
2

^ ,
sin

2 -
, and sin

2

^ ,
are of the second order ofMM

small quantities, and, where they are associated with

1. are to be rejected. But r- -j- , -, are of the
dx dy dz

first order, and, where they are associated with 1, are

to be retained. And, finally, we obtain for the solid

content of the rhomb,

dy J \ dz)
'

or, omitting products to the second and higher orders of

dX dY dZ
dx '

dy
'

dz'

ujfi ,dXdYdZ\hid 1 + -T-+ -T- +-T- .

V dx dy dz J

But the quantity of air at density D, which did

occupy the parallelepiped hid, does now with density A

occupy the rhomb

,,,/ dX dY dZ\

\ dx dy dz.
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D.hkl
Hence A =

ay

which, omitting powers and products of the second and

higher orders, gives

--_
dx dy dz J

And, as in Article 12,

---
7
---

-j j 1

\ dx dy dz J

This is the elastic pressure about the point whose

original ordinates were x, y, z.

36. Formation of the Equations of Motion.

In treating of the motions of the particles of air

with reference to rectangular co-ordinates, it is neces-

sary to express the forces which act upon small masses

of air with reference to those co-ordinates; and therefore,

as the elastic force of one portion of the air acts upon
the adjacent portion of the air only in a direction nor-

mal to the separating surface, we must use separating

surfaces parallel to the co-ordinate planes. The surfaces

of the lozenge of which we have treated in the last

Article are not parallel to the co-ordinate planes, and

that lozenge therefore will not suit our present purpose.

But we can find original values of the three ordinates
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(x + m, y+ n, z + p) of a particle, which particle, at the

time t, will have the same values of x and y as the par-

ticle whose original ordinates were x, y, z. It is evi-

dent that if this is done, the two particles so found

will, at the time t, be separated exactly in the direc-

tion of z
;
the line joining them will be the arete of a

parallelepiped whose surfaces are then parallel to the

co-ordinate planes ;
and the equations of motion can be

correctly applied from knowledge of the elastic forces

corresponding to those particles.

Now, for the particle x, y, z, at time t, x is changed

into x + X, and y is changed into y + Y.

And, for the particle x + m, y + n, z + p, at time t,

x +m is changed into

dX dX dX
x +m + X+ -y- ra + -T- n + -, p ;dx dy dz L

y + n is changed into

dY dY dY

Hence we must have

dX' dX dX
x + X=

dxj dy

dX dY
whence m =

-y- p, and n = -, p, nearly.
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Hence, to compare the pressures at two points of the

air, which at the time t are separated precisely in t In-

direction of 2, we ought to take for the original ordi-

riates of the second point,

dX dY
x
~dz p' y-djp'

z +p>

and for IT the pressure, at the time t, about the particle

which has come from that second point, we ought to

take

n _^n dx _dn. dY <m
dx

'

dz ^ dy
'

dz
"

dz
' ^'

ft Y" rl V
But the factors =- and -7- are small quantities,

dz dz

depending on the extent of motion of the particles.

And thus, when, to find the pressure which urges the

mass of matter forward, we form II II', we shall

obtain three terms, of which two are smaller than the

third, and which, in fact, combined with , and ,

dx dy

produce quantities of the second order of the particles'

motion. We may then neglect them in comparison

with the larger term
;
and thus we have,

n-ir du
v

dz P
'

The excess of pressure II II' acts on the base of

the rhomb in Article 35, whose area projected on the

plane xy is there found
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and therefore the whole excess of pressure urging the

rhomb in the direction z is

dU
or -=-

dz

Now II was found in Article 35 to be

dz}'

therefore

- = HD ^(^+^+}
dz

'

dz\dx dy dz)'

And p in this investigation is the same as I in Article

35. Also, the retention of - - and -=- in the external
ax dy

factor would retain terms of the next higher order,

which in the formation of II we have rejected ;
and

therefore they must not be kept here. Thus we obtain

for excess of pressure in direction z,

d fdX dY dZ\
HDhU.-r [-3-+-T- + -T- .

dz \dx dy dz J

And the mass to be moved is Dhkl.

Hence, by the usual laws of mechanics (Article 21,

note), all our densities and pressures being estimated by

weights (Article 12), and omitting every consideration

of temperature,
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d fdX dY dZ\
9 dz(dx

+
dy

+
dz)'

or, as z does not depend on t, and gH = a*,

<PZ_ *d_(dX_ dY dZ\

dt?~
a
dz(dx

+
dy

+
dz)'

Similarly

,

d? dy \dx dy dz)
'

JS "V J f 7 ~V J ~\7" J r7\
(I .A s a raJL a JL a \

df dx \dx dy dz)'

These three equations express the relation of the

motion of the air to the forces producing the motion, in

all the directions in which motion can be conceived.

They are therefore absolutely sufficient
;
and no other

equation can be introduced, except as equivalent to or

deduced from these three.

37. Introduction of the Characteristic Function F.

The solution of these equations is in many cases

facilitated by the use of a very peculiar Characteristic

Function, for which we shall always use the letter F.

F is a function of x, y, z, and t. We cannot in all

cases find a form of F which shall correspond to an

assumed form of solution
; but, if we assume the prin-

cipal characters of a form of F, we can in all cases find

the differential equations leading to a solution
;
and by
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careful choice of the form, we can usually find solutions

possessing the characteristics that we desire.

The definition of the form ofF is contained in these

assumptions :

=f = =
dx

~~

dt
'

dy dt
'

dz dt'

Differentiating,

d*Y d*F

dx2
dt . dx '

dy
a

dt . dy
'

dz* dt .dz'

Therefore,

dx* dy* dz* dt \ dx dy dz /
'

Now (Article 36),

d_Y
dx\dx~

r
dy

2 ^
dY dZ\
d dz)

'

dX dF , . .
,

,

but since -7- = j- . this is changed to
at dx

dx . dt dx\dx dy dz)
'

Integrating with respect to x,

dF=
dt \dx dy

v 2
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Differentiating with respect to t,

or

which is the form of equation now to be used. The

function %'(0 can only produce, in the solution, a func-

TTfl

tion of t, which will vanish in forming -7- , &c. : it may

be omitted without loss of generality.

We should have arrived at the same final result if

we had proceeded in the last step from - or -
.

38. Inferences from the value of F when its form
has been found.

In Article 35, the density of air at any point is

g-*I-te
dx dy dz

The existence of terms dependent on t only would

imply some general and simultaneous alteration of the

density of air in every part of the atmosphere. As
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this is not consistent with our physical assumptions, we

must always suppose Fto be so taken that % (t) is not

required. With this notice, we shall abandon that func-

tion, and we have

Density = 5 (l- al.f).

The motions of a particle are found by the first

assumptions,

= ^. =
dt dx '

dt dy' dt dz
'

The disturbed places of the particles are found by

integrating these
;
or

t
dx'

Z=l
J t

dz'

These expressions, as may be expected, go through
some changes in special applications.

39. Application to a plane wave of air.

The equation to a plane is,

Normal from origin of co-ordinates

= x . cos a + y . cos /3 + z . cos 7 ;

where a, /3, 7 are constant angles, subject to the con-

dition cos
2
a + cos

2

/3 + cos
2

7 = 1. It seems likely there-

fore that our object will be gained by supposing ^to be
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a function of the normal x . cos a + y . cos /3 + z . cos 7.

Call this normal w. Then

dF dF dw dF

and

T J~ ' ~J~
~ COS -j-dx dw ax dw

tfF= j?
/<F\ _ d

fdF\
dw

dx*
~
dx \dx) dw \dx)

'

dx

d ( dF\
,

=:
-j (

cos a . -7 . cos a = cos a .

dw V <w/

Similarly

d*F , cPF $F d?F
-j-2 = cos

2

^. j-^; -7-2
= cos

2

7 . -p^ .

dy dw dz dw

And

d'F d?F d*F

~dx* dy* dz*

Hence the equation of Article 37 becomes

(PF_ S <FF

dtf
= a

dw* '

whose solution is

F=
<j> (at

-
w) + ty (at + w),

=
(f> (at x . cos ct y. cos $ z . cos 7)

+ ty (at + x . cos a + y . cos /3 + z . cos 7),

= $(at normal) + ty (at + normal).
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Then, by Article 38,

Density =D \ 1 9" (at normal)a

i/r' (at + normal) I
;

dX dF ,, f . ,.

r- = T- = cos a . <f> (at normal)
at ax

+ cos a . ty' (a + normal) ;

cos a f 1NA = 9 (a normal)

cos a , ..

+ T/T (a + normal) ;a

and similarly for Y and Z

Everything here depends on the value of the normal

upon the plane

w = x . cos a + y . cos /3 + z. cos 7.

This shews that the disturbance of every kind is the

same through that plane; and the factors cos a, cos/3,

cos 7, in the expressions for X, Y, Z, shew that the

movements of the particles in that plane are perpen-

dicular to the plane. The first term exhibits a wave

moving, so as to increase the normal, with velocity a
;

and the second exhibits a wave diminishing the normal

with the same velocity.
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40. Combination of two plane waves from, two

sources.

Suppose that F consists of two terms G and H, of

which G depends on

w = x cos a + y cos /3 + z cos 7,

and H depends on

W= x cos a + y cos /3 z cos 7.

We shall find, as in last Article,

which, in consequence of our assumptions as to the

difference of form of the two terms, will require the

separate equations,

df
_= a

Adopting the first wave only in each solution, and

taking the same form of function,

F= G +H= <j> (at x cos a y cos y3 z cos 7)

+ <(>(at x cos a y cos y8 + z cos 7).
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Therefore, by Article 38,

Density =D \
I -- <' (at xcos aycos@zcos 7)

I
a

--
ft (at x cos a y cos /3 + z cos 7) \ ;

J

dZ dF
-T7 = -T- = cos 7 .

<p (at x cos a y cos p z cos 7)

+ cos 7 . <' (a ce cos a
?/ cos /3 + 2 cos 7) ;

COS 'V
-^= -- -<f)(at x cos a y cos /3 z cos 7)

fl

COS 'V

+ -
<j> (at x cos a y cos y3 -f a cos 7).

C6

And, when z 0,

(
9

)

Density = D J 1 --
^>' (a

- a; cos a - y cos /3)k(a J

-T- and j- . however, do not vanish.
at dt

'

It appears therefore that, if the plane xy were a

material boundary of the air, the motions of the parti-

cles of air would not be altered
;
since it would permit
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motion parallel to the plane, and there is no motion

perpendicular to the plane. But the density of the air in

contact is variable
;
and therefore, if the barrier com-

pletely cuts off communication with tranquil air on the

other side, it must be a rigid barrier.

41. Tfieory of the simple echo.

The number of solutions which the equations of

Article 36 admit is infinite
; embracing not only differ-

ent forms of function, as in Article 23, but also func-

tions corresponding to waves passing in any different

directions in space of three dimensions, to converging

waves, to diverging waves, &c. And any one or any
combination of these functions, as need requires, may
be considered as admissible in quality of the ' undeter-

mined functions' to which attention is called in the

author's Partial Differential Equations.

If now we wish to ascertain the law of motion of a

plane wave, we proceed as in Article 39, and we obtain

a solution which shews that the wave preserves its

plane character, moving with a certain velocity. And

this solution is sufficient, as long as we introduce no

condition limiting the space occupied by the air, &c.

But suppose that we introduce this condition,
" The

air is bounded by an immoveable barrier, constituting
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the plane xy, and therefore requiring that 2T always =

when z = 0." Then our simple solution cannot be made

to meet the condition
;
and we must introduce what is

at present an ' undetermined function
;'
and we must

determine it so that, when combined with the simple

solution, it shall make Z= when z = 0.

Since Z in the simple solution

=
<f)(at x cos a y cos /3 z cos 7),a

the external sign being derived, in the investigation of

Article 39, from the sign of z within the bracket
;
and

since the value of Z for z = becomes

-
<f> (at x cos a y cos /3) ;

CL

it is quickly seen that, for the destruction of this term

at all times and with every value of x and y, <j>
must be

the same in the new term
;
the factors of t, x, and y,

must be the same
;
the external factor must be the same

but with different sign, and therefore the factor of z, with-

in the bracket for the general value of Z, must be the

same but with different sign ;
and therefore we must

add exactly the term added in Article 40. That term

represents a wave precisely similar to the first wave, in

law and extent of motion of particles, in velocity, and

in inclination of its normal to x, y, and z
;
but differ-

ing in this respect, that the inclination of its normal to

z is on the opposite side. And therefore, denning the
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direction, of the wave's motion by that normal, the motion

of the reflected wave and the motion of the incident

wave make equal angles, but on opposite sides, with the

normal to the iinmoveable barrier xy. This is in all

respects the character of an Echo of Sound.

42. Various forms permissible in the expression

defining a plane wave of air.

If, for simplicity of symbols, we suppose the plane

of the wave to be parallel to the plane xy, and its

motion to be in the direction z, it is easily seen that the

equation

-**\

^^ dy*
' &V

will be satisfied by the assumption

provided that K be a function not containing t or z,

which satisfies the equation

_
dx* dy*

This troublesome equation (see the author's Partial

Differential Equations, Articles 41 and 52) scarcely

admits of intelligible solution except under specific

assumptions. We may make

K= C.xy + D,

or K=
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or K = e
n
*+. cos (ny + C'} + D,

or K= C.log^ + y^+D,

&c.,

and thus we obtain, as solutions expressing a plane
wave of air,

F =
{e
nx+0

. cos (ny + C')+D}.<}> (at
-

z)

&c. :

and any combination of these with similar terms, or

with terms depending on
-fy- (at + z}. On performing the

operations of Article 38, it will be seen that these forms

imply motion of the particles in the three directions

x, y, z, though the motion of the wave is only in z.

It does not appear that these forms have any appli-

cation in nature.

43. Remarks on the Partial Differential Equations

which occur in the investigations that next follow.

We shall have to treat equations of the form

dW
7* dr '
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with the six values for m, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 0. It does not

appear that equations of this class can be approached by
one general method of attack. Some of them yield to

the following. Assume, for trial, W= 2 (A H . r
n
) ;

A
being in all cases a function of v or at r, which satis-

1 d*A d*A
fies the equation -=. 7 ,-=?-,,; and the index n

a at dr

diminishing by successive units. On substituting, and

, . A , dA dA
remarking that A or -7- = --= , we find

dv dr

+ n-l) .An . r""
2

}
=

0,

(the accent on A n denoting the derived function of An

with regard to v) ;

and, writing down successive terms instead of the sym-
bol 2,

&c.

=0.

[If we suppose A a function of u or at + r, the

equation obtained is the same, excepting that the signs

of the derived functions are changed].

m771
Making each line = 0, we find n= -=

,
and we find

Z

each following function in terms of the preceding func-
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tion. And the series of functions will terminate in two

cases. Either if one of the numbers n, nl, n 2,

&c. becomes 0; that is, if

mm m

becomes 0; that is, if m = 0, 2, 4, &c. Or if one

of the numbers m + n 1, m + n 2, &c., becomes
;

77? 'YYt

that is, if
-^

1
,
or -

2, or &c., becomes 0; that is, if
'

ra = 2, or = 4, &c. The only numbers here which

meet our wants are those for m = 2, m 4, m = 6
;
and we

are still left without solutions for m =
1, m = 3, m = 5.

The solution for m = \ has, however, been found, as

we shall mention, in the unsatisfactory form of a de-

finite integral ;
and the solutions, when m = 3, m = 5,

&c., may be made to depend on that when m = 1.

"We invite the attention of the student of Partial

Differential Equations to these equations.

For m=l, ra = 3, m = 5, we shall obtain infinite

series in descending powers of r, which are practically

sufficient for waves diverging to great distances.

For waves nearer to the centre, we may assume

increasing the index by successive units. Treating the

series in the same way, we find n = 1 m, and
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&c.

The process however produces the same numbers as

the last, and fails for the odd values of m.

44. Symmetrical divergent wave, with motions of

all particles parallel to one plane.

Assume F to be R, a function of t and r only, where

r = V(y + z
8

).
Then we have,

dx

dF_dR dr dR
d~dr'd'

=

dr'

,dR

_y
8 dR *

Similarly

^ dR
* 't '
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d*RI dR
The sum = -7-=- + - .~r ',

dr r dr

and the equation of Article 37 becomes

1 dR
a*' df

~
dr*

+
r' dr

'

The solution of this equation has been exhibited

under the form of the following definite integral; where

6 is a new or fictitious angle, introduced solely for the

purpose of being the subject of integration; where the

integration is to be taken from 6 to = TT
;
and

where S denotes the definite integral so taken :

+ 89 . ^r (at + r cos
ff) . log (r sin

2

6}.

The solution may be verified without much trouble,

remarking that differentiations with regard to t and r

may be performed under the sign of integration with

regard to 6.

It is difficult to extract an intelligible result from this

a

expression. If for r cos 6 we put r 2r sin
2

^ or
z

r + 2r cos
2
~

, we can expand in terms of u or v and
2

of integrable functions of 0; but the series proceeds by
G
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increasing powers of r, and is unfitted for great dis-

tances.

If we use the method of Article 43, we must make

m =
1, n = -

;

_ . r~* + &c.,

and, supposing

R =

where each of the quantities A is a function of v or

at r, implying a diverging wave, the equation of

Article 43 becomes

+ &C.

from which each succeeding A is given by an integral of

the preceding A. If we give to A the special form

e . sin (bv + c), these successive integrals are easily ex-

pressed ;
and the series converges with increasing values

of r. The same is true if we take for A a function of

M, such as e.siu.(bu + c}, which implies a" converging

dA
wave

; here, however, as -r- = A', the signs of A' must

be changed.
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45. Motion of the particles in this problem.

By Article 38,

dY= dF, dZ= dF
dt dy

'

dt
~~

dz
'

The velocity in the direction of radius

__y_
dY z dZ= y dF

z_
dF

t

r' dt r dt r' dy r
'

dz
'

which, substituting the values in the beginning of last
7 T>

Article, is = , . The velocity perpendicular to radius,

measured from axis of y towards axis of z,

_y ^_z = y _ Z
_ = Q~

r' dt r' dt r' dz r' dy

This problem has no remarkable physical applica-

tion.

46. Divergent wave, with oscillation of the center of

each divergent wave in the direction of z; all motions

being parallel to the plane of yz.

Assume F to be = R . z
;
R being a function of t

andr, or v
/

(2/

2 + z
2

).
Then

dF dR dR dr
. &

,
& _ . _

dy
'

dy dr
'

dy

dR _y__
dr *J(y 4* <s

)

G2
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I dr y
'

dy

dR(

f dR

dF dR

<Ht z

"r j

^ /3z _ 2
8
\ (f^

dr(r rV
+

dr2

+ = g

dy* dz* dr* dr
'

r
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dX dzF
Hence, remarking that -y- is 0. and therefore -T-Sdx da?

is 0, the equation of Article 37, or

becomes

or

d*R^ , (<PR,
3 dy

/7/^ V rfw^ &
*

/7/y /
'

U/6 V U// /^ U// /

="
do*

+
r'dr

'

To solve this equation, we shall refer to the process

of Article 43. There we must make m = 3, which gives
Q

n = =
; and, supposing the wave to diverge, or B to

&

be a function of v or a^ r, the equation becomes

0;

+ &C.

where each succeeding coefficient is deduced by an in-

tegral of the preceding coefficient. Then R has the

form

B_i
. r~* + B_^

. r~% + &c.;

and F has the form

B_ s . r~% . z + B B . r~* . z + &c.^ ~
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j~y jjf
Then the velocity in y, or j- , or -y- , (Article 37), or

-
. -j- (above), can be found; observing that

r dr

dB = dB dv__dB= R
dr dv

'

dr dv

And the velocity in z is

P z* dR
Ml . -j- .

r dr

Hence the velocity in the direction of radius

_ y yz dR z f z* dR\ _ zR dR
. . -j -{ jfiH .j ] \- z r- t

r r dr r\ r dr J r dr

and the displacement in the direction of radius

*f- [dR= - R+zl -r-.
rj t Jtdr

And the velocity perpendicular to the radius

_ y / p a
2

d.K \ 2 ya <?72 _ yR
I M H . j- I .

'

. j- =r \ r dr) r r dr r

47. Interpretation of the earpression for radial dis-

placement in this problem; the particles, originally in a

circle whose center is the center of divergence, will always

be found in a circle of the same diameter whose center

oscillates.

Suppose that we measure from the center of the

wave (or origin of co-ordinates), in the direction z, a
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distance Q, a function of t and r, which will therefore

be the same at any given time for all particles in the

circle whose original radius was r, but will vary with

the time; and let the distance of that point from the

quiescent place of a particle under consideration be

called r. Then r'
2 = y

z

+(z- Q? = y* + z
i - 2zQ nearly

= r
2 2z Q, whence

r =r ---
r

The displacement of the particle in the direction of r is

*r pj [dRR + z\ -j-.
rj t J t

dr

Hence the disturbed value of r
1

is

/Ifp.frffl Q\
r + z( R+ I -j

--
I .

\rJt Jtdr r)

If now we make

we find

Disturbed value of r. = Undisturbed value of r.

That is to say, all the particles, which in the quiescent

state were originally in a circle whose center was at the

origin, will at the time t be found in a circle of the
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same diameter whose center has moved through the

space

IHS-
in the direction of z. Hence the wave will be of the

character of "divergent wave with oscillation of the

center of divergence in the direction of z, the amount

of oscillation being different for waves of different

diameters."

We leave to the student the investigation of the

motion of each particle in the circumference of the

circle to which it belongs.

From this it will easily be understood that, if motion

be begun in the form of a circle with oscillating center,

it will be propagated in the form of a circle with

oscillating center; because the general formula ex-

pressing disturbance must be such as will represent

the special disturbance at the place of beginning of the

disturbance, and only the formula that we have found

will represent that special disturbance.

48. Application of this theory to the vibration of

air produced by the vibration of musical strings.

We shall hereafter see that the vibrations of a

musical string may always be represented by the com-
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bination of vibrations of equal periods, one in one

plane passing through the string, and the other in

another plane passing through the string, at right angles

to the former; and that in the simplest case they will

be a vibration in one plane. Confining our attention

to the simplest case, and supposing x to be in the

direction of the string's length, and z in the direction

of vibration, and taking a plane yz at right angles to
'

the wire, it is seen that, for determining the vibrations

of air in that plane, we have precisely the case con-

templated in the last sentence of last Article, namely,

a motion begun in the form of a circle with oscillating

center : and the theorems of Articles 46 and 47 apply

to it. The principal practical results are : that in the

plane xy, or in the plane normal to the plane of vibra-

tion, the vibrations of air to and from the wire, on

which the audible sound mainly depends, and which

here have z for factor, are small; and that, in all

directions, the magnitude of vibrations depends princi-

pally on B, whose most important term has for factor

r~^, which diminishes rapidly as the distance increases.

49. Application of the theory to the vibrations of

air produced by the vibrations of a tuning-fork.

The tuning-fork is a small instrument in the form

represented in Figure 10, constructed of highly elastic

metal. In use, one of its branches is struck, and the
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whole form is put into a state of vibration
; but, by

holding the single stalk in the hand, all vibrations

of that stalk are speedily deadened, and then (as will

be perceived on mechanical principles) the remaining

vibrations of the two branches of the fork must be

at every moment in opposite directions. As the direc-

tion of vibration of each prong of the fork is definite,

the theory of Articles 46 and 47 applies to the vibra-

tions of air which it produces; but the combination

of the vibrations from the two prongs requires a special

investigation. We shall suppose that the section of

each stalk is a circle, and that one stalk does not

interrupt the air-vibrations produced by the other;

neither of which suppositions is strictly true.

Take a plane at right angles to the two prongs

for the plane of yz, z passing through both prongs;

let the interval between the two prongs be 2c; take

the middle point of that interval for the origin of

co-ordinates
; put % for the ordinate of a particle mea-

sured from that point in the direction of z, and p for

the radial distance from that point ;
then the z (in our

past investigations) of one prong will be c, and

the z of the other prong will be f+c. Also the r*

of one prong will be ( c)
s + y

2 = * + y* 2c nearly,

=
p
a

2c, and r = p
- c nearly ;

for the other prong,

r = p + - c nearly.
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The velocity in y therefore produced by one prong,

or '

.-T- (Article 46), is

g-c fdR tfE &

supposing p substituted for r in the function R. Com-

bining the terms, this becomes

1
P

S

The velocity in y produced by the other prong
would be expressed by the same formula with signs

of c changed, if the two prongs were in the same

state of vibration. But the two prongs are always in

opposite states of vibration. Hence we must again

change sign for the entire expression for the movement

produced by the other prong. Thus we have

y

and the entire velocity in the direction of y is,

G'
_"

p
3 '

dp
"

p*

'

The velocity in 2 produced by one prong, or

s
2 dB

-y-r dr
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dE t~
' p '

dp 'p 'Hfc P dp

or

whence, as before, the entire velocity in z is

6 dR 2
s dR 2? d'R

f\ i
j _ t% _ j _ /

7 OT S'T 1' 2*7!l t>
>

p dp p dp p dp

and the total velocity in the direction of p

IP

= - x velocity in y + - x velocity in

Without going into the complete discussion of this

formula, it may be stated that in many cases -7-7 has a

J T)

sign opposite to that of -y- ,
so that the coefficient of

2

is negative ;
and with certain values of that is, in a

direction making a certain angle with y, there will be

no vibration. This may be verified by putting a

tuning-fork into vibration, holding it to the ear, and

turning it round its stalk : in four positions the sound

sensibly dies away.

The coefficient of vibration of air, which is pro-

portional to r~? (see the expression for R in Article 46),

decreases rapidly with increasing distance.
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50. Symmetrical divergent wave, in air of three

dimensions ; convenience of circular functionsfor expres-

sion of wave : modification of the magnitude and law of
the displacement ofparticles, and of the speed of wave,

as the distancefrom the origin increases.

Assume F to be R, a function of t and r only, where

Proceeding exactly as in Article 44, we find

dF= dR dr = dR x

dx dr
'

dx dr
'

>J(x
z + y* + }

'

d?F d2R dr xV
dx2 dr

2 '

dx

dR f 1 a?
"l 7

= dR~
dr*

'

x2 + y* + 2?
+

dr
'

(

Similarly,

dR
dr'

dr2 '
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And the equation of Article 37 becomes

2 dR

This equation can be completely integrated by the

process of Article 43. Making m = 2, n = 1, and as-

suming the solution to be

we find (7_2
and all succeeding coefficients =

;
and the

/-r

value of R is simply , where C is a function of u

and v.

As in Article 45, the velocity of a particle in the

direction of the radius vector = -=- ; and if the wave be
dr

a divergent wave, C is a function of v only, or of at r ;

dC= dC dv =_dC= _ G,
m

dr dv 'dr dv

rJ ft

and the velocity of a particle, or r-

__
r r**

Integrating this quantity with regard to t, and making

dD_
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the displacement of a particle is found to be

_&_D^
ar ar*

'

The import of this expression will best be seen by

assuming a form for the function D. Suppose

D = b . sin -
(at r),

A.

the same form of function which is found convenient in

the Undulatory Theory of Light for a series of similar

waves in continued succession, and to which (as we shall

hereafter shew) all systems of recurring similar waves

may be referred. The value of this function, after going

through various changes with continued increase in the

value of r, returns, when r is increased by X, to the same

value as before
;
and as the characteristic of a series of

similar recurring waves is that at the end of a certain

spatial interval, which we call
" the length of a wave,"

the state of disturbance is the same as at the beginning

of that interval, it follows that \ is the length of a

wave. The same recurrence of value is produced with

unaltered r if we increase t by
-

;
which shews that the

CL

wave advances through a space equal to its length, so

as to leave a succeeding wave exactly in the same place

in which the preceding wave was, in the time -
.

a
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Now, since

2-7T, , 2-Tr

D = 6 . sm (at r), or = b . sin v,
X A.

D' will be

27T, 27T

and the expression for displacement is

b fl 2?r 2?r 1 . 2-7T N
T cos v + - sin -

1; I ,

a\r X X r* X /

6 /27T7* 2?r . 27r \
or -= cos v + sm v

)
.

air\ X X X /

If we make tan 6=.-, this expression becomes
A>

b 1 . fZ-Trv a\
sin [ -^- + } ,

or

1\ OJ-"
I -v

cos \ X

27r6 /A, X2 V . /2?n; j a\
^ / 1 1+ T-T3 .sm -v~ + ^

)aXrv V <nrr/ \ X /

7T
The angle increases from (when r = 0) to ^

(when r is oo
).

Thus we find that,

The displacement of the particles is expressed by a

modified wave, in which the maximum of backwards-

and-forwards disturbance is not the same at all distances

from the center of divergence, but varies more rapidly
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than the reciprocal of distance from that center. For

great distances, however, it is proportional to the reci-

procal of distance.

The progress of the modified wave is not uniform
;

for to the quantity there is attached 0, or to v there
A

is attached / ,
a quantity increasing positively but

ZTT

more rapidly at first than at last. Conceive this united

with r, and let r = r. Then the last factor of

displacement is

sin -

(at r').A

This shews that at the time t the multiple at in v is

connected with r, a quantity smaller than r. To ascer-

tain the spatial interval of waves at a given time T, we

must change r by such a quantity that r' will be
A

changed by 2?r, that is, r' will be changed by A, or

r
9

will be changed by A, or r will be changed by

.

Z7T

Hence the spatial interval of the waves is rendered

rather larger by this term
;
the interval in time being,

at any given point, necessarily unaltered (as determined

H
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only by the interval of impulses at the origin), and the

velocity of the waves is a little increased. But the

whole gain in space travelled over by a wave is

\ * X 7T X
^- x whole gam m 6 =

k>
- x -^

= 7 .

2?r ZTT 2 4

51. Divergent wave of three dimensions, with oscil-

lation of the center ofdivergence in the direction of z.

Assume -Fto be Rz, R being a function of t and r

only, where

Then, by a process exactly similar to that of Art. 46,

dF dR dR dr dR x= Z . -,- = Z . r- . -r- = Z
'

.

dx
'

dx
'

dr'dx
'

dr
'

V'(x* + y* + z
3

)

'

d*F_ d*R = <?R x*z
_

dR fz + z
3

dx'
'

dx* dr*
'

a? + y* + z
1 dr

'

fgf + 2 + ^

(by the expansion of last Article).

Similarly,

y*z dR

dy*
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Then

dz
"
dz

dR z d'R
7 1~i y i 9 . o\ "1" * '

a? + y*

dr'

rf

.

The sum --,+ T+ / 2 1S

_ ^ ,
I ___ _

dr*
'

dr
'

r

Thus the equation of Article 37 becomes

4 dR

To solve this equation, we adopt the process of

Article 43.

Making n = 2, and using the form

E^.r
\ve have

H2
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whence E'_4
and all following quantities are = 0, and

^T_3
=

JEL,.
If E_a

= -7- ,
then E_^= (r, and

=
dv'i*

+
i*'

and

/rf0 i cf\
Z
\dv'r* r

3
)'

This, it will be remembered, is on the supposition that

we confine ourselves to the divergent wave, and con-

sider as a function of v or at r only ; if, to com-

plete the solution, we desire also to introduce the con-

vergent wave, we must introduce H a function of u or

at + r only, and the sign of its differential coefficient

must be changed.

The velocity in x, or -7- (Article 38), is

dR zx dR
z

The velocity in y

or _

dx r
'

dr
'

_ zy dR
r

'

dr
'

The velocity in z

7? a.
** dR= M H .j- .

r dr

or
The velocity in the direction of r = - x velocity in x
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y , ., - z , . . zR dR
* x velocity m y + x velocity in z = 1- z .

r r r dr

The displacement in the direction of r

dR
-2f*+.(f.rj t Jtdr

From this it follows, exactly as in Article 47, that

the particles originally in a spherical surface whose

center is the center of divergence will always be in a

spherical surface of the same diameter with oscillating

center. And the displacement of the center of the

spherical surface at the time t is I 72 -f r I , in the

direction of z.

The elastic pressure of the air at any point (Arti-

cle 35) is HD 1 - - - - -=- -
, ,

which (Article 38)
\ dx dy d"

is the* same as

uDd-i dF
J.J-U I J. u . ^

V a rf^

or

and-f-..^

52. Application of this theory to an oscillating pen-

dulum with spherical bob; first, symbolical integration

for the pressure on the whole surface.

A spherical solid body moving in the direction of z

will have for its coating of air one of the spherical sur-
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faces of which we have spoken, and from it the waves

will diverge according to the law found in the last

Article
;
the necessary condition being, that the displace-

ment of center of that air-coating must be the same as

the displacement of the center of the solid sphere, or

that the function R must be so determined that, when

applied to the sphere of the same radius as the solid

sphere, I R + r I -r^ must be equal to the displacement

of the center of the solid sphere.

Now let us examine the value of the elastic pressure

upon the surface of the solid sphere.

First, we will examine the pressure upon any sphe-

rical surface whose radius is r, and whose center was

originally at the origin of co-ordinates.

Conceive the surface of the sphere divided into

annuli by planes parallel to xy ;
let two of these planes

be at distances from the center of the solid sphere z and

z + Sz. (This z and 82 are not exactly the same as the

original z and 82, because the particles of air have a

motion in each spherical surface
;
but the difference de-

pends on the first order of displacements ;
and its effect

on the variable part of the elastic force, which itself is

of the first order, will be of the second order, and may
be neglected.) If we put f for V(

2 + #*)> so that

which for this investigation is constant, and + Sg

will be the radii of the circular intersections by the

two planes. The resolved part of the elastic force which
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retards the motion of the sphere in the direction of z is

= elastic force x area included between circles of diame-

ters f and + S
;
but as, with positive and increasing

z, f diminishes, we must say that the resolved part of

the elastic force which accelerates the motion of the

sphere = elastic force x 27r|S| = elastic force x %irz8z

_ / z dR\ ~= Z-jrrLU 1 + -
. r- zoz.

\ a? dt)

We arrive at the same expression if we confine our

attention to that side of the sphere where z is nega-

tive.

Therefore, to find the total pressure acting to accele-

rate the sphere in the direction of z, we must integrate

the quantity

27rHD(-z+- }
\ a2 '

dtj

with respect to z, from z = r to z= + r.

The first term produces 0.

The second term produces

4-7T ,, r
3 dR

h
3 az

'~di'

or, since

dR _ dR dv _ dR
dt~dv'dt

'

dv'

the second term produces

4-Tr HD f d?G ^dG\+ .,
.

-
[r-j-j +-7-J.3 a \ dv dv/
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Now the ordinate Q of the center of the sphere is

therefore

j~ . T I J- %

at dr

or, as R = r- -? + a > where G is a function of w or
dv r* r*

(at r} (Article 51),

I _ _.
'

r dv
'

r
2 r

3

53. Pendulum investigation continued; determina-

tion of the form of the function, and evaluation of the

entire pressure.

In the case of a vibrating pendulum, whose bob is

a sphere of radius p, the ordinate Q, of the center of the

bob or of the atmospheric sphere whose radius is p, will

move according to this law,

When p is put for r, Q must = b . sin ct.

Therefore the function G must be so taken that

--, as expressed above, will, when p is put for r,

assume the shape be . cos ct. There is no hope of doing
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this except by making O a simple function of sine and

cosine. Suppose then we assume for G,

K . sine (multiple of v + constant)

+ L . cosine (multiple of v + constant).

The multiple of v must be such that, to make

our terms comparable with cos ct, the multiple of t

under the bracket will be c. But v = at r. Hence
/

the multiple of v will be -
;
and we have for G,

* Ct

cc ]K . sine \
-

(at r) + constant }

( j

fc )

+ L . cosine \
- (at r) + constantk

l J

When for r we put p, this becomes

(G }
k . sine -I- (at p) + constant^

f c )+ I . cosine \- (at p) + constant >
;

l
a J

where k and I are the values which K and L receive

when for r we put the special value p.

But in that case, which is to correspond to the

motion of the center of the pendulum-bob, our terms are

to depend on ct. Therefore the constant, in each term,

Go
must be + ;

and our general expression must be,

y-> y-

G = K. sine - (v + p} + L . cosine -(v + p).a ' a
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Substituting this in the expression for
j- , which,

when after the differentiation p is put for r, is to equal

be . cos ct, and remarking that for the general symbols A"

and L we are now to put the special values k and I,

"[UV P' aP*

( / r2 '2\ 9,r

[

+
{&p-$

l -

Put e and/ for the coefficients of k and Z in the first

line
;
then we obtain

, bcf , +bce
K=-j 7T ^ =~

= + c . cos

Forming with these the general expression for

47r HD i tfG dG\
3

'

a (
T
dv*

+
dv)'

which (Article 52) gives the pressure in direction z

upon the surface of the sphere whose radius is r
;
and

putting p for r; we have for the whole pressure on the

solid sphere in the direction of z,

4-7T HDbc2
,, , _ .. . o

TT . s , , .. .av {(apV + 2a8

)
sin ct - c

s

p
5

. cos ct}.
5 a p (e +j )

Substituting for e and/ their values, the whole pres-

sure on the sphere in the direction of z is
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^ P
ZD . .

j :-;i {(apV + 2a3

) sin ct - cV cos c*j.a c p + 4a

4-7T

And it is to be remarked that -
p

3 D mass of air dis-
o

placed by the solid sphere.

Now be, the maximum velocity of the pendulum, is

very small in comparison with a the velocity of sound.

Retaining only the principal term,

pressure in the direction of 2

TT

= mass of displaced air x 5-5 . Jc
2

. sin ct.

54. Pendulum investigation completed ; comparison

of Hie atmospheric pressure with the resolved part of

gravity ; the oscillations of the pendulum are made to

occupy a longer time.

Let W be the weight of the ob. Since Q = b . sin ct,

- = be . sin ct,

and the resolved pressure arising from gravity which

produces the vibration of W is

W. be
3

. sin ct

9
Hence the proportion of the pressure in z produced by
tin- elasticity of air, to the pressure in z produced by
the resolved part of gravity, is

weight of displaced air x Jig

-a" x weight of bob
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But in Article 22, Eg = a*.

Hence the proportion of the pressure in the direction

of motion produced by air-elasticity, to the pressure

produced by gravity, is

1 weight of displaced air

2
'

weight of pendulum-bob
'

This new pressure, it is to be remarked, diminishes

the effect of gravity. It is not of the nature of friction,

which depends only on the velocity; (the very small

term multiplying cos ct, which is proportional to the

velocity, is of the nature of friction). But the term

which we have considered may be represented by saying,

either that gravity is diminished, or that the inertia of

the pendulum-bob is increased by the addition of a mass

of air equal in volume to half the volume of the pendu-

lum-bob. The latter is the more usual form of express-

ing the result.

The effect of it is, that the pendulum is made

thereby to vibrate more slowly.

It is particularly to be remarked that this retarding

effect is totally different from that arising from the
"
floatation

"
of the pendulum-bob in air. The effect of

that floatation is to diminish the acting weight of the

bob by the whole weight of displaced air, and to dimi-

nish the power of gravity in producing vibration by the

fraction

weight of displaced air

weight of pendulum-bob
'
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Hence the total diminution of the power of gravity in

producing vibration is expressed by the fraction

3 weight of displaced air

2
'

weight of pendulum-bob
'

3 specific gravity of air

2
'

specific gravity of pendulum-bob
*

This proposition is very important in the computa-

tion of pendulum experiments.

As with unaltered gravity, so with this altered

gravity, there is no tendency to diminish the arc of

vibration.

54*. Divergent wave of three dimensions ; each

ring of particles, which was originally in a circle paral-

lel to xy, changing its form into an ellipse; and the

major and minor axes of the ellipse alternating in di-

rection.

Assume Fto be Rxy, where R is a function only of

t and r or V(^
2 + 2/

2 + 2
2

). Performing the differentia-

tions exactly as in the last investigations, we find

</'!'_ d*R a? xy dR a? 3xy dR
/i nr /t'Y* O" ** finf* *y* *y* /W*U-**/ I*-/ / / U>l I I Ui

dR
rgy

-7 _ '
<2 I

dy*
* '

dr1
'

r
2 r

'

dr
'

r* r
'

dr '

7?
= a;

y'~drr 'r*~^'~dr~'r*
+
^'~dr''

6 dR
dz* dr> r

'

dr

A1 d'F
Also -js-

= xu . .

dt*
J

dt
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Hence the equation of Article 37 becomes

6 dR
^ _

a*' df ~W r'd^'

By Article 43, a solution of this equation can be

found in the form

where K_K , K^, K_5 ,
are functions of v or of at r.

Remarking that

- dv d.K .
-

. TT = a.
dt dv

'

dt dv

and that

d.K_3= d.K_3
dv = _d.K^

dr dv
'

dr dv

and so for each of the other functions
;
our equation

becomes on substitution,

d.K

Making each term = 0, and supposing K_^ = H, a func-

tion of v,

,-, dH w 1 d*ff

fl tfH . dff
and
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54**. Motions of the particles in this problem:

similarity of the motions to those of the surface of a bell.

By Article 37,

dX dF1 d
,

,
-r,

dR x
TT = -T- = -7- (xyJa,} yR + %y -r-

-
dt dx dx ^ * y dr r

cr -i i dY D dR y
feimilarly -y-

= xR + xy -=- .
-

.

at dr r

The velocity parallel to xy in the direction of radius

_x dX y dY_ R dR _ (2R dR\

~r'dt rr*df
= "Xy -r

+ Xy -~dr~ Xy \r
+

dr)'

This expression vanishes when x = 0, and also when

y = 0. That is, supposing the plane xy to be horizontal,

in two vertical planes intersecting at the origin of co-

ordinates there is no motion whatever to or from the

center. But in the first quadrant of azimuth, with

positive x and positive y, the sign of velocity in radius

is the same as the sign of the bracket
;
in the second

quadrant, with negative x and positive y, the sign is

opposite to that of the bracket
;
in the third quadrant,

where x and y are both negative, the sign is the same

as that of the bracket
;
and in the fourth quadrant,

where x is positive and y negative, the sign is opposite

to that of the bracket. This shews that the form

of a series of particles, which in the quiescent state

was circular, becomes elliptic, the axes of the ellipse

being inclined 45 to the axes of x and y. And if, as

in Article 50, we suppose H to be a periodical function

of v, alternately + and in successive small portions of

time
;
then the quantity in the bracket will be alter-
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nately + and in successive small portions of time
;
in

these successive small portions of time, the radial

velocity in the first quadrant will change from

+ to while that in the second quadrant changes from

to + (or vice versd), and so for the other quadrants.

Therefore the form of the series of particles, originally

circular, will be changing backwards and forwards, from

an ellipse with major axis inclined 45 to x, to an

ellipse with major axis inclined 135 to x.

This motion is exactly that of the particles of a bell,

hung vertically, and struck by a hammer (exterior or

interior) on one side. And, the air being set in motion

in this form, it will (in consequence of the applicability

of the formula to all values of r) propagate its motion, as

regards radial movement, in the same form. The am-

plitude of the movement, or the coefficient of the

periodical term, has for its principal factor

R

which, for a given azimuth, is inversely as the square

of the distance.

The velocity transverse to the radius is

x dY y dX__,*_~R
r' dt r' dt~ ( y) r'

This is maximum where the radial velocity vanishes

and vanishes where the radial velocity is maximum.

dF
The velocity in the direction of z, which is

~j- , or

d . dR z xyz dR
(xyR), is simply ry.-, or--.-.
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The theory applies to the external movements of air

produced by a spherical bell struck on one side, or by a

hemispherical bell whose mouth is close to the ground.

54***. Divergent wave of two dimensions, of the

same character as the last.

Treating this in the same manner as in Articles 44

and 46, with the assumption F=Rxy, where R is a

function of t and of *,/(x* + y*), the equation for R is

found to be

_!
<PR = <m 5 dR

r*'~dt*
~

dr*
+

r' dr
'

It does not appear necessary to follow the consequences

of this equation in detail.

55. Equations for a horizontal plane wave passing

upwards through the atmosphere, the effect of gravity

being taken into account.

In all the investigations to this point we have

treated the air as an elastic fluid, confined so as to be

prevented from disseminating itself into infinite space,

but not subject to the action of gravity. We shall now

consider, in a simple case, the modifications which are

introduced by the introduction of gravity.

First, we will find the relation between the pressure

II, the density A, and the height x, while the air is in

I
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its quiescent state. In a vertical column whose section

is 1, the mass between x and x + Bx is A x Bx
;
and

this is supported by the excess of the pressure II below

it over the pressure II + BR above it. Therefore

A x Bx = - 8H
;

whence, taking the limiting value of the fraction,

S A.
dx

By Article 13, A =^; therefore

1 ^5_rl
U' dx

~ H ;

whence

logU=~ + C;

and, puttingP for the pressure at the ground, log P-G\
therefore

, n x _?
l p

=
~J[> orII=P.e";

P *

and A= ^ . e~*.
n.

Now suppose the particle at elevation x to be raised

to the elevation x + X, and that at elevation x + k to

be raised to

x + h + X+~h.
ax

As in preceding instances, the new density A' will
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The pressure about the particle whose original place

was x being II', that about the particle whose original

place was x + k will be

JJ'
i 7. .

dU'
the excess ot upwards pressure is

-j-
K.

CtJC

The weight of the matter in the same space, pressing

it downwards (by the action of gravity), is A&.

Hence the whole force pressing upwards is

A/c k.
dx

The mass is A . k.

Therefore

d*X f 1 dU'\
or

d?

Or since H' = H. A',

f 1 U\- = ft I I -- _ I

d? 9
\ A' dx)

"
dx '

tfX qH cZA'
ana 5-5-

= Cl
'

. :

d? J A dx

gH d
( A dX\~

9 ~ ''dx\T
'

qH <ZA qH d

-V-'-K'dx-
+ 'T'te'd

12
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n
But since A =

-j-, ,

a.

= =
A' dx~U' dx ~~H'

Also gS= a*.

dX 2 <fX

dX *Or> + - a=(X

This equation cannot (with our present knowledge)

be generally solved in a finite form.

The equation may be put into a form admitting of

an apparent symmetrical solution in infinite series, by

using M and v as the independent variables. By Partial

Differential Equations, Article 35,

t ,

rz a i
= 4cr

-j -j-
= 4tgH . -j -j- .

dx du.dv du.dv

dX_dXdu = _
dx du

'

dx dv
'

dx du dv
'

The equation now becomes

du.dv 4iH\dv du'

Neglecting the second side,
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Substituting this value in the second side, and inte-

grating

Continuing this process we find

where p is to have the values 1, 2, 3, ... oo .

We doubt, however, whether anything is really

gained by this form.

56. Investigation of the motion of a spherical diver-

gent wave, from considerations of the movement ofparti-

cles in a solid-angle-sector or pyramid.

In Articles 44 and 50, the motions of symmetrical

divergent waves, in space of two or of three dimensions,

are treated by means of the Characteristic Function.

But they may be treated by the more simple and

direct method of considering the changes of volume

and density, and the forces thence arising, in a sol id-

angle-sector or pyramid of very small angle. We will
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commence with a re-investigation of the problem of

Article 50, the divergence of a wave in space of three

dimensions.

Let the measure of the solid angle, estimated by
the area of the transverse section of the pyramid at

distance 1 from the origin, be s; let r be the distance

of any particle in its undisturbed state, r-\- T its dis-

tance at the time t. Between the transverse section

at distance r and that at r + Br, the included volume is

s . r
2

. Br. When r is changed to r + T, r + Br is

changed to

r + Br+T+
d

,

T
Br:

dr

and between the transverse sections at those distances,

the included volume is

The density A, in the neighbourhood of the disturbed

particles whose original distance was r, is therefore

s .r'BrDx

2T dT"

and the elastic pressure II on a unit of surface is

^_f).r drj
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For the particles whose original distance was r + r',

the pressure II' on a unit of surface

,
<m ,= Ii + -j-r.dr

The mass of matter, between a unit of surface at one

transverse section of the sector and a unit of surface at

the other transverse section, is Dr.

It might be thought at first that, in order to deter-

mine the movement of the truncated pyramid included

between the original distances r and r + r', we ought

to compare the whole pressures at the two ends of the

truncated pyramid. But on consideration it will be

seen that, if we form a principal cylinder whose base

is the smaller end, and produce it till it meets the

larger end (as in Figure 11); and if we estimate the

difference of pressures of those equal bases of the

cylinder, and compare it with the distance between

them; and if we also form parallel small cylinders,

occupying with their bases the remaining part of the

large end, and whose opposite extremities cut the in-

clined boundary; and if we estimate the resolved part

of pressure on that inclined boundary in the direction

of the cylinder's length; we shall find the difference

of opposite forces to bear in all parts the same pro-

portion to the length of the column of air which they

are to move.

The acceleration therefore, or

g x difference of pressures

mass moved
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will be

=_ -.-
./'/'' dr D '

dr \ r dr

H d
(2T

dT\
'

dr\r dr)'

Making this =(r+r)

we have

1 ^T = ^fi_T dT\
a?' df ~dr\r

+
dr)'

Let y=Fr;

r dzV dV d'V-
2.-7^r

= -i
-
rT ,

a df dr dr*

1 tfV 4, dV

then

_ _ _ - 4_ __
a"' df r'dr^dr*'

which being solved by the process of Article 41 gives

dH l,H
~Tv V +

.r
3 '

(H being any function of v), and

an expression equivalent to

_'_#
ar ar*'

found in Article 49.
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(The same equation is solved by a different pro-

cess, in the Author's Partial Differential Equations,

Article 42.)

In the same manner we may proceed with such

a problem as the following. To find the law of motion

of a wave of air diverging simultaneously from all

parts of the earth; supposing gravity to be inversely

as the square of distance from the center, and the

elastic pressure to vary as the wtb
power of the density

(n being somewhat greater than 1, to make the atmo-

sphere finite). It is necessary first to investigate the

statical problem (as in last Article) and then to make

the dynamical investigation (as above). An equation

will be obtained in the form

(n-l)er) d fdT , 2T\A-
r j-( j-+r )
ar \ar r J

v*r m
+v?r_*fT

r* \dr r J dt r
3

a being the earth's radius, &
2 = -

,
A = nH+ (n 1) a.

J

(This equation was printed erroneously in the

Author's Partial Differential Equations, Article 44.)

If this equation could be solved, it might give

some information on the ultimate effect of radiations

of various kinds from central bodies.
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57. Remarks on the increase due to the computed

velocity and pressure in all the preceding results.

Commencing with Article 32, we have, for con-

venience, systematically omitted the factor tfff
2

,
in ex-

pressing the proportion of the change of elastic pressure

to the change of density of the air. But this factor,

or one of very nearly the same value, ought in all

cases to be introduced. This will be seen on consider-

ing the characters of the several cases to which our

theorems apply.

The necessity for employing the factor 6 is ex-

plained in Article 14; the symbol being first introduced

in Article 17 and first applied in Article 21. There

can be no doubt on the necessity for using it in all

cases.

The necessity for employing the factor n is ex-

plained in Articles 15 and . 16
;

the symbol is first

introduced and first applied in Articles 16 and 21.

The reasoning in Article 15 shews that its existence

depends entirely on the rapidity of change in the state

of condensation of the air. The investigations in Arti-

cles 24, 25, 27, 30, 31, 32, 39, 44, 46, 48, 50, and in fact

every investigation relating to sound, imply vibrations

which go through their period several hundred times in

one second, and for these the factor n or 1'2 must in-

dubitably be used. The effect of it is that the velocity

of transmission of the wave instead of being a or JgJJ.'
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will be 1*2 x JgH'. The investigation of Article 51,

or rather its application to the pendulum-vibration in

Article 54, implies vibration in which the change from

least to greatest density and vice versd occupies one

second. It is certain, from the experiments mentioned

in Article 15, that a great effect of the kind sought

takes place in that duration of time, but it seems

doubtful whether the whole effect corresponding to

rapid vibrations will be produced. If the whole effect

is really produced in that case, then, since the object

of the investigation was merely to ascertain pressures,

these pressures will be increased in the proportion of

1 : N or 1 : n2

(see Article 16) ;
and in Article 54 the

"
proportion of the pressure in the direction of motion

produced by air-elasticity to the pressure produced by
n* weight of displaced air

gravity will be -= . . *? , , ,
or

2 weight oi pendulum- bob

weight of displaced air

weight of pendulum-bob
'

and the final result of that article will be

1 <(^9 specific gravity of air

specific gravity of pendulum-bob
"

58. On the combination of similar waves travelling

in opposite directions; and on stationary waves.

If, in the motion of waves of air through a cylinder,

or in the motion of a plane wave of air in space,

(Articles 24, 25, 27, 39), the expression for displacement
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of a particle consists of two functions expressing wave-

motion in opposite directions, as

<f> (n6a .t x) + ^ (nOa .t + x),

and if the two functions be trigonometric, similar, and

with equal coefficients, as

b . sin (nOaf. t fx + c) + 6 . sin (nOaf . t +fx + e),

their sum takes the form

Z= 25 . sin (n0af. t + -+-
) x cos (fa +

e

-^} .

\ * / \.
< /

Here the appearance of a travelling wave is lost

entirely. The function presents none of the character-

istics described in Articles 24 and 25. Yet every parti-

cle of air, with only critical exceptions, has a vibratory

motion.

If we consider a single particle, that is, if we make

x constant, that particle has a vibration whose coeffi-

/ Q _ \

cient is 25 . cos (fx -\ ^ I
,
and whose law of oscilla-

\ * /

/ C + 6\
tion is sin (ndaf. t H ^ j

, going through all its changes

9
in the time ~z > The magnitude of vibrations is dif-

ferent for different particles; but the beginning and end

of vibration occur at the same time for all the particles.

The coefficient vanishes, that is, the particle has no

oscillation, where

~-- &c~
f ' '

2 ~2 f

2
'

2
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If we consider all the particles at one moment, that

is, if we make t constant, the displacement of different

particles follows the law

COS

It has one sign between

STT

2
*

the opposite sign between

e c S-TT , BTT

-!- =-2
and= T'

the first sign between

,, e c 5-7T

&c.

There is constant quiescence where

e c IT STT 5?r

&c.

The maximum value of displacement is

+ 26 . sin
( nOaf . t + - -

) ,

\ * /

always occurring, whatever be the time, where

/
e ~ c

or = TT, or = 2-7T, &c.
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From the last mentioned characteristics, this law

of disturbance has received the name of the stationary

wave.

The variable part of the elastic force of the air

(Article 21) is - D . -r- ,

/ / 4. f>\ /

or 2bfD . sin inffaf. t +
~^-\

. sin (fx +

This, for any one particle, has for coefficient

This coefficient is greatest where

& + -^ &c** 2 ~2' 2
' '

and vanishes where

_ /

fx -\
--- = 0, 7T, 2?T, &C.

z

On comparing this with the preceding statements, it

appears that those points of the air which have no dis-

placement have the greatest change of density, and those

which have the greatest displacement have no change of

density.

The reader will at once perceive that the theory of

the echp, in Article 41, applies to this case; supposing
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Stationary waves are formed, in like manner, by
the combination of converging and diverging waves in

the cases supposed in Articles 44, 46, 50, 51. The

reader will have no difficulty in verifying this. It will

7 D
be necessary to distinguish carefully the signs of

-^

as derived through u and as derived through v.

59. Deficiences still existing in the mathematical

theory of atmospheric vibrations, as applied to important

cases occurring in practice.

The first deficiency to which we shall advert is in

the general treatment of the reflection of waves of air.

We have seen in Article 41, &c. that the reflection of

ordinary plane waves of air at a plane surface is treated

theoretically without difficulty; and if we should use a

similar process for such plane waves as occur in Arti-

cle 42 (the formulae of that Article being so altered

as to represent two directions of motion of wave in-

clined to the axis z, in order to exhibit the wave in the

generality of inclination), or for such diverging waves

as occur in Articles 44,46, 50, and 51 (with due alteration

for representing the places of the two centers of diver-

gence and the two directions of oscillation), we should

find no difficulty, provided we assume that the surface

of reflection (that is, the surface along which the motions

of the particles produced by the combination of two

waves are at all times parallel to the portions of surface

which they touch) is a plane.
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But if we assume that surface to be curved, we

meet with difficulties. It might be supposed that, with

a parabolic surface, the movements of particles, pro-

duced by a spherical wave diverging from the focus,

and by a plane wave moving in the direction of the

axis, would be so related as to shew that, by reflection

at the parabolic surface, one of these waves would be

the consequence of the other. This, however, has not

been proved algebraically, and appears to be doubtful

In like manner, it might be supposed that, with a

prolate spheroidal surface, the movements of particles in

waves diverging from one focus and converging to the

other focus would possess the relation proper for reflec-

tion
;
but this is equally in doubt. And these doubts

apply to reflection at a curved surface generally.

The second deficiency is in the investigation of the

motions of the particles at the junction of two contain-

ing vessels. Suppose, for instance, we consider a large

tube stopped at one end and communicating at the other

end with the open air. There is no difficulty in under-

standing that there may be a stationary wave in the

tube (the stopped end being one of the points of vanish-

ment of motion in Article 58), and that there may be a

stationary divergent wave in the open air. But, if so,

where will be the next surface of vanishment of motion?

or that of vanishment of variability of pressure?

Theory has not yet answered these questions.

We commend these problems to the attention of the

student.
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SECTION Y.

TRANSMISSION OF WAVES OF SONIFEROUS VIBRATIONS

THROUGH DIFFERENT GASES, SOLIDS, AND FLUIDS.

60. Velocity of waves through gases.

The investigation of Article 21 applies in the same

manner to all gases as to atmospheric air, excepting

that we are not so well acquainted with the effects of

change of temperature and sudden contraction or ex-

pansion. Omitting these, that is, putting 1 for n6, we

find as in Article 21, that about the particle whose origi-

nal ordinate was x, the density of the gas is represented

by D D -7- ;
and by Boyle's Law, Article 10, which

Ct/JC

is found to apply to all gases, the elastic pressure of the

gas about that point is therefore

(

~
~dx)'

K being a constant of whose value we shall speak very

soon. Consequently, the elastic pressure about the

point whose original ordinate was x + k is

V (i^x* (i^r

and the excess of the former mentioned pressure, tend-

ing to move the included mass of gas forwards, is

K
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cf YKD ~~ k
;
the mass of gas to be moved is Dk

;
and

dx

therefore we have the differential equation

d*X
df

of which the solution is

indicating, as in Articles 24 and 25, waves whose velo-

city is JgK.

In order to explain what is meant by K, let us

suppose that the gas is contained in vessels which are

not rendered, by the inclosed gas, liable to any strain

either of bursting or of contraction, and therefore that

the gas exerts the same elastic force as the external air.

In this state, let the specific gravity of the gas be

= G x specific gravity of the external air; or, using our

own language, let the density of the gas be G x density

of air. Now by Articles 8 and 13, the elastic pressure

of the air is able to support the weight of a column of

similar air whose height is H\ or, in Article 13, the

elastic pressure of air =H x density of air. But we

have just supposed that the elastic pressure of the gas is

equal to that of the air, and that the density of the air

= ^ x density of gas. This equation therefore becomes

TT

Elastic pressure of gas = -^ x density of gas.

TT

Consequently our factor K is = -~
;
and the velocity of
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waves is */ r . In air, treated in the same manner,

the velocity of waves is Jgll. Therefore the velocity of

waves in gas is = x velocity of waves in air: where

G is the specific gravity of the gas, referred to air at

the same pressure, as the standard of specific gravity.

01. Velocity of waves through solid bodies.

The fact of the transmission of vibrations through

a solid body, and the calculation of the velocity of the

wave, rest on the assumption that the particles of the

body are so connected, that compressive force from some

external cause is necessary to make the particles ap-

proach nearer together, and that extensional force is

necessary to separate the particles more widely; and

that the effects so produced will be proportional to the

forces producing them. In the extension of a longi-

tudinal bar of metal, we may thus represent the law :

the weight which, if applied for extension, will in-

crease the intervals between particles in the proportion

1:1 + 2, or which, if applied for compression, will

diminish the intervals between particles in the pro-

portion 1 : 1 2, must be the weight of a similar bar

of the same metal whose length is L . z (where L is a

given length or modulus, peculiar to the metal). Adopt-

ing for malleable iron as engineer's data (rather un-

certain), that a weight of 1 Ib. or 3'6 cubic inches of

iron will extend an iron bar whose section is 1 square
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inch by 240()0000
of its length without injuring its

elasticity, the weight of a length Lz inches of a

similar bar, that is, the weight of Lz cubic inches of

iron, will extend it by the fractional part

Lz 1
x

3-6 240UOOOO
'

Making this = z, we have L = 3'G x 24000000 inches

= 86400000 inches = 7200000 feet. Then an extension

of the space occupied by given particles in the pro-

portion 1 : 1 + z implies that they are subjected to an

extensional force equal to the weight of a similar bar

whose length is z x L, or (for iron) z x 7200000 feet,

and consequently that they pull with that force on the

connexions which extend them
;
and similarly, mutatis

mutandis, for a contraction of the space.

If now the particle, whose distance from origin was

originally x, is disturbed through X, the particle whose

distance was x+ h will be disturbed through

the space occupied by particles, which was originally h,

j-\r

will now be h -f- -7 A; the space is increased by the frac-

tional part -7- , which is to be put for z in the last

paragraph ;
and the particles which were originally in

the position x are now pulling those on both sides of

them with a force equal to the weight of a similar bar
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7 V"

whose length is
-^

x L. They are therefore pulling
(JutXs

the particles in front of them backwards, with that

force. For the particles which were originally in the

position x + k, there is a force pulling the particles in

rear of them forwards, with the force

fdX d*X
7
\ T

-7-+;, k )xL.
\ dx, dx J

The excess of the latter gives the force really pulling

the intervening particles forward

7 r=
-j-2 K X L.
dx

The mass of matter intervening, estimated in the same

manner, is k. Hence the acceleration forwards is

and the equation is

the solution of which is

X=
<f> (tJgL

and the velocity of the waves is

With the data above given for iron, this velocity is

15203 feet per second. This value is larger than that

for any other metal.

62. Velocity of waves of sound through fluids.

The theory of the transmission of vibrations through

fluids is embarrassed with a complication from which that

of transmission through solids is free. The ordinary
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laws of equality of pressure in all directions apply,

apparently, in the same manner to those sudden shocks

which are distributed by pulses similar to those of

sound, as to those slower communications of motion which

are transmitted by visible waves. We have remarked,

when in a barge on the sea at some distance from the

vertical of the spot where a large quantity of gunpowder
was fired at about 60 feet depth, that a sudden shock

was felt upwards at the bottom of the barge long

before there was the smallest sign of an ordinary wave.

Here the shock had been communicated by molecular

transmission in the same manner as through an iron

bar, but with this difference of dispersion, that it had

diverged through a solid angle. After a wide limit of

space, remarking that the depth of a sea or lake is

usually a very small fraction of its horizontal extension,

it seems probable that the waves of vibrations will

extend as confined between two horizontal planes.

Thus, for a distance comparable to the depth of the

water, the investigation of Articles 50 and 56 would

nearly apply ;
for greater distances, that of Article 44

would appear to correspond better to the circumstances.

In either case, however, as appears from Article 50,

the velocity of the wave will not sensibly differ from

that of a wave transmitted longitudinally through a

uniform cylinder. The amplitude of vibrations at a

distant point will be diminished, but much less under

the hypothesis that the waves diverge as between two

parallel planes, than if the waves diverged, through

their whole course, into three dimensions.
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SECTION VI.

EXPERIMENTS ON THE VELOCITY OF SOUND, AND

ON THE PRESSURE ACCOMPANYING ATMOSPHERIC

WAVES; AND COMPARISON OF THE EXPERIMENTAL

RESULTS WITH THE RESULTS OF THEORY.

63. Recapitulation of the theoretical results for the

velocity of Sound in Air.

It has been found, in Article 24, that the velocity

of sound in a cylinder is nd x 916'2722 feet per second;

where n is a constant (Articles 15 and 16) depending on

the increase or diminution of the elastic force of the

air produced by sudden compression or expansion, to

which we have assigned the probable value 1*2
;
and

where 6 is a factor depending on the temperature of

the air during the experiment, and represented by V
or

450 + reading of Fahrenheit's thermometer

482

(Articles 14 and 17). Converting the formula into

numbers, we have the following table of the theoretical

velocities of sound
;
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TJieoretical Velocity of Sound, at different temperatures

of the air as indicated by Fahrenheit's Tliermometer.

Temp.
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64t. Methods used for determining the velocity of
Sound.

In the greatest part of the experiments, the obser-

vations have been those of the flash and the report

of a distant cannon. The flash, and the first disturbance

of air by the emission of gas, occur so nearly or exactly

at the same instant, that no sensible error arises from

the difference in the nature of these two phenomena.
The same observer observes both phenomena with the

same watch or clock
; and, if the distance of the gun be

several miles, there is ample time for the observer to

write down the observation of the flash before preparing

himself for the observation of the sound. All these

circumstances are very advantageous. The gun is

usually pointed towards the observer, and it seems pro-

bable that this circumstance may slightly accelerate the

pulse of air in the beginning of its course, but possibly

by a few feet only, corresponding to an imperceptible

error of time.

But there is a physiological circumstance, the effects

of which have hitherto escaped notice, but which pro-

bably produces a sensible error
;

it is, that two different

senses (sight and hearing) are employed in the observa-

tion of the two phenomena, and we are not certain

that impressions are received on them with equal speed.

Indeed we believe that the perception of sound is slower

by a measurable quantity, perhaps 0" 2, than the per-
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ception of light; and this may affect the result with an

error amounting to some hundreds of feet.

We should much prefer a plan of observation in

which two observers observed, in the same manner, the

time of the sound passing two stations. By using

signals given reciprocally from two stations beyond
both the observing stations, it will be easy to obtain

a result for the time of passage of the sound, inde-

pendent of the habits of each observer, independent

of the difference of the indications of their time-keepers,

and independent of the velocity of the wind. (The

reader will verify this without difficulty, by putting

algebraical symbols for the different elements just men-

tioned
;
when it will be found that, on taking the mean

of the two apparent times occupied by the passage of

sound, according as the gun at first station or at second

station is used, those elements disappear.) A process of

this kind is employed in the measurement of higher

velocities, as the velocity of the galvanic current in

a telegraph-wire.

Difficulties have sometimes been experienced, by

persons not familiar with astronomical practices, in the

estimation of fractions of a second of time. To avoid

these, a timepiece was employed in the Dutch experi-

ments to be mentioned below (perhaps, on the whole,

the best which had been made before those of M.

Regnault) in which the motion, being regulated by a

pendulum revolving in a conical form, was free from

the jerks of a common clock, and the index could be

stopped at any fraction of a second.
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A most elaborate series of experiments by M. V.

Regnault is published in the Memoires de I'Acade'mie

des Sciences, tome XXXVIL, occupying 575 pages. The

most important were made in tubes prepared for con-

veyance of gas and water in the neighbourhood of Paris :

these tubes varied in diameter from O'lOS metre to 1*10

metre, and in length from 961 to 4886 metres. The

general principle in all was, to cover the near end of

the tube with a firm plate (excepting in some early ex-

periments), in which was a hole through which a pistol

barrel was thrust
;
and a charge of powder, or some-

times a large percussion cap, was fired. The distant

end of the tube was covered with a sheet of caoutchouc,

which was made to tremble by the shock of the air-

wave : sometimes it produced a reflexion to the firm

plate, and from it to the caoutchouc again, &c. The

pistol-explosion broke a galvanic circuit, and the trem-

bling of the caoutchouc restored it : and these galvanic

effects were registered upon a revolving barrel, on

which were also registered the beats of a clock and the

vibrations of a tuning-fork. In some experiments,

laminaj of caoutchouc were applied to apertures in the

sides of the tube at different distances. Finally, ex-

periments were made in the same way without tubes,

using the explosion of a heavy cannon. Experiments
were also made on the velocity of sound through air of

different densities, and through various gases. These,

we believe, are the only experiments in which there has

been no reference to human nerves.
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65. Statement of the principal modern results for
the velocity of Sound.

We confine ourselves, in the following table, to the

most trustworthy experiments made since the year 1820.

Authority.
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The best of these experiments give results some-

what larger than those in our theoretical table,

Article G3
; some, however, give results rather smaller.

It seems not impossible that we ought to have taken

for n a value very slightly exceeding 1*2, and also that

there is some uncertainty in the experiments.

It is to be remarked that, except in M. Kegnault's

experiments, there are no observations sufficient to

enable us to apply a correction for the effect of moisture

in the air.

M. Regnault's experiments shewed clearly that the

greatest disturbance produced by a violent solitary

wave travelled rather more rapidly than that of a feeble

wave : as may be inferred from the theory of Article 33.

We ought not here to pass over a curious remark of

Captain Parry and Mr Fisher, in observations made in

Captain Parry's second voyage. The stations were so

near that the human voice could be heard
;
and the

remark was, that the officer's word of command "
fire,"

was heard about one beat of the chronometer (or of
\ o

a second of time, we believe) after the report of the gun.

The instance is quite singular. Mr Earnshaw has sup-

posed it possible that the phenomenon has some relation

to that acceleration of the wave which occurs when the

displacement of particles is very large (see Articles 32,

33, 34). But we cannot imagine that the acceleration

could ever amount to a space of 200 feet
;
and in any

case we imagine that when the accelerated large dis-

turbance came up with the small disturbance, the two

disturbances would be merged into one.
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It appears to us more probable that the phenomenon
is physiological. We have often remarked that, when

the report of a gun or any other violent and sudden

noise is heard, it is preceded by the perception of a

shock through the bodily frame, the interval in time

being a large fraction of a second. From the voice,

there would be no sensible shock : but the shock from

the cannon-explosion might be sensible, and might pre-

cede the auditory perception of the report by a time

sufficiently long to present itself to the observer's mind

before the auditory perception of the voice.

66. Comparison, with theory, ofthe observed pressure

accompanying an atmospheric wave : the pendulum.

The only experiment which is sufficiently delicate

to give a measure of the pressure of a wave is the obser-

vation of its influence on the movement of a pendulum
whose bob is a sphere. And the reason why this ex-

periment is so delicate is, that the effect of the pressure

of the wave is to lengthen the time of every vibra-

tion
;
and though its effect on the time of a single

vibration would be undiscoverable, yet its aggregate

effect on the total time of a great number of successive

vibrations is very conspicuous, and very little doubt

exists as to the accuracy of the results found from it.

Referring to books on Mechanics for descriptions of

the methods by which the length of a pendulum to its

center of oscillation is accurately measured and its time
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of vibration is accurately observed, it is only necessary

here to remark: that for different pendulums swinging

in a vacuum, whatever be the materials of which they

are composed, an invariable relation exists (at a given

locality) between the length of the pendulum and its

time of vibration : but that, in the far greater number

of experiments, the vibrations have been observed not

in a vacuum but in air; and that therefore a numerical

correction to the observed time of vibration of each is

necessary, in order to produce the time of vibration which

would have been observed in vacuum. In the reduction

of all the earlier pendulum-observations, the numerical

correction was computed on the supposition that the

sole effect of the air was, to diminish the active weight

of the bob by an absolute quantity equal to the weight of

the displaced air, and therefore to diminish the effect of.

gravity by a proportional part represented by a fraction,

whose numerator is the specific gravity of air and

whose denominator is the specific gravity of the pendu-
lum-bob.

But it was found in the present century (in the first

instance, we believe, by Bessel) that when different

pendulums composed of different metals were treated

in this way, they gave discordant results: the relation

between the pendulum's length and its corrected time

of vibration did not hold uniformly. In all cases it

was necessary to apply a larger numerical correction

than that given by the rule which we have just stated.

Experiments therefore were made, principally by
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M. Bessel in Prussia, and Mr F. Baily in England, in

order to discover how much the original correction ought

to be increased. (Observations, not applying to the

spherical form, were also made by Captain Sabine.) In

some instances, spheres of different substances were

used in the same state of air
;
in other instances, the

spheres were not varied, but the density of the air was

varied by conducting the experiments in a close case

from which the air was partially exhausted by an air-

pump. The results were the following ;

Bessel, by comparing the vibrations of a sphere of

brass and a sphere of ivory, in common air, found that

the old correction ought to be multiplied by T95.

Baily, by comparing the vibrations of a sphere in

common air with the vibrations of the same sphere on

the same mounting in vacuum, and applying the same

process to different spheres, found for the factor : with

spheres l^inch in diameter, platinum 1
-

881, lead 1*871,

brass 1'834, ivory 1*872; with spheres 2 inches in

diameter, lead 1738, brass 1751, ivory 1755.

Now, in Article 54, corrected by the considerations

cited in the latter part of Article 57, we have found, as

the theoretical result of considering the spherical wave

with oscillating centre, that the old correction ought to

be multiplied by 172.

We consider the agreement of the observed and the

theoretical results as being as good as, under all the

experimental circumstances (especially with the limita-

tion of the surrounding space of air), could be ex-

pected.
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67. Remarks on whispering-galleries.

We have called attention in Article 59 to the diffi-

culty in the theoretical treatment of reflexions of waves

of air at curved surfaces. The effect of what is usually

called a "whispering-gallery" is included in this case;

and we can therefore offer only a popular and imperfect

account of it. It will be remarked that the theory of

reflexion of waves of air from a plane surface is perfect ;

and in a hemispherical dome of very large dimensions

the curvature is small, and we may expect the theory of

plane surface to apply with some degree of approxima-

tion. Suppose then a series of sound-waves to issue in

a divergent form through a not very large angle from

the speaker's mouth. Different parts of this series,

following different radii of divergence, will meet the

slightly-curved dome-surface at different distances: but

h part will then be reflected in such a direction that

it again meets the surface at successive points of con-

tact after successive equal chords; and, for each part of

series, all these chords are in such a plane that, for

each part of the series, the reflexions tend towards the

point of the hemisphere opposite to the speaker; to

which point there is consequently a general convergence

of reflexion-paths. Moreover, though the lengths of

the chords are different, yet for each part the polygonal

sum of chords differs little (perhaps a foot or two) from

the curved line on the dome-surface, and therefore the

different waves from different parts meet at that op-

L
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posite point in nearly the same phase. Hence they

produce by their union a sound-wave of considerable

intensity.

It is proper to remark that the peculiar sound of a

whisper is not required for exhibition of the effect
;
low

articulate sounds of musical character are reflected in

the "
whispering-gallery

"
with the same perfectness as

a genuine whisper.

68. Experiments on the velocity of Sound through

gases.

It is impossible for us to form an atmosphere of

hydrogen gas or of carbonic acid extending several

miles, and therefore it is impossible for us to experiment

on the velocity of sound through gas in the same way
as through air. To explain the process which has been

successfully used, we must here anticipate the results of

a subsequent section. It must be understood then that

when an organ-pipe is sounded in the usual way, the

frequency of sound-waves which it produces depends

upon the time occupied by a wave's travelling from one

end of the pipe to the other (or, in certain cases, tra-

velling twice the length of the pipe) ;
and it must also

be understood that every definite frequency of sound-

waves produces a definite musical note to the ear. Con-

sequently, with a given organ -pipe, the musical note

produced will depend on the velocity of the wave's

travel
;
and the accurate observation of the musical note
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will give accurate information on that velocity. It is

only necessary therefore to inclose an organ-pipe in an

atmosphere of the gas upon which it is desired to ex-

periment, and to adapt to it apparatus for blowing the

gas in the same manner in which air is blown for the

ordinary sounds of the organ-pipe, and to remark the

note which it produces ;
the relation of this note to the

note which the same pipe produces in air, interpreted

with reference to the theory of musical tones, which we

shall explain in a subsequent section, gives the propor-

tion of the frequencies of sound-waves in the pipe, and

the proportion of the velocities of the wave's progress,

in the gas and in air.

Thus the experimental numbers in the following

table have been obtained (Dulong, Memoires de IIn-

stitut, Tome x.). Instead of giving the actual velocity

of sound in each gas, it has appeared more convenient

to give the proportion of each velocity to the velocity in

Name of Gas.
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air at the same temperature. The theoretical propor-

tions of velocities are computed by the formula of

Article GO.

The defect in the observed velocity in carbonic acid,

oxide of azote, and olefiant gas, indicates a value of n

(Articles 10, 21), smaller for those gases than for atmo-

spheric air. This circumstance is connected with a

chemical theory of
"
specific heat," for which we refer

the reader to treatises on Modern Chemistry.

M. Regnault found from direct experiments in tubes,

Hydrogen 3'801

(0-7848
Carbonic Acid i

Oxide of Azote 0'8007

Ammoniacal gas]

sp. grav. 0'596

69. Experiments on the velocity of Sound through

solid bodies.

It is easy to perceive the difference in the velocities

of sound, as transmitted by the air, or as transmitted by
metals (where the portions of metal are united by solder,

&c. so as to form a continuous piece of great length, or

where their parts are forced into firm contact by con-

siderable tension). We have remarked, for instance,

that a strong chain, lying upon a long and steep incline

ofa railway, transmits sound well. If the chain is struck
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at one end, and an observer at the other end applies

his ear to it, he will perceive two sounds
;
the first

conveyed by the metal, the second (which travels more

slowly) transmitted by the air. It was in this manner

that Biot (Traite de Physique] made experiments on a

length of 951 metres of cast iron pipes, from which he

concluded that the velocity of sound in iron is !()">

x velocity of sound in air; and Wertheim (Poggendorf,

Ergdnzungslieft ill.), using 4067'2 metres of telegraph

wires, found a velocity of 3485 metres per second,

which differs little from Biot's.

Attempts however have been made to measure the

velocity by experiments on a small scale (see Wertheim,

Annalesde Chimie, 3
me

serie, Tomexii.). Without going
into details of complicated apparatus, we shall state

that, by reference to musical note (as will be mentioned

in a subsequent Section), the rapidity of vibration of a

tuning-fork is known
;
and that this can be exhibited

by scratches which it makes on a glass surface moving
under it, slightly covered with lamp-black. Transversal

vibrations of a given bar, treated in the same manner,

were made comparable with the tuning-fork-vibrations ;

and longitudinal vibrations, in like manner, were made

comparable with the transversal vibrations. The time

occupied by a longitudinal vibration was held, as that

of air in an organ-pipe (hereafter to be mentioned),

to be the time in which a wave passed through the

double length of the bar. Thus the velocities, as com-

pared with that in air, were found for different metals;

the highest being that of iron, 15108; the lowest that
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of lead, 3'974. Experiments were made at the same

time on the extensibility of the metals
; these, inter-

preted by the theory of Article 61, gave for velocities,

in iron, 15'472, in lead, 3'561
; differing little from the

former.
"'

'A more remarkable method, however, has lately

been introduced (see Kundt, Poggendorfs Annalen,

Vol. 127). If a bar of metal, &c. be chafed, it is put
into longitudinal vibration

;
and if its end cany a light

piston, which nearly fits without touching the inside of

a glass tube, vibrations of the same period will be

excited in the air within the tube, and the lengths of

the waves of these vibrations may be made visible by

scattering a very light dry dust in the interior of the

tube, which dust collects in little heaps in those parts

of the tube where the air has no motion (Article 58),

and the corresponding length of the wave of air is there-

fore known. In this manner, the length of wave in the

metal, &c. (which is the double length of the bar), is

immediately comparable with the length of wave of the

same period in air
;
and when the periods are equal,

the velocities of the transmission of waves are in the

same proportion as the lengths of the waves (Article

30). Thus the following proportions of the velocities

of sound-waves to the velocities in air were found :

in steel, 15-34;

in glass, 15*25
;

in copper, 11 '96;

in brass, 10 87.
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The velocity of sound in a stretched wire, confined

at its ends, may be found by chafing it longitudinally

and observing the musical tone which it produces ;
the

number of waves corresponding to that tone being

known (Article 94, below), the double length of the

wire must be multiplied by the number of waves.

The velocity of sound through wood has been found

in the same way. Along the fibre, it varies from 10900

to 15400 feet per second
; transversally across the rings,

from 4400 to GOOO
;
and transversally along the rings,

from 2600 to 4600 (Wertheim, Memoires).

70. Experiments on the velocity of Sound through

fluids.

A most important series of experiments was made

by MM. Colladon and Sturm, for ascertaining by
direct observation the time occupied by sound in pass-

ing through the water of the lake of Geneva (Annales

de Ghimie, Tome 36). The method adopted was, to

suspend a large bell in the water, and to strike it with

;i hammer; at the place of observation, a tube was in-

serted in the water, having a large spoon-shaped orifice

at its lower end, turned towards the origin of sound,

and having a conical form at the upper end, terminating

in a small hole to which the observer's ear was applied.

The sound of a bell, weighing 500 kilogrammes ( ton),

suuk 3 metres (10 feet) deep in the water, and struck by a
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man with a hammer weighing 10 kilogrammes (22 Ibs.),

was heard very well at the distance of 35000 metres

(nearly 22 miles). But the experiments which they

were enabled to carry to the greatest extent were made

with a bell only 7 decimetres high, suspended 1 metre

deep in the water, with a striking apparatus so arranged

that at the instant of striking the bell it fired some

gunpowder ;
the observer was stationed at a distance of

13487 metres (44250 feet, or more than 8 miles). The

velocity found was 1435 metres or 4708 feet per second.

The temperature of the water was 8'l centigrade.

Experiments made by the same philosophers on the

compressibility of water gave, for the compression pro-

duced by the weight of one atmosphere, 49 '5 millionth

parts of the whole. From this, using formulae similar

to those of Article 62, they inferred a theoretical velocity

1428 metres, agreeing well with that which was observed.

Wertheim (Annales de Chimie, 3rd series, Vol.

xxiil.) has attempted an experimental determination of

the velocity of sound in water by the same method

which we have described above (Article 68) as applied

to various gases, namely, by immersing an organ-pipe

in water, and forcing the water through it in the same

manner as air; a sort of musical tone was produced,

sufficiently good to have its pitch recognized. The

velocities found for water of the Seine varied from 1173

metres to 1480 metres per second
;

all much inferior to

those found by the direct experiment. To reconcile them,

Wertheim supposed that the velocities in a column of
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water and in an unlimited space of water are not the

same; an idea which we do not accept. Among possible

causes of the difference, we might suggest the yielding

of the sides of the tube when pressed by the vibrations

of a dense liquid; the yielding would be insensibly small

when the vibrating mass was air or any other gas.

We are not aware that any attempt has been made

to determine by measure the amplitudes (see Article 30)

of the vibrations of particles of air in a Wave of Sound.

It appears probable that they are extremely small. The

sound of an ordinary tuning-fork (Article 71) held close

to the ear is very loud, but its vibrations are invisible

to the eye. They have been made sensible, in Professor

Tyndall's experiments, by reflexion of light.
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SECTION VII.

ON MUSICAL SOUNDS, AND THE MANNER OF

PRODUCING THEM,

71. The characteristic of the disturbance of air

which produces on the ear the sensation of a musical

note is, the repetition of similar disturbances at equal

intervals of time; the greater rapidity of repetition pro-

ducing a note of higher pitch. The Tuning-fork, the

Siren, the Reed, the Monochord.

Where movement of the air is produced by move-

ment or mechanical shock of solid bodies, or even where

it is produced by gaseous movements similar in their

nature to those of solid bodies, we are able to trace

their soniferous effects with great precision. And thus

we soon arrive at the difference between noise and

musical sound. If a cart-load of stones is emptied upon
a hard road, it produces noise. Thunder is a noise.

An axe or a hammer striking a tree produces a noise.

The firing of a gun (that is, the sudden development

of gas from a firm tube) produces a noise. In all these

cases, there is either a single shock of the air, or (as in

thunder) an irregular repetition, at sensible intervals,

of single shocks, each of which may be considered as

generating a solitary wave, such as is treated in Arti-

cle 31.
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But if any repetition be made, either by periodic

shocks upon a hard substance whose agitations produce

agitations in the air, or by periodic interruption or modi-

fication of a current of air, provided that such shocks or

interruptions be similar in character and uniform in in-

terval of time, and provided also that the frequency be

included within certain very wide limits (from about 30

in a second of time to about 10000 in a second, or even

through a wider extent), then a musical note is pro-

duced. The more rapid is the succession of shocks, &c.

the higher is the pitch of the note.

It is said that Galileo first remarked the production

of a musical note by the repetition of unmusical shocks,

on passing a pen rapidly upon the milled edge of a coin,

which made a small snap at every roughness. The

experiment has often been repeated by snaps of a quill

upon the teeth of a wheel in rapid motion. But the

instruments which give the most satisfactory evidence

of the truth of the assertion are the following:

(1) The tuning-fork, described in Article 49. In

every elastic metal, when it is disturbed from a form of

rest, in a definite manner, the force tending to restore it

to its original state is exactly proportional to the extent

of displacement; a state of things represented by tin-

differential equation -^ = A* . z; and then the law of
Ctt

displacement as connected with the time is accurately

a law of sines; the solution of the equation being

z = B . sin (At + <?).
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Here it is certain that the vibrations of air which are

communicated to the ear follow the simple law of sines,

but the rapidity of the vibrations is not ascertained.

The note of the tuning-fork strikes the ear as being

remarkably pure.

(2) The Siren. Suppose a flat disk, pierced with

a great number of holes at equal distances round its

circumference, to be so placed that the nozzle of a bel-

lows can blow directly through any of the holes when

by the rotation of the disk the hole is brought under

the nozzle; and suppose that the disk is made, by

clock-work, to rotate with a great speed which is regis-

tered by the clock-dials. Here we have a current of

air interrupted very frequently, and at proper speed a

powerful and sweet musical note is produced. The

power is increased if, instead of having a single outlet

of air, a plate similar to the rotating disk and having
the same number of holes is firmly fixed near it, and

the air is driven through these holes; so that, instead of

a single current of air frequently created and inter-

rupted, there are a great number of simultaneous cur-

rents of air frequently created and interrupted. By
observing the character of the note produced, as known

to musical ears, and by registering the number of

current-interruptions, it is found that corresponding to

the note o, which is that of the white key on the left of

the two black keys usually next on the right of the lock

of a pianoforte, and which note is thus written
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the number of current-interruptions is, in modei'n music,

\ ^
528 in a second of time. (On variations of this num-

ber we shall speak hereafter.)

(3) The Reed. This instrument, in its ruder form,

(Figure 12), consists of a small pipe inserted in a larger

pipe into which air is driven
;
the only outlet for the

air in the large pipe being through the^ small pipe ;

and the only way by which air can enter the small pipe

being by a long aperture that is closed by a thin plate

or tongue of elastic metal which has a tendency to

stand slightly open, leaving a narrow opening opposed

to the incoming current of air. As soon as the current

is strong, it claps the tongue close; the elasticity of

the tongue opens it; it is clapped again, &c. The

times of vibration of the tongue are uniform (depending

on its elasticity), and a musical note, of rather harsh

character, is produced. In the more refined Reeds, the

tongue vibrates through an aperture without touching

tin- sides, and then produces a sweeter musical note;

this is the construction used in all instruments of the

class of the harmonium.

(4) The Monochord, or single stretched string.

This has usually been made, for experimental purpose,

as a single wire, fixed at one end, passing over two

bridges, and stretched by a weight at the other end
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When it is wished to keep the wire in a horizontal

position, the wire may either be led over a pulley, or

may be attached to one arm of a rectangular lever, the

other arm carrying the weight. But, if a vertical posi-

tion is admissible, it is sufficient to suspend a weight

freely to it (as the vibration of the weight corresponding

to a small vibration of the string is, in practice, quite

insensible), care being taken that the wire is tightly

nipped at the top and bottom. When such a wire is

plucked aside and allowed to vibrate, it gives a musical

note: the pitch of the note does not depend on the

place of plucking it, but the quality of the tone does

depend on it. Upon measuring carefully the length

of the wire, the weight of the wire, and the weight

which stretches it, the number of vibrations made in

a second of time can be computed (the theory of this

will be given below). If the extending weight or the

length of the string be altered by trial till the string

gives a definite note, for instance, the c mentioned above,

then it is found that the calculation gives the same

number of complete vibrations (a motion backwards and

a motion forwards being understood to mean one com-

plete vibration) as the number of passages and inter-

ruptions of air in the experiment with the Siren.

All these experiments prove that the formation of a

musical note depends on the repetition of similar dis-

turbances of the air at equal intervals of time
;
but only

those of the Siren and the Monochord give the means

of computing the frequency of vibrations for an assigned

musical note.
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72. The quality of a, musical note is determined

Inj the form of the function which expresses the atmo-

spheric disturbance.

The investigations of Articles 21, &c., 44, &c., 50, &c.,

have given us expressions for the displacement of the

particles of air in the propagation of sound, in all cases

represented by <j>(at x) or by a multiple of <j)(at x),

where the form of the function
(f>

is undetermined. In

the Partial Differential Equations, Article 22, it is

shewn that, algebraically, the function
</> may be in any

way discontinuous; and in Article 28, above, are ex-

plained the only limitations that physical considerations

appear to impose on the generality of discontinuity.

We have now another limitation, namely, that the func-

tion must be periodical (producing similar disturbances

of the air after the repetition of equal intervals of time).

With all these limitations, however, it will be seen that

there is a very great range in the variations which may
be given to the form of the function. But the condi-

tion of periodicity gives great facility for the considera-

tion or the determination of the form. Putting v for

at x, and supposing that the equal values of
<}> (v)

return when v is increased by X, 2\, &c., it will be seen

that such a function may be represented to any degree

of approximation by a series of terms, such as

A
l
sin ~ v + A sin v + &c.

A, A,

+ B
t
cos~ v + Ba

cos - v + &c. :

A, A.
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which are all periodical when v is increased by a mul-

tiple of X; whose aggregate may amount to or to

any assigned value for a given value of v, and in

which, if we wish to represent n numerical values of v,

we have only to take n terms, and we are able to deter-

mine the coefficients, A t , A 2 , Bv Bz , &a (See the Partial

Differential Equations, Article 60, where is explained

the process of effecting the determination so as to repre-

sent both
<j> (v) and

<j>' (v)}. Adopting then this form,

it appears that we may have any of the following forms

of the function :

. 27T 27T
A

1
sin - v + BI cos v,X A

which goes through its changes only once while v in-

creases by X: (This appears to be the function for the

tuning-fork.)

j,
. 4-7T

.
_ 4-7T

A^ sm - v + B^ cos v,
A A.

which goes through its changes twice while v increases

by X:

Similar terms which go through all their changes

three times, four times, &c., while v increases by X:

Any combination of these terms.

Now if we consider the first of these functions as

representing the simple form of that disturbance which

produces in the ear the sensation of the fundamental

tone, then the second of these functions will represent

vibrations recurring twice as frequently, which we shall
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find to be very important in music, as representing the

octave above the fundamental tone; the third will give

the twelfth above the fundamental tone; the fourth will

give the double octave above the fundamental tone, &c.

These notes have usually been called collectively the

harmonics of the fundamental tone. (Professor Tyndall
has lately advocated the use of the term overtones, de-

rived from the German.)

It appears then that every musical note may be

represented by a combination of the fundamental tone

and its harmonics in some proportion. It seems that

only the note produced by the tuning-fork is confined

to the first term or fundamental tone*. It seems

probable (from consideration of the mechanical move-

ments), that the ancient Reed requires the supposition

of a great departure from the simple law of sines, which

implies the introduction of large terms of the higher

harmonics, greatly impairing the effect of the funda-

mental tone. In the case of vibrating wires, we know

from the mechanical theory (to be given hereafter), that

there is always a mixture of harmonics with the funda-

mental tone; the character of the mixture depending

on the point of the wire at which motion is given to it

by the finger or the key.

The pure fundamental note, as given by the tuning-

fork, is sweet, but somewhat inanimate. Richness is

It is possible, by an injudicious blow, to produce a different vibra-

tion of the tuning-fork, with a very high tone, but it quickly dies away

M
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given by an admixture of the two or three first har-

monics.

We shall see hereafter (Article 104), that upon the

quality of the note or the form of the function depends
the formation of vowel-sounds.

73. Theory of the vibrations of a musical string.

We shall take for unit of weight, the weight of

length 1 of the vibrating wire. Let the length of the

wire between its two points of fixation be I; and let the

tension, expressed by a weight referred to the unit

above mentioned, be L. We shall suppose the wire to

have a small elasticity, so that, in the excessively

minute increase of length produced by pulling it aside

for vibration, its tension will not sensibly differ from L.

For any point of the wire, let x be measured in the

straight line from one fixed end towards the other, and

let y and z be rectangular ordinates measured from that

line; y and z are then the displacements of the point

of the wire, produced by the vibration.

For the point whose abscissa is x 7i, the other co-

ordinates are y ^h, and z -r-h(h being indefinitelyax ax

small). Hence the two points x and x h are at the

opposite angles of a parallelepiped, whose sides are

h, '', h, -y- h, and whose diagonal (in the direction of
ax ax

that portion of the wire) is sensibly equal to h. There-
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fore the resolved tensions on the point x produced by

the antecedent part of the wire are respectively L ^
\iJC

dz
in the direction y, and L

-j-
in the direction z. In

like manner, using x + Jc for x, the resolved tensions

on the point x + k produced by the following part of

the wire are respectively

dy d*y k\ .fdy d*y k\ .'.,.
l-r- + T T m the direction y,
\dx dx* IJ

and

, r (dz d2
z k\ . . r .

+ L [
--. . , m the direction z.

\dx da? IJ

The real forces, therefore, tending to move the length

k from the axis of x, are

j k in the direction y,
MM/

and

T cfz 7+ L
-J-*

k m the direction z.

The mass moved is k.

Hence, putting a? for gL*,

d z d z d~z

As these two equations are independent and pre-

* In the Partial Differential Equations, p. 46, line 3, read "where

a*= r]L." A typo has dropped.

M2
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cisely similar, it will be sufficient in the first place to

examine one only in detail. A portion of the following

will be found in the Partial Differential Equations,

pages 46, &c.

The solution of the second equation is,

z = <j>(at x) + -^ (at + x).

For every value of t, this must = when x = 0, and

also when x = I, inasmuch as the string is fixed at these

points. Therefore, putting successively for x the values

and I,

We shall call these the terminal equations.

Since the first equation must hold for every value of

t, T/T
must =

(f) ;
and the second equation is changed to

and this equation must hold for every value of t, and

consequently for every value of at I. Put q for at I;

then, whatever be the value of
q,

That is to say, the form of < must be such that the

value of the function is the same when the quantity

under the bracket is increased or diminished by 2 In

other words, the function must be periodical, going

through its changes while the quantity which it affects

is changed by 2Z. Or,
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where the function < is periodical, going through all its

changes and returning to the same value while the

quantity in the bracket is altered by 21.

In like manner,

where the periodic character of % is similar to that of <,

but where there is no connexion between the forms of

the functions < and ^.

In both these expressions, for a given value of x, the

functions go through their periodic changes while at is

increased by 21, or while t is increased by

21 21
or

a J(gL)
'

Hence the time of complete vibration, both in the direc-

21
tion of y and in the direction of z, is ., T .

;
a calculable

quantity, and which has been calculated in experiments

made for ascertaining the frequency of vibrations corre-

sponding to a recognized note.

It appears from this investigation that the vibra-

tions of a wire fixed at both ends necessarily recur at

equal intervals of time, and therefore necessarily pro-

duce a musical note.

The effect of the combination of the values of y and

z for any special value of x deserves notice. For all
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21 41
the times T, T H ,

T + , &c., the values of y are the
OL tt

21
same. For all the same times T, T H , &c., the values

a

of z are the same, though generally different from those

21
of y. Hence, for all the times T, T H , &c., the point

(i

of the wire will be in the same position in the plane xy,

changing however its position in the intermediate time.

Therefore the point of the wire will constantly describe

the same orbit in the plane xy. This has been ren-

dered visible by allowing the sun-light to pass through

a narrow chink in the plane xy, and to illuminate a

point of the wire. The orbit described by the point is

sometimes very simple and sometimes fantastically com-

plex. It is thought to be not improbable that these

differences depend on the skill of the musician who

excites the vibration, and that they produce different

qualities of the note.

74. Nature of the vibrations of a musical string as

depending upon its initial circumstances.

For the moment, put 6 for the quantity affected by
the functional symbol <>. It appears that < (9} is a

periodical function, never infinite in value, never chang-

ing its value by a saltus with actual disruption of

values, and going through all its changes while is

changed by 21. Such a function may always be repre-
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sented by a sufficient number of integral powers and
a a

products of sin
-j-

and cos -j- ',

and these powers and
L I

products may be converted into simple sines and cosines

of multiples of 6. Hence the function
<f> (0} may be

represented by

^ / . . nir6\ ^ /_ mr9\2 A-sm-y- + 2 ^.cos-y-l ;

V / \ v /

and, putting atx for 8 in order to represent the first

term in the expression for z, and at + x for 6 in order to

represent the second term,

nir (at x}}-
-*-|

'-I

( -n* mrfat x}}
B*. cos 5

. mr (at + x}}
,. sm

__J|

or,

Z= 2, I "LA- . COS 7 . Sin

which satisfies the general equations and the terminal

equations.
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dz
Then the value of j is

at

2mra . . mrat

Znira n nirat

dz
Put Z and ^ for the values of z and -j when t = ;

at

then

Now when ^ and ^' are actually given in an alge-

braical form, the values of An and Sn may be found by
the following process. Multiply the given expression

for Z by sin .
, m being any integer, and integrate

I

from x = to x = 1; let $w be the value of the definite

fMMB
integral. Multiply each of the terms ZAn . sin ^~

(

by sin j- for the same purpose. When m differs
I

from n, the product will be

(m n)Trx .An . cos s- 1---H An . cos
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and the integral of these terms from x = 0tox=lis 0.

But, when m = n, the product is

whose integral from x = to x = I is An . I. Hence

A similar process applies to the expression for Z'.

It will be interesting to apply this method in some

specific cases.

75. Vibration of a string which has been pulled

aside at the center of its length.

Suppose the central point of a string to be pulled

aside through the distance c, and to be then allowed to

start from a state of rest. Z' will = at every point,

and therefore the whole series of terms represented by

n will vanish.

The .expression for Z will consist of two parts.

,-, I 2cx
From a: = to a; = ~

,
,2 = j- .

< I

G, I . 2cl
From a; = 5 to x = l, z=

777T.7*

Multiply the first part by sin
j , and integrate
I

from x = to x = =
; the integral is

Z

cl mr 2cl mr-- cos -
n
-

-f- -55 sin -- .

mr 2 V 2
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. mrx
Multiply the second part by sin

j- ,
and integrate

from a; = Q to x =1; the integral is

cl mr zcl . mr Zct .

H cos -5- + -5-5 sm -5- 5-^ sin mr.
mr 2 wV 2 ft TT

The sum gives

d /4 . WTT 2 . \
5. = -2 I -, sm -=---

2 sln M7r -

7T
2

\n* 2 n J

or

And, forming the values of An or -." for each of
v

the values n = 1, n = 2, &c., and then completing the

formula, we obtain,

- n j _
-"' ~

9V '

, 8c / . Tra 1 . STTX 1 .

and Z= 2 1 sm
-^ ^

sm
j-

si

which is the equation for the two sides of the triangle,

in the form suiting our purpose.

(The attention of the algebraical student is invited

to the circumstance, that the equation to two discon-

tinuous straight lines of limited extent is given by one
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algebraical expression for the value of the ordinate at

every point*. The same remark applies in the next

example.)

Introducing the values of Av Ay &c., into the

general expression, we have for 2,

8c ( . TTX irat 1 . STTX
sm -- cos-7 sm = cos5 -j- -7 = -

77" \ L i y fc 6

1 . OTTX Strat o
4- ^ sin j- cos ;

-- &c.
2o I I

The principal note (that is, the vibration with the

largest coefficient) is given by cos =
,
or is the funda-

i

* To verify this theorem numerically, we have supposed the base of

the triangle divided into 36 equal parts, and have calculated at every

dividing point the value of the ordinate from the formula above, using

eight terms of the series
;
and have compared it with the triangular ordi-

nate. The comparison is as follows (omitting the factor e, and multiply-

ing by 100) :

{Triangular

ordinate,

o, 6, 11, 17, 22, 28, 33, 39, 44, 50, 56, 61, 67, 72, 78, 83, 89, 94,

Ordiuate by formula,

o, 5, ii, 17, 22, 28, 33, 39, 45, 50, 55, 61, 67, 72, 77, 83, 89, 95,

(comparison continued),

(ioo, 94, 89, 83, 78, 72, 67, 61, 56, 50, 44 , 39, 33,28, 22, 17, 11, 6, o,

| 98, 95, 89, 83, 77, 72, 67, 61, 55, 50, 45, 39, 33, 28, 22, 17, n, 5, o.

The student will remark in the formula of the text that at the middle

of the string, where =
f , every trigonometrical term =+ i. Thus we

have an incidental proof of the theorem,

f l + -l + &c.|.
9 *5 i
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mental note. There are none of the even harmonics,

depending on cos
j ,

cos r , &c., but there are all
I I

the odd harmonics.

76. Vibration of a string which has been pulled

aside at an excentric point.

Suppose, as an instance, the string to be plucked

Si
aside at the distance -7 from the first point, and to

be allowed to start from a state of rest.

As in the last example, the train of terms represented

by Bn will vanish. To find the values of An we remark

SI 4>cx . . SI
that : from a; = to x = -

, z = -^7- ;
and from x = -j4 3t 4

to x = l, z = c x
(
4

-j-).
t /

ttVffi

Multiplying the first of these values by sin
,

I

Si
and integrating from x = to x = -j ,

the integral is

cZ 3rc7T 4c/ . Smr
cos + ^ a ., sm

mr 4

7? 77*^7*

Multiplying the second value by sin y- ,
and inte-

l

SI

grating from x = -r to x = I, the integral is

cl Smr 4cl . Smr 4>cl .

H cos . J- -57 sin
j

s . sin mr.
mr 4 nir 4 mr
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The whole integral, or the sum of the two parts, is

. Smr 4>cl=
3^V Sm^

and therefore

2Sn 32c . SWTT 8c
2A n or -= =

2
sm ---- 5 sin WTT

J 3riV 4

_2c/l . 3mr_JJ . \

3-7T
2

yi
2

4 4w2
/

'

Giving to n the successive values 1, 2, &c., the

value of z is found to be

32c f l\ . irx irat 1 27nc 2?ra^
/ssm-

t

'1 1

sin -7- cos -7 T sin =- cos
Z I 4 L

c\ * (\ W* JLJL
i

COS
j

r

M y 6 6

1 1 . 5?ra; S^rat 1 .

1 1 . TTTO; Tvra^

cos

in which series every 4th term vanishes. When t = 0,

it gives for ^an expression possessing the same pecu-

liarity which we have remarked in the first example.

In this general value for z it will be seen that, while

the vibration of the largest coefficient is that of the fun-

damental note (depending on cos
j-

\ , yet the first
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even harmonic (depending
on cos

^-j j
has a consider-

able coefficient; in which respect the instance before us

differs remarkably from the first example. It is the

practice, we believe, of all violinists to touch the strings

of the violin with the bow, not at the middle (as in the

first example) but at nearly three-quarter-length (as in

the second example), or even much nearer to the end of

the string. In selection of the point at which each

key-lever of the piano-forte strikes its wire, we believe

that the best makers adopt a similar principle. The

reason appears to be that, as we have remarked at the

end of Article 72, a richness which is pleasurable (we

know not why) is produced by the combination of some

of the harmonics with the fundamental note
;
and that

this condition is far better secured, as appears in the

investigations which we have just made, by the excen-

tric disturbance of the string than by the central dis-

turbance.

In the harp and various other instruments, the

string is once plucked aside to produce a note
;
in the

piano-forte it is once struck
;
in the violin it is, appa-

rently, pulled aside several times in a second by the

light touch of the bow, armed with a substance that

produces sufficient friction. All these cases are equally

comprehended in the theory above.
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77. Importance of the connexion of musical strings

with a sounding-board.

It has been seen in Article 48 that in a divergent

oscillating wave of air, such as we may suppose to be

caused by the vibrations of a string, the motion of the

particles is of the order of R, whose first term varies as

the distance raised to the power
-

. Moreover, the

smallness of dimension of a wire makes it impossible

that it can communicate great motion even to the air

which it touches. Hence, it is impossible that a wire

can, by immediate action on the air, produce a sound

easily audible to a considerable or convenient distance.

To make it audible, the wire must be connected with an

intermediate substance whose vibrations can produce

a stronger effect on the air, and those vibrations must

be excited by the vibrations of the wire. The inter-

mediate substance used for this purpose is the sounding-

board.

In the violin, the wires pass over a bridge which

rests by two feet upon the upper board
;
and under

that board, at the place where one foot of the bridge

presses, is a little post (known by the name of tin;

"sound-post" or the "soul") connecting the upper

board with the lower board. Every tremulous motion

of a wire of the violin acts directly rpon the bridge

and upon the upper and lower boards
;
and the tremors
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of these produce effective vibrations of the air, and

diffuse the sound. We know that every thing depends

on the elastic properties of these boards
;
but we know

nothing of their precise laws of vibration.

In the piano-forte, the general construction is sim-

pler, but the sounding board is so connected with the

supports of the wires that it is made to vibrate by the

vibrations of the wires.

Though we cannot give a theory which shall apply

accurately to the motions of the sounding-board, we

can give one founded on motions which have a certain

degree of analogy with the motions of the wire and

sounding-board. Consider the wire as a pendulum,

whose length is L and weight W, and the sounding-

board also as a pendulum, whose length is I and weight

w
;
and suppose these two pendulums to be connected.

When both are displaced through the same space z,

the pressure-force tending to bring them back is

the mass to be moved is W+ w
;
the equation of mo-

tion is therefore

W w

its solution is

z = A sin (ct + B),
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W W
2 L +

I

where c = q Trri

;J W+w'

and the time of a complete vibration, in which sin (ct + B]

goes through all its changes, is

2rr
~ V

c
~

V g(Wl+wLY

The time of complete vibration of the first pendulum,

if not connected with the second, would be 2?r A / -
.V 9

Hence the time of vibration is altered, by the connection,

in the proportion of 1 to A / -_- . If T be theV Wl + wL
time of complete vibration of the first pendulum, and T

that of the second, supposed to be unconnected, the

time of vibration of the first pendulum is altered by

/W + WT2

the connection in the proportion of 1 to . /
-rp-g
-

,
.

If, in one combination, the first pendulum vibrates in

/4W
T, the connection-alteration is as 1 to A / . , ,V 4WT2

T
if, in another combination, it vibrates in ^ , the con-

/nection-alteration is as 1 to A / -r^m:-7^ . HenceV 4Wr* + wT2

it appears possible that the frequency of vibration may
be altered in different proportions for the fundamental

note and for its harmonics; and the series of sounds

which reach the ear may not possess the character of

N
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harmonics. The pleasurable character of the complex

sound will therefore depend entirely upon laws of vibra-

tion of the sounding-board, which we are unable to

investigate mathematically, but which perhaps in some

cases are rudely mastered in practice.

We may add to this subject that, in the common

tuning-fork, the separation and approximation of the

two branches appear to produce a longitudinal retrac-

tion and extrusion of the central fibres of the stalk
;

and, when the stalk is planted downwards upon a table,

the sound of the fork is very much increased; the

table acting as a sounding-board. In this manner it

is commonly used by the tuners of musical instruments.

78. Theory of the vibrations of air in an organ-pipe

stopped at both ends.

In Article 23 we found as the general expression for

the disturbance of air in a tube (omitting, for conve-

nience, the factors n and 0),

X =
<j> (at x) + i|r (at + x) ;

from which

j -y

-JT a>-$ (at x) + a.-^'(at + x).

The further treatment of these formulae requires us to

distinguish three cases : (1), that of a tube stopped at

both ends
; (2), that of a tube open at both ends

;
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(3), that of a tube stopped at one end and open at

the other.

When a tube is stopped at both ends (it being sup-

posed that adequate means are provided for putting the

air into a state of vibration) the condition required is,

that the disturbance at both ends is 0. Let the length

be I, and let x be measured from one end
; then, exactly

as in Article 73,

< (at) + ^ (at)
= 0,

tj) (at
-

1) + ^ (at + I)
=

;

the terminal equations in this case
;
from which it ap-

pears that
A|T
= <, and that

</>
is a periodic function .

going through all its changes while at increases by '21,

21
or while t increases by

-
. The number of complete

vibrations per second will be
^-.

. Now on comparingMl

the expression in Article 23 with the discussion in Arti-

cle 24, it appears that nda, for which (with a convenient

abbreviation) we have here used a, is the space described

by external sound in one second of time. Hence tin-

inuaber of complete vibrations per second of the air in

the closed organ-pipe is

velocity of sound in feet per second

2 x length of pipe in feet

In ordinary temperatures the velocity of sound is about

10DO feet per second (Article G5) ;
a pipe 1/03 foot long

N2
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will give 528 vibrations per second
;
a number to which

we shall hereafter refer.

The periodic function
<f>, just as in Article 74, may

contain terms depending on

cos jrat cos 2jrat
7

~ OuC.
sm / sin I

satisfying the original equations and the terminal equa-

tions, and giving a fundamental note and its harmonics
;

and, with proper exciting causes, any one of these may
exist, to the exclusion of the others. For instance, if we

have a pipe 2*06 feet long, and if we excite the air by
a disturbance recurring 528 times in a second, it will

not produce waves represented by j- recurring 264

times in a second (which gives the fundamental note for

that pipe), but will produce waves represented by
**

I

recurring 528 times in a second (giving the first har-

monic for that pipe). And so for higher harmonics.

The velocity of a particle, as in Article 74, is ex-

pressed by

mrat . nirx

Now, when the fundamental note alone is sounded, or

when the only terms employed are those depending on
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r-
,
that is when n = 1, those terms are necessarily asso-

i

7r\c

ciated with the factor sin -=-
;
and from x = to x = I

It

there is no point of the tube where this factor vanishes.

Therefore, in no part of the tube is the air at rest. But,

if the first harmonic alone is sounded, or when the only

terms employed are those depending on
j ,

that is
v

when n = 2, those terms are necesarily associated with the

factor sin j- ;
and this factor vanishes when x = ~ ,

L 2i

or at the middle of the pipe's length. There is there-

fore a point of absolute rest at the middle of the length :

this is called a node. In like manner, if the second har-

monic alone is sounded, there are two nodes, dividing

the length into three equal parts ;
and so for higher har-

monics.

79. Theory for a pipe open at both ends.

When a pipe is open at both ends, the algebraical

conditions are totally different. The physical condition

to be satisfied is that, either at the pipe's mouth, or

more probably at a small distance exterior to it, the

pressure and density of the air are the same as the

pressure and density of the tranquil atmosphere. No\v

in Article 21 it is found that the variable part of A is

n dX-^' r

D.4>(at-x)-D.y (at + x}.
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Making this = when x = and when x = I,

</>' (at -I)- -tf (at + I)
= 0,

which are the terminal equations for this case.

The first equation, which is general for all values of

t, gives ifr
=

<f>.
The second gives

which, as in Article 73, shews that
<f>

is a periodical

function, going through all its changes while the quan-

tity affected by it is changed by 21, or while t increases

by : giving the same number of complete vibrations
Cb

per second, and therefore the same fundamental note, as

a pipe closed at both ends, Article 78. The velocity of

the particle, or

a .
<j>' (at x) + a .

-ty-' (at + x},

may be represented (for the same reasons as in the

beginning of Article 74) by

. mr (at
-

a;)]

(at-x}f\Dn .

^+ S \Dn . cos

. WTT (at + x
^

mr (at +
. cos

it +
a?)|

.
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rwraA
or 2, 1 2G'sm 7 . cosI V_/j|

Sill
j

\^V/O ~

j
I

v /o r W7ra* WTTO;\
S

(

2Z>H .cos y-.cos T- ) .

The actual displacement of the particle will be found

by integrating with respect to t.

Here, when the fundamental note alone is sounded,

that is, when j
has the smallest factor of t, or n = 1,

i

rrr'y*

this term is connected with the factor cos r , and that

factor vanishes when -=- =
,
or x = -= . That is, there

is perpetual quiescence of air, or a node, at the middle

of the pipe's length.

In like manner, when the first harmonic is sounded,

I Si
there will be nodes at the distances 7 and -r

; when the
4 4

second harmonic is sounded, there will be nodes at the

I SI 51
distances ^ ,

-~ , -= : and so on.
o o o

80. Theory for a pipe closed at one end and open

at the other.

When a pipe is closed at one end and open at the

other, the conditions are more complicated. Suppose
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the closed end to be that where x =
; then, taking the

general expression for X as in Article 23,

X=
<f> (at

-
x) + TJT (at + x),

and consequently the variable part of A

= D.$(at-x}-D.y (at + x),

we must have, when x = 0, X= 0, or

when x = I, variable part of A = 0, or

The first equation being perfectly general with re-

spect to t, we may differentiate it, and we find

a$ (at) + ch/r' (at}
= 0.

This equation, with that immediately preceding, are the

terminal equations here.

From the last, ty
e =

<f> ;
and making this change

of function in the second equation,

or, putting q for at I,

This equation is different in form from that at

which we arrived in Articles 73, 78, and 79 ;
and it

shews that, generally, the function <b' does not go through

periodic changes, while the quantity under the function
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is altered by any constant amount. But a simple treat-

ment gives us the real purport of the equation. Since

q may have any value, we may put r in place of q,

thus obtaining the equation

and we may give to r the value q + 21, which converts

the equation into

Thus we have

=0,

adding the two equations,

from which we infer that
<f>

is a periodical function

which goes through all its changes while the quantity

under the function is increased by 4Z. The function of

sines and cosines satisfying this condition must be a

.sin ZTTO .sin trq
function of -r

, or of -rp .

cos 4fc
'

cos 21

Hence <f>'(at x) , by the reasoning of Article 74, will

be expressible by

(at -OB)] v f n tCO
,w (<"*)

Then + ^' (at+) = -<#' (at + x)
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and - 6' (at x) + ^' (at + x)

nirat

mrat

Making x = I, or -^-
=

, we find that the first ter-

minal equation,

ft (at I) + ^r' (at + Z)
=

0,

can only be satisfied by making cos =
0, or -=- an

odd multiple of ~
;
or the values of n must be confined

Z

to the odd series 1, 3, 5, &c.

The value of
<f>' (at) + ^r (a), or

<f>' (at) $ (at), ne-

cessarily satisfies the second terminal equation.
7 y

The value of -r- ,
or a .

^>' (a< x) + a .
i/r' (at + x),

is now

~ W7ra . riTraiN
7_ . cos -Try- . sin -j-j-

2i 2^ /

-, . mrat . mrx\
^

and, integrating with respect to t,

v <& fn 4tl nirat . W7ne\X = 2 C7-. .sm . .sm-^j-
V WTT 2t 2t /

where w may be any of the odd numbers 1, 3, o, &c.
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For the fundamental note, make w = l, and the ex-

pression for X goes through all its changes while -^

changes through 2-rr, or while t is changed by . We
a

. have found in the investigations for a pipe closed at

both ends or open at both ends, that the changes occur

while t is changed by . Hence, with one end open

and one closed, the vibrations of air per second are only

half in number of those produced by a pipe of the

same length with both ends open or both ends closed.

(We shall express this hereafter by saying that its tone

is an Octave lower.) Or we may state the theorem thus
;

the number of vibrations per second in a pipe with one

end open and one closed is the same as in a pipe of

double the length with both ends open or both ends

closed.

The pipe under consideration can give none of the

even harmonics, but can give any of the odd ones.

Nodes or quiescent points can only occur when

W7T3*X =
0, or in this instance, when sin , =0. (It will

be remembered that x is measured from the closed end.)

For the fundamental note, -=j
must = TT, or x = 21, which

is impossible, and there is therefore no node. For the

harmonic with n = 3, -^- must = TT, which makes x at

a node = . For the harmonic with n = o,.~aj- must
o 6
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-21 U= TT or ZTT, which makes a; at a node = , or = _ ;O

and so for higher harmonics.

In instruments of the class of the flute and clarionet,

there are holes at definite points, which establish such

a communication with the external air, that the varia-

tions of elastic pressure in the corresponding parts of

the internal column are very small and may be neg-

lected. The student, acting on this suggestion, will be

able to adapt the formulae which we have introduced

above, to the case of these instruments.

Wertheim, in the Comptes Rendus, tome xxxm,
and the Annales de Chimie, 3d

series, tome xxxi, has

given formulse (undemonstrated) for the effect of the

transversal dimensions of organ-pipes.

81. MetJiods of exciting the vibrations of air in a

musical pipe; theory of Resonance.

In some pipes, as in the reed-tubes of an organ,

in the clarionet, &c., the sounds are produced by forcing

a comparatively small stream of air through a sub-

sidiary instrument (the reed) which itself produces

musical vibrations; in other pipes, as in organ-pipes

with the ordinary mouth-piece, in the flute, &c., the

sound is produced by a blast of air which appears

to possess nothing whatever musical in its character.

To illustrate the effects of these, and more particularly

the effect of the reed, the following case will be in-

vestigated. Suppose that we have a pipe closed at one
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end, and suppose that by an external action the air

at the other end is compelled to move according to the

law b . sine*; to find the motion of the air in the pipe.

The formula for the motion of the air, given by the

solution of the differential equations, is

X= ^>(at x}+-^ (at + x},

where we shall measure x from the closed end of the

pipe. The terminal conditions are,

When x = 0, X= 0, or < (at} +^ (at}
= 0,

for all values of t.

When x = I, X= b . sin ct,

or
<f> (at 1) + \jr (at + 1}

= b . sin ct.

The first equation gives -fy
= <

;
and the second

then becomes

< (at 1) <f> (at + T)
= 6 . sin ct.

It appears necessary, in the first place, that the

multiple of t under the function be ct; which will be

effected by putting the equation under this form :

X

cl
or

In the next place, it appears impossible that any

function except a sine or cosine on the left hand can

produce the sine on the right hand. Suppose then

Y = h x sine + k x cosine.
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Then

h . sin
[
ct

) + k . cos
(
ct

)

\ aj \ aj

i I . , d\ 7 ( , d\h . sin [ct + }K. cos [ct -\

V aj V 0,1

= 6 . sin ct.

cl cl
Or 2h . cos ct .sin h 2& . sin c . sin = b . sin ct.

a a

Hence h = (unless sin =
0), and k = . .

a . cl
2sm -

a

Therefore (as ^ = h x sine -f k x cosine = k x cosine),

/ /O*\ / /*'Y*\
\' I

C. A- \ / CtXy \~X V a/ x v aj

6
( / , cx\ ( t ,

ex=
, ^cos [ct cos (ct + -
a I \ a/ V "

2sm l

a

v b .ex
Or, X= , . sm ct . sin .

. cl a
sin

a

(It is possible that, with this term, there may be

combined other terms of the nature of those found in

Article 78 ;
but they do not affect the present investi-

gation.)

From this expression it appears,

First, that the air in the pipe is made to vibrate in

the time corresponding to the time of vibration of the
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external cause (reed, &c.), even though that time do not

agree with the natural time of vibration in the pipe, as

found by preceding investigations. And therefore the

note given by the pipe is not its natural note, but the

note of the external cause.

cl

Second, that if -- be less than TT, (in which case
a

fp
sin never changes sign,) but not much less than TT,

d

then the coefficient of vibration of air, namely,

ex

becomes for all the middle parts of the pipe extremely

large.

d
Third, that the condition that be very little less

a

than TT, or c very little less than
-y- , implies that the
i

time of complete vibration of the external cause, which
.) f\j

, must be very little greater than
,
or very

little greater than that of the natural vibration in the

pipe as closed at both ends or open at both ends.

Hence, if a reed, &c. be blown so as to produce a

note a very little below that of an organ-pipe (as closed

at both ends or open at both ends), and be attached
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to one end of that pipe, the other end of the pipe being

closed, the reed will produce a very loud sound, of its

own pitch.

This is the theory of Resonance. It applies to

rooms, &c. which are capable of returning a distinct

note, as well as to pipes.

The student will have no difficulty in applying the

same principles to other cases. Thus, if the mouth of

the pipe be open (as usually happens), the variable part

of the expression for density must be made to vanish,

for all values of t, when x = 0. The value thus found

for X is

b . ex
, . sin ct . cosd a

cos
a

(This may be accompanied with terms similar to

those found in Article 80.)

82. Reaction of the air in an organ-pipe upon the

reed, &c.

We shall now investigate, for the case of the closed

pipe, the pressure which the air vibrating in the tube

impresses on the reed or other agent that acts to put

it in motion.

In Article 21, putting Q for H'DN, the variable
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Tip-

part of the elasticity of the air is fouiid to be Q . -7 .

Ct/JG

Putting for X the value

6 . ex .

, . sm . sin ct,
. cl a

sin
a

the variable part of the elasticity is

cb Q ex .

, . cos .smci:
. cl a

a . sm
a

and, when x = I, the variable part of the elasticity is

cb Q cl .

. cotan - . sin ct.
a a

The vibrating mechanism (the tongue of the reed, for

instance) is necessarily beyond the air of the organ-

pipe, as measured in the direction of x
;
and the ex-

ternal atmospheric air produces no sensibly varying

pressure on its external surface. The force on the

reed-tongue, produced by the elasticity of the air of the

organ-pipe, is therefore

cb Q cl .-
. cotan . sin ct :

a a

which, since cotan is negative (as is little less than
a a

TT), may be represented by + C . sin ct. The elastic

force of the reed-tongue itself, which produces the

motion b . sin ct, is generally c* x displacement of the
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tongue, or (with this vibration, whose amplitude is 1}

is c*6 . sin ct. Consequently, the effect of the reaction

of the organ-pipe-air upon the reed-tongue is, to reduce

the magnitude of the elastic force to (c*6 (7) . sin ct,

or to diminish the vibrating force upon the reed-tongue.

And if it is supposed, as a fundamental condition, that

the vibrations of the reed-tongue are always to be

made in the one certain time
,
a constant power must

c

be exerted upon the reed, to enable it to keep up its

vibrations, much greater than is required when it is not

connected with the organ-pipe.

But if (as appears to be the case in practice) the

vibrations of the reed-tongue are determined by the

combination of its own elastic force with the reaction

of the organ-pipe-air, the results are greatly changed.

Assume that the law of vibration may be changed from

sin ct to sin ct. The effect of combining + C . sin ct

with c
2
6 . sin ct, is to make the entire force acting on

the reed-tongue

= -
(c

8
6 - C) sin ct,

or to make the force that tends to bring it to its

quiescent point weaker than before; and this will make

its vibrations slower Suppose on the one hand the

vibrations are so slow that c is not much greater than

,y- ,
or - is not much greater than ~- . Then the re-

L' a *

action force on the reed-tongue, or
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clQ d . .

cotan . sin c t,
a a

has a small positive factor, or the entire force will still

be of the character (c
2
6 a small quantity) x sin c't,

and the vibrations will still be made a little slower.

Suppose, on the other hand, they are so slow that c is

not much less than - -=
,
or is not much less than

~2i a

7T

m>
. Then the entire force on the reed-tongue will be of

the character - (c
2
6 + a small quantity) x sin c't, and the

vibrations will be made a little quicker. The consequence
of these actions will be, that the vibrations of the reed-

tongue will be made such that the factor of t will become

frrfl

almost equal to -^ ,
or that its time of complete vibra-

tion (namely
-

]
, and the time of complete vibration of

\ /

41
the air in the pipe, will be almost equal to

; which,
a

as we have seen, Article 73, is exactly the same as the

time of vibration in the pipe without any attached

reed. This, it will be remarked, is essentially founded

on the supposition that the reed-tongue is so flexible

as to permit the reaction of the organ-pipe-air in somu

measure to control its vibrations.

The symbolical investigation will be as follows.

If the reed-tongue were isolated, its vibration would !>

represented by 6 . sin ct; which indicates that the reed-

force is, in all cases, c
2 x the ordinate. Hence, if its

o2
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actual vibration is b . sin c't, the reed-force is 6c* . sin c't,

and the entire force which acts on it is

r >* c'bQ c'l .
,

be . smct-- -
. cotan . sin c t.

a a

Hence we must have, on the mechanical principles

of vibration,

T s /. c'bQ c'l . . , ,, . .

be . sin c t -- . cotan . sin c t = be . sin c t.

a a

c'Q c'l Q c'l c'l
Or c c . cotan =

. , . cotan .

a a I a a

cl c'l

Now, in the supposed case that neither - nor
a a

7T
differs much from ~ -

,
let

7T C 7T

-=o + e>
=

a 2 a 2

then 0* c
1
, to the first order of small quantities, is

Tra
2

c'l . . , c'l TT
-~- (x e), and cotan = tan x = x, and = -

;

I CL Qi A

and the equation becomes

tra* _ Q TT

f (-
x ' ~

r2' X]

from which x is determined, and, by substitution, c' is

found.

The tone given by the pipe does therefore, even in

very favourable cases, depend in some degree upon the

stiffness of the reed.
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When the time of vibration is nearly equal to -
(JL

(the natural time of vibration in the pipe), the coeffi-

cient of vibration is nowhere sensibly greater than at

the point where the reed acts on it.

There is reason to think that some addition is yet

required to this theory. The results at which we have

arrived imply that a simple vibration is produced in the

air, whose quality, notwithstanding the non-coincidence

of the times of independent vibration of the reed and

the organ-pipe, is always the same. But the experi-

ments on vowel-sound, to be mentioned below (Article

104), prove that it is not always the same. Possibly,

when the mathematical calculus is farther advanced,

this may be shewn to depend on the circumstance, that

the reed does not occupy the whole breadth of the tube,

and waves of different period may be passing at the

same time.

83. Production of musical sound by a simple blast

of air.

The investigation of the reaction on the reed seems

to throw some light upon that obscure subject, the pro-

duction of musical vibrations in a pipe by a simple

blast of air. In the ordinary mouth-piece of an organ-

pipe, of which a section is given in Figure 13, a strong

blast is forced through a very narrow slit, and is re-
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upon a sharp edge, after which it partly enters

the body of the pipe, partly passes into the external air.

In the flute, a blast of air is directed by the lips of the

flute-player upon the sharp edges of a hole in the tube,

and then partly enters the tube. In both cases it ap-

pears necessary to suppose that the air, which enters

the tube, bears a vibration or many kinds of simul-

taneous vibrations (which as mixed could not be distin-

guished from ordinary noise). The same supposition

appears necessary to explain the sounding of a stretched

wire opposite a chink of a door, or the singing of tele-

graph-wires, or the whistle of a locomotive (in which an

annular jet of st|eam is thrown upon the circular edge of

a bell, and excites the note peculiar to the bell). Every

one of these vibrations may be considered as the vibra-

tion of a reed-tongue; and the reaction of the air in

the pipe will modify these in the way which we have

described for the reed. There appears to be only this

possible difference; that these external air-vibrations

have not that stubborn attachment to arbitrary times of

vibration which the reed-tongue has, and therefore

every one of them will be so changed as to corre-

spond exactly to the vibration natural to the organ-

pipe.

A skilful flute-player, making no alteration in the

fingering of the holes, but altering the character of his

blast, can produce not only the first note but any one of

vseveral of its harmonics. Here it appears to be neces-

sary that the external vibrations should have an ap-

proximate similarity to those in the note which is to
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be produced: since the same mode of blowing which

produces one note will not produce another.

The matter however demands more complete ex-

planation.

It is scarcely necessary to say that the energy of the

vibrations of the air in the organ-pipes is consumed

in producing vibrations in the external air, either di-

rectly, or indirectly through the vibrations in the sides

of the pipes; and that, for the maintenance of the

vibrations, a continued application of energy to -the

reed or the mouth-piece is necessary.

84. Apparatus for experiments on musical strings;

experiments with the monochord.

For experiments on musical strings, and for the

most convenient apparatus and manipulation, we would

refer to Professor Tyndall's Lectures on Sound. The

apparatus which we would recommend, as sufficient for

the repetition and variation of these, is very simple

and inexpensive. The basis may be a stiff piece of wood

3 or 4 inches broad and 3 or 4 feet long ;
to one end

of this is fastened a common violin string, passing

over a bridge near that end, and passing over another

bridge near the other end, and then passing over a

pulley and sustaining a scale-pan, in which various

weights may be placed. For the experiments on har-

mony there should be a second string mounted in a
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similar way parallel to the first: one of the strings

should be provided with a moveable bridge, which can

be planted at any arbitrary point under it. For pro-

ducing sound, a common violin-bow is to be used.

Confining ourselves for the present to the single string,

we may point out as the experiments most worthy of

attention that, by damping the motion of the string by

a touch of the finger at the middle, at | length, at

^ length, &c., still exciting the movements by the bow,

pure notes will be produced which the musical ear will

recognize as the harmonics of the fundamental note;

and that, by putting small pieces of paper on the

string, when the damping is at J length or \ length,

those which are (in the former) at f length, or those

which are (in the latter) at length and length will

remain, showing that those points of the string are

quiescent, while all others are thrown off by the vibra-

tions. Also, by weighing the string, and ascertaining

the weight in the pan, the number of vibrations per

second can be found (see Article 73).

85. Number of vibrations of air in a second for

a fundamental musical note.

This may be a convenient place for alluding to the

number of vibrations corresponding to a known musical

note called C of the counter-tenor scale (see Article 71).

The oldest accurate information that we possess is that

given by Dr Smith, Master of Trinity College, in his

Harmonics. He determined the number by the vibra-
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tions of a string to which a weight was suspended ;

the vibrating part of the string being measured from

its suspension-point to its point of attachment to the

weight. And he says (in 1755 we believe), "The

Trinity organ was now depressed a tone lower, and

thereby reduced to the Roman pitch, as I judge by
its agreement with that of the pitch-pipes made about

1720." . His experiments, duly interpreted, give for c,

about the year 1720, 465'8 vibrations per second.

The history since that time is given in a Report

of the Society of Arts. It contains the following

abstract.

Handel's value for c, 1740 499.

A pitch recommended on grounds of

theoretical convenience, as admitting

of continued halving 512.

The Philharmonic Society, 1812 1842. . . 518f.

A French Commission, 1859 522.

A German Congress (Stuttgard), 1834 ... 528.

The Italian Opera, 1859 546.

The Society of Arts recommended 528 for permanent

adoption, and tuning-forks made under their authority

are sold at a trifling price by Messrs Cramer, guaran-

teed to give that number of vibrations. Theoretically,

the number is convenient, as it can be halved down

to 33, and can also be divided by 3. (On these advan-

tages, see a subsequent section.)
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It seems nearly impossible to prevent the continued

rise of pitch. Among other causes, the desire of an

ambitious singer to exhibit a voice higher in tone than

can be imitated by any other, leads to the occasional

raising of the pitch of all instruments : then in a short

time music is written for the use of ordinary singers

with reference to that raised pitch, and then the rise is

established for ever.

86. Apparatus for experiments on musical pipes,

and results of some experiments.

For experiments on pipes, we would recommend the

student, having furnished himself with a tuning-fork as

above mentioned, to procure some pipes which admit

of alteration of length, and which can also be stopped

at pleasure. A light wooden pipe 1^ inch square and

18 inches long, open at both ends
;

with a tin pipe

12 inches long that will just slide in it
;
and with plugs

for the two parts of the pipe, each plug managed by a

long wire-stalk
;
will be found convenient. The student

will be struck with the effect of a stopped pipe 6 inches

or 18 inches long, or an open pipe 12 inches or 24

inches long, in resounding to a tuning-fork whose note

without the pipe could scarcely be heard at all (see

Articles 79 and 80). Various openings in the side of

the pipe will suggest themselves. This combination also

facilitates the observation of the different intensities

of sound produced by the tuning-fork as it is turned
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into different positions, and of the vanishing of the

sound in some positions (Article 49).

Among the special experiments on the vibrations of

air in musical pipes, we know none so important as

those by the late Mr Hopkins, published in the Trans-

actions of the Cambridge Philosophical Society, Vol. v.

The vibrations of air at the mouth of the pipe were pro-

duced by the vibrations of a plate of glass, vibrating

(apparently) in a known time : it was found that a

small distance of the glass-plate from the pipe made

the phenomena the same as if the pipe had been quite

open to the external air (as the experimenter who uses

a tuning-fork will also find), but with particular cautions

in some instances the phenomena were made identical

with those which belong to a closed pipe. The exami-

nation, however, in which Mr Hopkins was most suc-

cessful was the determination of nodal points ;
which

was effected by gradually lowering into the tube a

stretched membrane carrying a very small quantity of

sand, and noting its place when the sand was not

shaken by the air. It was thus found that the node

next to the open mouth of the pipe was somewhat less

distant from it than that given by theory (Article 79) ;

or, which amounts to the same thing, that the place

where the air has always the same density as the

external air is not exactly at the pipe's mouth but

somewhat exterior to it (as is suggested in Article 79).

The experiments, generally, were experiments on reso-

imnce
;
and in one of these, Mr Hopkins appears to
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have fallen precisely on the case described in Article 81,

where a very loud sound is produced. The whole of

this paper, theory and experiment, is well worthy of the

reader's attention.

Professor Tyndall has succeeded in exhibiting

(though not with the same accuracy) the tremulous

variations of density within a pipe, by placing thin

membranes upon holes in the side of the pipe, and

using these membranes as the bases of small gas-

chambers for gas-lights; at those places where the

variations of density are considerable, the agitation of

the membranes extinguishes the gas-lights.
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SECTION VIII.

ON THE ELEMENTS OF MUSICAL HARMONY AND

MELODY, AND OF SIMPLE MUSICAL COMPOSITION.

87. Fundamental Experiments on the Concord of

the Octave, and on other principal Concords of notes

sounded in succession.

There are very few persons, possessing musical

perception of the most moderate delicacy, to whom
the interval of tones called the Octave (we shall here-

after give the derivation of this name) is not practi-

cally known. If a person, hearing or uttering a

musical sound, endeavours to produce a sound either

higher or lower, clearly and harmoniously related to

the original sound, he almost infallibly utters a note

whose interval from the first is an Octave. If an un-

educated musician, singing with others, finds the pitch

too high, he drops his voice an exact Octave. The

female voice is habitually higher than the male, in

general, by more than an Octave
;
but if a woman

and a man sing the same tune together, every note

of the woman's voice is exactly an Octave above the

corresponding note of the man's voice.

The discovery of the mathematical connection of

this musical relation with mechanical causes is ascribed

to Pythagoras. The tradition is confused, but seems

to leave little doubt on the general fact. Pythagoras
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found that, when the tone given by a vibrating string

under a certain tension was noted, if the string under

the same tension was stopped at half its length, the

tone produced by its vibration was an Octave higher

than before.

To verify this, the apparatus described in the be-

ginning of Article 84, with two strings, should be

employed. Load the scale-pans of both strings, till

they give exactly the same note
;
then place the move-

able bridge under the middle of one string, and it

will give the note which the ear recognizes as an

Octave higher than the other. Now in the formula

of Article 73, the time of vibration is -
yr ;

but the

tension L is not altered by the insertion of the bridge ;

I however is only half what it was before. Hence,

with the rise of an Octave, the time occupied by a

vibration is only half what it was before, or the fre-

quency of vibrations is double what it was before. The

same effect may be produced in experiment, by leaving

I unaltered but increasing L fourfold
;
that is (since L

in Article 73 expresses the tension of the wire), by

increasing the stretching-weight fourfold.

Of the physiological origin of our strong percep-

tion of this relation of sounds, we can give no account.

But the perception is very definite. We have been

assured by an accomplished musician that, while in

musical composition some of the other concords to be

shortly mentioned admit of being a little strained, the
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Octaves inexorably demand the most perfect adjust-

ment.

On sounding in succession the two notes which

differ by an Octave, with whichever we begin, the effect

is pleasurable. If we rise from the lower to the upper,

it is animating ;
if we drop from the upper to the lower,

it is soothing. On sounding the two notes simultane-

ously, a very rich effect is produced.

Remarking then the strong sense of concord con-

veyed to the ear by the combination of notes whose

frequencies of vibrations are in the simple proportion of

1 : 2, it readily occurs to us to examine the effects

of other simple proportions of frequency. The pro-

portion 1 : 3 gives an interval (which we shall here-

after call the Twelfth) that separates the notes rather

too far for accurate judgment by the ear: and the same

remark applies to 1 : 4 (the Double-Octave). But the

proportion 2 : 3 (for which, the length of one string

must be two-thirds of the other) gives the Fifth, an

interval whose concord is inferior only to that of

the Octave. The proportion 2 : 4 is only a repeti-

tion of the Octave. The proportion 3 : 4 (for which,

one string must have three-fourths the length of the

other) gives the Fourth
;
and 3 : 5 (one string having

three-fifths the length of the other) gives the Major

Sixth
;
both good concords. The proportion 4 : 5 gives

the Major Third, a pleasing concord. The proportion

5 : 6 gives the Minor Third, and 5 : 8 gives the Minor

Sixth : both recognized as satisfactory, but only per-
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haps by the ear of a practised musician. Proportions

with larger numbers than these are not accepted as pro-

ducing useful musical results. The pleasing effect of

all the relations which we have mentioned can be verified

with ease on the apparatus of Article 84. The same

effects may be produced, in exhibiting the several con-

cords just mentioned, by leaving the length of the

string unaltered, and by altering its stretching-weight

in the proportions 4 to 9, 9 to 16, 9 to 25, 16 to 25,

25 to 36, 25 to 64, respectively ;
since these produce the

same changes, in the value ofthe formula .. r . , as are

produced by diminishing I in the proportions 3 to 2,

4 to 3, &c.

88. Experiments on the gradual formation of the

Concord of notes sounded simultaneously.

If, instead of sounding two related notes in succes-

sion, we sound them simultaneously, one person main-

taining the action of the violin-bow on both strings

while another adjusts the moveable bridge, whether for

unison (the exact agreement of two notes) or for any of

the relations above mentioned (Octave, Fifth, &c.), the

phenomena observed are these. While the bridge is

far from its just position, the two notes are heard sepa-

rately, in rather unpleasant discord. As the bridge

approaches to its just position, a rapid rattling beat

is perceived, which changes to a slower softer throb,

which again changes to a very slow swell and fall.
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(more conspicuous in approaching to unison than in

approaching to the other concords), which finally disap-

pears, leaving a most agreeable and animating concord.

The sound which then reaches the ear is not like a

simple note, but it gives no idea of two sounds
; although

when compared with either of the original notes, as

sounded on a third string, it seems to be related to

them.

89. Mechanical explanation of Concords of Har-

mony.

With our knowledge that every musical note implies

a series of vibrations of air, following with similarity

of character and at equal intervals of time (Article 71),

the explanation of all these observed facts is simple.

For instance, to explain the harmony in the coexistence

of two sounds separated by an octave. Geometrically,

we may represent the disturbance of the air produced

by the lower sound as a series of waves of a certain

length travelling with sound-velocity ;
and the disturb-

ance produced by the upper sound as a series of waves of

half the length travelling with the same sound-velocity,

and therefore always holding the same relation to the

series of longer waves. The union of these produces

a wave more complex than either separately. If the

long wave be much the larger (in the amplitude of

vibrations of its particles), the result will be a modi-

fied long wave, or (musically) a modified low note
;

if the short wave be much the larger, the result will be

P
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a modified short wave or modified high note
;
in other

cases it will be different from either. Algebraically,

we combine A. sin (Bt + C) with D. sin (2Bt + E), and

the steps are the same.

Again, to explain the harmony in the coexistence

of two sounds whose interval is a Fourth (see above).

Geometrically, for every three waves producing the

lower note, there are four waves producing the higher

note, and these produce a complicated wave, recurring

with exactly the same character after every third vibra-

tion of the lower note. The '

frequency
'

of that recur-

rence is probably too slow to catch the ear; but the

continued recurrence of waves, which though compli-

cated, are precisely similar, does produce an agreeable

effect. Algebraically, as the frequency is proportional

to the factor of t in the expression for the disturbance,

we have to combine such a quantity as A . sin (BBt + (?)

with such as D.sin (4:Bt + E) ;
if D is equal to A, the

sum is

shewing that there is a note with the rapid vibration

1 fit
-

,
whose coefficient varies according to the slower

2i

T>A

period -~
;
with different values of A and D, the effect

2i

is more complicated.

There is one remarkable instance in which the

'

frequency
'

of the recurrence of the complicated waves
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not uncommonly shows itself. Suppose that, on a

piano which is accurately tuned, without striking a

note which we regard as fundamental note, we strike

simultaneously the Octave above that fundamental, the

Twelfth above the fundamental, and the Double Octave

above the fundamental. Their vibrations are twice,

three times, and four times, respectively, as rapid as

those of the fundamental note. The complicated wave

which they produce recurs therefore in the same form,

after a period exactly the same as the simple wave

which would produce the fundamental note. As that

note is not very far removed in the scale, we may
expect to be able to perceive, amid the complication,

the fundamental note
;
and we frequently can perceive

it. This is called the Grave Harmonic.

An able musician (unacquainted with the mathema-

tical theory) has remarked to us that, when the three

notes above mentioned are sounded simultaneously, the

ear always craves something more
; but, if the funda-

mental note is sounded with them, a magnificent con-

cord is produced, and the ear is perfectly satisfied.

90. Geometrical representation of Concords.

In attempting to exhibit to the eye of the student a

geometrical representation of interfering waves of air, we

shall indicate one difficulty for which he must specially

prepare himself. If the subject had been interfering

waves of water, or interfering waves of luminiferoug

P2
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ether, we could have exhibited them without difficulty,

because the displacement of particles which produces
the wave is, in great measure in the first instance,

and entirely in the second instance, at right angles to

the direction of the wave's motion, and is therefore at

right angles to a line of abscissae which represents either

space in the wave's course (for shewing the simulta-

neous state of numerous particles), or time (for shewing
the successive states of the same particle). But when

we treat of interfering waves of air, we must treat of

motions of particles which are strictly in the direction

of the wave's motion. It would not be easy to exhibit

these geometrically in an intelligible form. We shall

therefore represent the displacements of the particles as

if they were normal to the line of the wave's course,

and we must beg the student always to remember that

these are merely symbolical representations of displace-

ments which are really parallel to the wave's course.

First, to represent the concord of the Octave. We
have here to combine the displacements represented by
the two formulas sinSt and sin (2Bt + JE), Article 89, A
and D being made = 1, and (7=0. It is evident that

we obtain different formulae according to the value

which we assign to E. If E= 0, we have the curve

represented in Figure 14
;
and this law of complex un-

dulation recurs in the same form, as long as the concord

is kept up, and thus produces the pleasing effect of con-

tinual repetition of the same undulation. If "=90,

we have the curve of Figure 15
;
this exhibits a different
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law of complex undulation, continually repeating itself,

and also pleasing. These are the extreme cases : for, if

we make E= 180, we fall back on the first case. Now
when we strike the notes for concord, we cannot tell

whether we produce the first of these, or the second, or

something intermediate : but, whichever it may be, its

continued repetition is very pleasing. Nevertheless, we

shall shortly treat of instances in which the difference

between these two complex undulations does strike the

ear as very offensive.

Second, to represent the concord of the Fourth

(those of the Fifth, Third, Sixth, have characters nearly

similar to this). We have to combine the displacements

represented by sin 4<Bt and sin (SBt + E). If E= 0, we

have the complex curve of Figure 16
;

if E= 22. 30' we

have the complex curve of Figure 17. These are the

extreme cases : if we make E= 45, we again obtain

Figure 16. The continued repetition of either of these

produces a sound very agreeable to the ear : so also does

the continued repetition of any of the intermediate com-

binations
;
and we know not, in any particular instance

of striking the two notes, which of the complex undu-

lations we have obtained. Yet, as in the instance of

the Octave, we shall find cases in which the difference

between these complex undulations is very disagree-

able.
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91. Suggested explanation of Concords of Melody.

On the subject of Harmony, or the agreeable con-

sonance of simultaneous notes, we have probably said

enough. But this does not strictly apply to Melody,
or the agreeable relation of successive notes. This must

depend on some peculiar properties of our nervous phy-

siology. It would almost seem that there is something

in our Sensorium which is put into vibration by vibra-

tions of air, and that these vibrations subsist after the

cessation of the atmospheric cause, through a time suf-

ficiently long to be mingled with the vibrations pro-

duced by the next atmospheric disturbance, and thus

to produce the effects of genuine Harmony. The ex-

pression of
" sound continuing to ring in our ears

"
may

not be so purely poetical as is usually thought.

92. On Beats.

We have alluded, in describing the experimental

observations of Concords, to Beats. In the case of

beats observed during the operation of bringing one

string into unison with another, the explanation is sim-

ple. Suppose that while one string makes 100 vibra-

tions the other makes 101 vibrations
; or, which is the

same thing, suppose that while there are 100 waves

from one source there are superposed upon them 101

equal waves from another source. When the two waves

are exactly in the same phase, one wave increases the
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other, and the amount of agitation produced is very

great. But after 50 waves from the first source have

passed, there have passed 50 waves from the second

source : the two waves are now in opposite phases : an

advance of particles of air produced by one wave is

neutralized by a retreat of the same particles produced

by the wave from the other source, and the particles

are left absolutely at rest. And this rest continues sen-

sibly through several waves. After this, the relative

position of the two interfering waves changes, they begin

to produce a real result, and after 100 waves from the

first source the two waves are again united in the great-

est force. The same change goes on in every successive

100 waves. Suppose that the first string under con-

sideration produces 400 vibrations in a second of time.

Then if the second string gives 101 waves for 100 of

the first, their combination will produce a strong sound

and a weak sound four times every second : if their

tones are brought nearer, so that the second string gives

201 waves for 200 of the 'first, there will be a strong

sound and a weak sound twice every second : if they are

adjusted still more nearly so that 801 waves of the

second string correspond to 800 of the first, there will

be a strong and a weak sound every two seconds of

time. These are the beats of notes nearly in unison.

Algebraically, we have merely to add

A. sin (Bt + 2 0) to A . sin {(+ 26) . t + 2D],

where b is small. The sum is

2A . cos (bt + D-C). sin (Bt + bt + D + C);
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which exhibits a rapid vibration, that depends on

(B + b) t differing very little from Bt, and where the

coefficient of vibration has the slowly varying factor

cos (bt -f D C), which slowly diminishes, vanishes, rises

with opposite sign, increases, diminishes, and vanishes, &c.

In Figure 18, we have represented the Beats of

Imperfect Unison as produced by two waves nearly in

unison
;
but instead of supposing the times of vibration

as 100 to 101, fec., we have (for convenience) supposed

them as 10 to 11.

The treatment of two sounds nearly in concord (not

in unison) is somewhat different. In the union of two

waves whose interval of tone is nearly an Octave, we may
suppose that we combine sin Bt with sip ftB(+ bt + C),

where b is very small, and where consequently bt+ G

changes its value very slowly, going through its phases

perhaps once in half a second of time, or once in a second.

Now bt + C occupies the place of E in the preceding

investigations. Hence, when bt+C=Q, or 180, or

360, &c., we have for a time the complex undulation of

Figure 14
;
when bt + C = 90, or 270, &c. we have that

of Figure 15 : the complex undulation is constantly

shifting from one of these forms to the other, and the

effect is painful to the ear.

In like manner, when the interval of the combined

sounds is nearly a Fourth, and we combine sin 4<Bt with

sin (3Bt+ bt+ C), bt+ C takes the place of E; and

whenever It + C amounts to 0, 45, 90, &c., the con-
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bined undulation is represented by Figure 16
;
and when

it amounts to 22 . 30', 67 . 30', &c. the combined undu-

lation is represented by Figure 17 ;
and the alternate

change from the state of Fig. 16 to that of Fig. 17, and

from the state of Fig. 17 to that of Fig. 16, and back

again, &c., is very disagreeable. We have seen it de-

scribed as " an angry waspish fluttering."

93. On the doctrine of proportions of the number

of vibrations in a second as representing musical in-

tervals.

Before entering into the subject of Musical Scale,

we must expressly remind the reader, that the rela-

tion between two musical notes expressed by the terms,

a Third, a Fourth, &c., does not depend on the number

of vibrations per second of either note, or the numerical

difference of the numbers of vibrations per second for

the two notes, but on the proportion of the number of

vibrations for one note to the number of vibrations of

the other note. Thus if a note No. 1 corresponds to 480

vibrations per second, and a note No. 2 to 720 vibra-

tions per second, and a note No. 3 to 960 vibrations

per second; then, referring to the proportions and

names of intervals in Article 87, it will be seen that

the note No. 3 is higher than the note No. 1 by an

Octave, the note No. 2 is higher than the note No. 1

by a Fifth, and the note No. 3 is higher than the note

No. 2 by a Fourth. (So that the successive intervals

of a Fifth and a Fourth make up an Octave.) And
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if we had a note No. 4 corresponding to 640 vibrations

per second
;
then the note No. 4 is higher than No. 1 by

a Fourth, and No. 3 is higher than No. 4 by a Fifth.

(So that the successive intervals of a Fourth and a

Fifth make up an Octave.) But the same remarks

would have applied if the four numbers had been half

the preceding (240, 360, 480, 320) or any multiple or

submultiple of them. In fact, every expression of in-

terval is an expression of proportion only, and is some-

times conveniently given by logarithms (see Article

93**).

As we say that the note with 640 vibrations is

a Fourth above the note with 480 vibrations
;
so we

also say that the note with 480 vibrations is a Fourth

below the note with 640 vibrations
;
and so for all

others.

93*. On the simple Scale of Music.

The notes in the greater part of the tunes, songs,

hymns, &c., sung by persons not acquainted with arti-

ficial music, are included within the compass of an

Octave. And, whatever notes are adopted within any

Octave, if we adopt similar notes in the Octaves above

and below it (meaning, by
' similar notes,' notes whose

numbers of vibrations bear to the number of vibrations

in the first note of the series the same proportion in one

Octave as in the other), we infallibly secure a series

of strong concords, and also give great facilities for

notation. These appear to be the principal reasons
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which have induced mankind to use, in keyed instru-

ments (as the Pianoforte and Organ) or in stringed

instruments where no alteration is made, during musical

performance, in the length of strings (as the Harp), a

series of notes denned in one Octave by the concords

given in Article 87, with some additions
;
and to repeat

them in other Octaves above and below
;
and even to

mark them with the same letters.

The letters are A, B, c, &c. to G. Apparently at

some time in the history of Music, A was considered

the fundamental note. But in modern Music, c is always

considered the fundamental, in the same sense in which

it is taken in Article 87. Using then the proportions

in that Article, we have for the notes (omitting those

called Minor) the following proportionate number of

vibrations :

1 3
S s .

^ J
I s 1 j s
%

'

J
fr S PM PS, S O

ill 2

r

These notes are sufficient for common music. (The

relations of adjacent notes are not very harmonious
;

for instance, the proportion of E : F is 15 : 16
;
that of

F : G is 8 : 9
;
but all are closely related to C, which
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has acquired the name of
"
key-note.") But, with a

very small extension of musical desires, we find that

other notes are required. Having sounded any note,

perhaps we desire to associate with it the Third above it.

We must multiply the fraction for the Third, or '-
, by

TP

the fraction for the note. This, applied to the Third

55 25 ,55 25 .

and Sixth, gives 7 x 7 or --^ , and T x - or -^ ,
in which

4 4 ID 9 o 12

the numbers are too large (Art. 87) ; applied to the Fourth,

4 545
or = it produces -r x ~

,
or ^ ,

or the Sixth
; applied to the

O 4? O O

53 15
Fifth, it produces -7 x ^ , or -^- ,

in which the numbers are
4 2i o

not excessively large, and which falls well between the

15
Sixth and the Octave. This proportion is therefore

adopted as Seventh, with the letter b. If we desire to

4
associate with any note its Fourth, whose factor is n ; ap-

i)

4 16
plied to the Fourth or = it gives (which we may con-

j i/

Q
sider as a "flat Seventh ") ; applied to the Fifth or it

2

43 2
produces -= x ^ ,

or =
,

or the Octave
; applied to the

9 . Z 1

Sixth, it produces
~

Q
-

,
or (as referred to the Octave)

-
y 9

(which when we have found a note preferable for adoption

as Second we may consider as a "
flat Second "). If we
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desire to associate with any note its Fifth
;
the appli-

9
cation to the Fifth gives, -. or (as referred to the Octave)

Tc

9
5- . This falls well between c and e

;
and the note which

o

is an octave below it is adopted in the same place in

the first Octave as Second, with the letter D. The

5
Fifth applied to the Sixth gives ~

, or (referred to the
,

12

5
Octave) y which is the Third or e. Thus we find that

Tc

9 15
only two new notes, namely ^

and , are to be inserted

in our series
;
and it now stands thus :

3 -S
3 .H

^ H ,

(4 QQ m195
4

C D E

The reason for the term Octave is now obvious.

The scale which we have thus obtained is called the

"
Major Scale," or sometimes the " Diatonic Scale."

It is universally recognized as the foundation of Music.
y->

Sometimes the Minor Third and Minor Sixth, - and
o

o

^ ,
are substituted for the Major Third and Majoro

-g

o
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Sixth, producing the "Minor Scale." These two

new notes, though well connected together, are not

well related to the other notes; and they produce a

partially discordant music, of peculiar character, usually

melancholy.

93**. Systems of application of Logarithms to the

expression of musical intervals.

Professor Pole, in an essay attached to Sir F. A.

Gore Ouseley's Treatise on Harmony, has given the

logarithms of the proportions of vibrations of different

notes to those of c. Those for the simple scale above

are
iCDE FO abc

00000 -05115 -09691 '12494 -17609 -22185 -27300 '30103

These numbers possess the convenience of being con-

nected with the ordinary system of logarithms, but they

do not offer facility for extension. We are permitted

by Sir John Herschel to explain a system proposed by
him which possesses that advantage. It consists in

using such a modulus that the logarithm of 2 is 1000.

Thus the logarithms of the proportions of the vibrations

to those of c are

CDEFGabc d e, <kc.

170 322 415 585 737 907 1000 1170 1322, <kc.

It is seen here that, with the exception of the figure

representing a multiple of 1000, the number correspond-
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ing to each nominal letter is the same in every octave
;

and that, in successive octaves, the numbers increase

successively by 1000. This is probably the most con-

venient logarithmic scale (assuming the octave-interval

as the fundamental interval for music) that can be

devised.

94. Remarks on the intervals between successive

notes ; extension of the Scale ; appropriation of num-

bers of vibrations and of lengths of waves to the

different notes.

If we divide the number for each note by the num-

ber for the next preceding note, we find the following

series of proportions :

From C to D, f = 1 -f ;

From D to E,
-VP = 1 + i

;
9

From E to F, ff
= 1 + T̂ ;

From F to G, f
= 1 -f ;

From G to a, 1 = 1 + 1
;

From a to b, $
= !+;

From b to c, {
= 1 + TV

Considering the fractions attached to 1 as measuring
the intervals of the notes, it is seen that there are two

small equal intervals (E to F, and b to c); and five

large intervals, nearly equal. Although the large inter-

vals are not double of the small ones, yet in common
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language the larger intervals are called tones and the

smaller semitones; and the Octave-scale is reputed to

consist of twelve semitones. It has even been proposed,

for some keyed instruments, to make all the semitones

equal ;
the logarithm of the proportion for each semi-

tone being ; which, on Sir John Herschel's
lit

scale, would give for the successive notes of the diatonic

scale

CDEFGabc d e, <fec.

167 333 417 583 750 917 1000 1167 1333, &c.

We imagine that this system would fail at every critical

point of harmony.

In order to remove all denominators of fractions,

and to give to each of the numbers which are associated

with the notes a magnitude that represents a physical

truth, we shall multiply all the numbers of Article 93*

by 480. The number thus produced for c is 480. The

received number of vibrations in a second of time for

the counter-tenor c (see Article 85) is 528 =^ x 480.

Therefore, each of the numbers which we shall now

exhibit represents the number of vibrations of air made

in of a second of time, corresponding to the note

to which that number is attached.

We shall take this opportunity of adding another

system of numerical elements corresponding to the

different notes. In Article 30 we have shewn that
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Velocity of wave
Length of wave = =n

Jb requency ot wave

where Velocity and Frequency are to be referred to the

same unit of time; it is indifferent what the unit may
be. On examining the numbers in Article 65, it will

be seen that, at the temperatures at which it is inter-

esting to examine musical notes, the velocity scarcely

differs from 1100 English feet in a second of time, or

1000 English feet in
yv

of a second of time. Conse-

quently, the length of wave for each note, in English

feet, will be found by dividing 1000 by the number

of vibrations in of a second of time.

The notes distinguished by similar letters in differ-

ent parts of our range of notes are understood in all

cases to bear the same relation to the fundamental note

(C, c, or c, &c.) of their own part of the range ;
so

that, for instance, the proportion of the number of

vibrations in of a second of time for G to that for

C is the same as that for G to that for C, or as that

for g to that for c. Also the interval from C to c is

an Octave, and the interval from c to c is an Octave ;

and so on. Using then three Octaves, we may adopt

the following table as giving the Names of the Notes,

the Numbers of Vibrations of Air in
^y

of a second

of time, and the Lengths of the Waves of Air in

English Feet.

Q
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which, as usually employed for the indications of joy
or triumph, are a complete octave from c to C, (or

notes at the same proportional intervals), rung in the

descending order. And upon analysing our sensations,

they will appear to be of this kind. From the re-

peated close, time after time, upon the lower C, our

attention is strongly drawn to that note. In the ring

of the successive bells, we perceive without effort that,

bell after bell, every sound has a good relation to

that lower C. (Possibly the less perfect relations of

B and D to C really sharpen our perception of the

better relations of the other notes to C.) But the rela-

tion of each note to that which follows it, although per-

ceptible as harmonious, is not very harmonious. Hence

the ear is impressed with a certain degree of present

harmony, and with the expectation of a much better

harmony, which will be produced when there occurs

the stroke of the bell which unites itself in strong con-

cord with every one of the notes past. And, on hearing

that bell, the ear is satisfied, and sinks into a state of

rest *. This is the Cadence. After this, there is a rise

* It appears to us that these phenomena are correctly described by
the poet Moore (himself no mean musician), in the following lines :

"When Memory links the tone that is gone
With the blissful tone that is still in the ear,

And Hope from a heavenly note draws on

To a note more heavenly still that is near."

The Liyht of the Harem.

Tf the reader will change the last two lines to the following, LP

will completely reproduce the reasoning of the text :

" And Hope from a harmony sweet draws on

To a harmony still more sweet that is near."

Q2
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of an entire Octave, which is always exciting; and the

descent is then repeated with the same effect.

There is, however, a circumstance which we are un-

able to explain. It would seem possible that, if we

rang the bells upwards, from the lowest to the highest,

inasmuch as each of the notes has good concord with

the highest, we should derive from that series a plea-

surable sensation. This, however, does not take place ;

the effect is unpleasant; and so strongly that (within

our knowledge) the ring of the bells in ascending series

is used as the alarm-signal of fire or other danger*.

The difference of effects appears to depend on some

unknown physiological cause.

We shall now proceed with another example, more

complicated than the last, but much more simple than

ordinary musical tunes
;
the Quarter-Chimes of St Mary's

Church, Cambridge. These are universally acknow-

ledged to be pleasing; they have been repeatedly copied

for other public buildings ; among others, for the Clock

of the Houses of Parliament. Some years since, we

were favoured by J. L. Hopkins, Esq., Organist of

Trinity College, with an accurate statement of the tones

of the various bells and their sequences in the chime.

\Ve have (for explanation) lowered every note by one

entire tone, thus preserving the relation of the notes

"The castle-bells with backward clang,

Sent forth th" alarum peal."

The Lay of the Last Minttrel.
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unaltered, and have written them so modified in the

following scheme. To each note we have attached a

number, formed by dividing the numbers in Article 94

by 30: and which therefore represents the number of

vibrations in - x -^ of a second of time, or in ^ of a
oO 11 oo

second of time.

First Quarter,

E, D, C, G;

10, 9, 8, 6;

Second Quainter,

C, E, D, G; C,D, E, C;

8, 10, 9, 6; 8, 9, 10, 8;

Third Quarter,

E, C, D, G; C, D, E, C; E, D, C, G;

10, 8, 9, 6; 8, 9, 10, 8; 10, 9, 8, 6
;

Fourth Quarter.

C, E, D, G; C, D, E, C; E, C, D, G; G, D, E, C;

8, 10, 9, 6; 8, 9, 10, 8; 10, 8, 9, 6
; 6, 9, 10, 8:

Hour Bell C.

4.

The chime for the First Quarter presents little for

remark : it is a simple descending succession, giving

two imperfect harmonies (10 : 9 and 9 : 8), but ending

with a Fourth (8 : 6 equal to 4 : 3), a good descend-

ing harmony: every note harmonizes well with the
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last. For appreciating all the quatrains of the other

Quarters, it must be borne in mind that the ear

becomes fatigued by continual harmonious relations:

and it is found necessary, from time to time, to inter-

pose unharmonic sequences of notes. This is done in

the middle of every quatrain. Thus, in the middles of

the two quatrains of Second Quarter there are 10 : 9

and 9 : 10 : in the middles of the three quatrains of

Third Quarter there are 8 : 9, 9 : 10, and 9:8; and so

for the four quatrains of Fourth Quarter. Each of these

strikes the ear as a little hitch or dislocation, which

makes the strong concord that follows very welcome.

The first two notes of a quatrain present good concords

in five instances and inharmonious sequences in four

instances : but in every quatrain the last two notes pre-

sent strong concords; and it is at the end of the qua-

train that they are most desired by the ear. Finally,

the sound drops by an entire Octave upon the Hour

Bell : and this last sequence is eminently satisfactory.

Perhaps there could be no better education for a

young Cambridge musician, than to learn habitually to

associate the tones of the several bells with the num-

bers that we have attached to them, and to repeat those

numbers on hearing the sounds of the bells.

96. Instances of musical melodies :
" God save the

Queen," and " Adestes Fideles"

In the following exhibition of "God save the

Queen," as sung by a single voice, the first line gives
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the words, the second line shews (by figures) the pro-

portional time occupied by each syllable, the third

gives the letter of the musical note, and the fourth con-

tains the number of vibrations in the scale at the end

of Article 95 divided by 10, representing therefore the

number of vibrations in =-; of a second of time.

God save our gra-cious Queen Long live our no-ble Queen22231 2 222312CCDBC D EEFEDC
48 48 54 45 48 54 60 60 64 60 54 48

God save the Queen2222
D C B C

54 48 45 48

Send her vic-to-ri-ous Hap-py and

2 22312 222
G GGGFE FFF
72 7272726460 64 64 64

Glo-ri-ous Long to reign o-ver us G-o-d save the Queen.

312 211113111^2 2 2

FED EFEDCEFGaGFE D C

646054 606460544860647280726460 54 48

The whole strain is included within the limits of an

Octave; the lowest note being B and the highest a.

The conspicuous repetition of the note C at the be-

ginning of the melody leaves no doubt on the ear that

C is the key-note to which all the others are to be re-

ferred : and accordingly all the other notes are in the

diatonic scale. And the final cadence, dropping upon c

by a series of notes which bear to C the proportions
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>
'

}
> I *s very satisfactory, (the feebleness of

> O 4 O

g
being however perceptible to the ear), and producesO

an excellent musical effect.

Now if we examine the relations of successive notes

all through the strain, we shall find that the only

decided harmonic relations are the following. From

"our" to the first syllable of "gracious", the propor-

tion is 6 : 5
;
from "

Queen
"
to

" Send
"
the proportion

is 2 : 3, and this rise of a Fifth produces an animating

effect; between "reign" and the first syllable of "over"

there is the proportion 4 : 5. All the other relations

of adjacent notes are unharmonic. On the whole, the

music is meagre, if considered only with reference to

the relations of adjoining notes. But, considered with

reference to its phrases ;
the first line of the song may

be accepted as entirely in the vibrations 48, with small

variations to prevent monotony ;
and the second entirely

in the vibrations 60, with similar variations: and the

relation of these or 4:5 is markedly harmonic. The
Q

third line is mainly in 48, the fourth in 72 or 48 x -,
Z

4
the fifth in 64 or 48 x -. The remainder, with the ex-

m

ception of the first note of "
God", 80 or 48 x |, is less

O

distinctly marked (we believe that the melody is not

easily learnt with accuracy by uneducated persons) ;
but
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it is in great measure redeemed by its final cadence.

In practice it is usually accompanied with instrumental

music of rich chords (to be mentioned hereafter).

Of the melodies delivered to us by the religion of

former ages, perhaps that known by its commencing

words, "Adeste fideles", or by its more usual name,

"The Portuguese", is the most magnificent. It is very

easily learnt with accuracy by uneducated persons. We
will treat it in the same manner as the last.

Ad-es-te fi-de-les lae-ti tri um-phan-tes, ve-ni-te ve-ni-te

1211221111 21121111
CCGCDGEDEF EDCCBABC
4848364.85436 6054 60 64 60 54 48 4845404548

in Beth-le-hem.Na-tum vi-de-te re-gem an-ge-lo-rum, ve-ni-te

11224 21122111121111
DEBAG GFEFEDECDBGCCB
5460 45 40 36 72 6460 64 60 5460 48 54 45 36 484845

ad-o-re-mus, ve-ni-te ad-o-re-mus, ve-ni-te ad-o-re-mus

1121 111 1121 11111211
CDCG BED EFED EFEDCBCF
48544836 60605460646054 6064605448454864

Do-mi-num.

223
E D C

60 54 48

The figures defining the time occupied by each syl-

lable have not necessarily the same value as in the
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analysis of the former melody; but those which are

related to the vibrations corresponding to the musical

notes have the same value in both.

The lowest note is G; the highest (which occurs

but once) is G
;
and the range of the melody is exactly

an Octave.

In this melody, as in the other, the frequency of c

in the beginning fixes it in the ear as the key-note.

All the notes are related to it, in the diatonic scale.

The final cadence upon c, though not consisting of so

many steps as in the former instance, has the descent

459
through , j, >

which is sufficient and effective.
u 4 o

There is an excellent imperfect cadence of ^, ^, ,

O 4 %7

upon the last syllable of "Bethlehem," which is a

Fourth below the key-note. If we examine the rela-

tions of the successive notes of the melody, we find that

there are in all 58 relations, of which 13 are strongly

12334
harmonic, being expressed by ^, ^, 7, -, -, or their

Z o 4 v o

reciprocals. It would be wearisome to examine the fit-

ness of each of these to its place ;
but there is one which

deserves especial attention. From the last syllable of

"Bethlehem" to the first syllable of "Natum" the in-

terval is an entire Octave upwards. This animating

rise, leading to the word which is emphatically and

characteristically the subject of the poem, has a most

splendid effect.
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The grandeur of this piece of music, and the facility

with which it is apprehended by mankind in general,

appear to be fully explained by the consideration of

the numerical relations of the vibrations corresponding

to the notes.

97. On Enriched Music, and Singing in Parts.

The melodies that we have considered, if played

upon an instrument which does not necessarily at every

touch or blast produce a combination of several har-

monic notes, would seem too simple. It is necessary to

ornament them by combining, with almost every note

in the melody, a series of related notes, to be struck

simultaneously with it, They are usually lower notes,

in harmonic relation. The combined system, of the

original note and these related notes, constitutes a

"chord."

As instances of chords, we will exhibit (in the same

form as in the last Article) the first part of "God

save the Queen," and the second part of "Adeste

fideles."

God save our gracious Queen Long live our noble Queen God save the Queen

2211312 222312 2224

SCCDCBCD

EEFEDC DCBC
GGA GAB c cocFG FGFG
EE D GGAGE EDE

(48
48 54 48 45 48 54 60 6064605448 54484548

J363640
364045 48 4854483236 32363236

3030 27 36364040 30 302730
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Natum videte regem angelorum Venite adorenms

211221111211111121
fGFEFEDE CDfiGCCBCDCQ
(CBCDCBC AG GGGGB
(
72 64 60 64 60 54 60 48 54 45 36 48 4s 45 4s :. IN :{i;

I 48 45 48 54 48 45 48 40 36 36 36 36 36 45

"Venite adoremus Venite adoremus Dominum.

Ill 1121 111 1121 1223
fEED EFED EFE DCBC FEDC
{
C C CBCB CBCGGGG CCB

( 60 60 54 60 64 60 54 60. 64 60 54 48 45 48 64 60 54 48

{ 48 48 48454845 48454836363636 484845

In the greater part of these chords, the proportions,

of the numbers of vibrations admit of being expre. <!

ts

by very low numbers
;
for instance, the proportion 36 is

30

8 45 60 5

the same as 6
;
both 36 and 48 are the same as 4

;
and

5 27 36 3

so for others. On the first syllable of "Natum" in

the second piece of music (to which syllable we have

i-.?

called attention before), the chord ' "
is the same as

4b
o

,
or two notes at the interval of a Fifth, a most power-Z

ful harmony. There are several chords containing
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54
64

54
D = 54, as An ,

54
, -> ,

which cannot be accepted as

40

harmonious; if, however, D be made = 56 (which, giving

7
a relation

'
to the key note c, appears permissible), the

7
8

7
proportions become ..

, 7 , ! ,
and the harmony is good.

5

This is an instance of what frequently occurs in musi-

cal composition, that the harmonious relation of two

adjacent or simultaneous notes is more important than

the harmonious relation of either note to the key-note.

56 64
The chords 32 or (as corrected) 32

,
. ~

, ., appear to

27 28

f\4i

be incorrigibly discordant (though
*

, the original form
4o

ff ft /

of . ,
is equivalent to _ ,

and is harmonic).

Singing in Parts may be understood as an exact

imitation by different human voices of that which is

done here by different fingers upon an instrument. The

highest voice usually sings the notes as given in Arti-

cle 96, or as in the upper line of the harmonized music

just exhibited
;
the other voices at the same time sing

notes represented by those of the second and third lines

of the harmonized music. The skill of a composer of

Music in Parts is shewn by his assigning, to those

other voices, notes which will produce good harmony
with each note of the highest voice, and which at the
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same time will produce for each person, considered alone,

a species of tune that can be followed correctly with

ease.

98. On the necessity for the supplementary notes

called "flats
"
and "

sharps."

We have exhibited to the reader two pieces of music

in which every sound is expressed by a note of the

diatonic scale. And the reason of our having been able

sufficiently to express all by that scale is, that we have

taken c for the key-note of our melodies
;
and that, in

these special instances, that pitch has appeared so well

suited to the subject that there has been no temptation

to adopt any other key.

But it will easily be imagined that we cannot bind

ourselves to this condition. We may desire to make

our tune somewhat higher or somewhat lower, but we

cannot venture to raise it an entire- octave so as to have

c for key-note, or to depress it by an entire octave so as

to have C for key-note. And we may now consider

how the power of using any other note as key-note can

be obtained.

Proceeding upwards from c we have in the diatonic

scale, two tones, then one semitone, then three tones,

then one semitone. We desire to have a similar succes-

sion of intervals for any other key. Suppose, for in-

stance, we adopt D as key-note.
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Diatonic Scale pro- ) , , f

ceedingfromO
P JCDEFGabcdef

Scale with similar in- )

tervals proceeding > 1 2 3456 71' 2'
from D

)

Here, the notes 1, 2, 4, 5, 6 on our new scale may be

represented by D, E, G, a, b, on the old scale. The in-

terval from 1 to 2 will not be precisely the same as that

from c to D, and so in other parts of the scale
;
but

they will be sufficiently near to them to pass (in ordi-

nary estimation) for similar intervals, perhaps slightly

altering the character of the music. But the notes 3, 7,

on our new scale, have no representative on the old

scale
; and, for representing them, it is necessary to in-

troduce a note nearly midway between F and G, and a

note nearly midway between c and d (and similarly a

note between c and D). The note between F and G is

called indifferently F sharp, F$, or G flat, Gb
;
and that

between c and D is called c$ or Db.

Now when we adopt other notes as key-notes, we

find that we must interpose notes between various notes

of the original diatonic scale
;
and ultimately we find

that in every interval of a complete tone it is necessary

to insert a new note. The whole scale, for one octave,

then becomes this :

cj DJ F# oj aft

C D EF G a be.
Db Eb Gb ab bb

This is sometimes called the chromatic scale.

The new notes are those corresponding to the black

keys of a pianoforte.
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In some theoretical works, it has been proposed to

consider DJf
and Eb, and other pairs similarly related,

as slightly different notes; as will be seen below.

When B, or oft, or Fb, is adopted as key-note, every
one of the five new notes is used. With key-note c$,

very good music may be performed on the black keys

only ;
but it will be found that it wants the Third in-

terval (four semitones) and the Seventh interval (eleven

semitones). With key-note F$ also, the black keys

are sufficient
;
but the Fourth interval (five semitones)

and the Seventh interval (eleven semitones) are want-

ing ;
this is frequently considered as a characteristic

of Scotch music, which, consequently, can be played

on the black keys only, if the key-note is F$.

If we examine theoretically the tuning which can

be advantageously adopted for the flats and sharps, we

are led to considerations like the following :

Proceeding from C = 240
;

we may take for C$ or Db

Ifi 44 4 5
256 = 240 x ~ = 240 x

*
x
~

or 240 x
* -

A15 3 o 34
(a Third below the Fourth).

D = 270.

7
Then for Dir or Eb we may use either 280 = 240 x -

;

(which will associate well with F$) ;
or
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(\ f *7 R
288 = 240 x -

(which will associate with ^ ,.=',
5 \ 5 o

A^and = .

/

E = 300.

F = 320.
17

For F# or Gb we may adopt 336 = 240 x ^ . It will

be seen however in Article 100 that, for reference

to other keys,
----- is preferable.

G = 360.

For G$ or Ab there are the competing claims of

5 5
375 = 240 x T x -

t , a Third interval above the
4 4

S / 6
Third

;
and 384 = 240 x -

(associating with ^
5 \ o

7\
and -

.

A = 400.

For AJr or Bb, the competing values are

7 / 7 7\
420 = 240 x -.

( which associates with - and -
;

4 V 6 5/

and 432 = 240 x -
(associating with -

.
-

,
-

)
.

o\ o o o/

B = 450.

c = 480.

We apprehend that, for music of the highest order,

it may be necessary for D$ or Eb, for Gji or Ab, for A|
or Bb, sometimes to use one of the values which we

have indicated, sometimes the other; or, in fact, to con-

sider D$ and Eb, G$ and Ab, Atf and Bb, as different

notes.
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SECTION IX.

ON INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC, AND THE ADAPTATIONS

OF MUSIC REQUIRED BY SPECIAL INSTRUMENTS.

99. On the characteristic differences of construc-

tion, between tfie Organ, the Pianoforte, and the Violin.

Among the great variety of musical instruments,

we have selected three, as embodying the most import-

ant differences of construction. We shall describe them

briefly, but sufficiently perhaps to convey an idea

of the bearing of these differences upon their musical

powers.

The organ is to be conceived as essentially an in-

strument of three dimensions. For perspicuity of lan-

guage, we will consider the horizontal line along the

front as x, the horizontal line normal to the front as y,

and the vertical line as z. Then the parallelepiped

may be understood as being filled with vertical pipes

all parallel to z. The front row, parallel to x, for which

y nearly
= 0, are pipes with plain mouth-pieces, corre-

sponding to the notes and interpolated notes in Arti-

cle 98. The next row parallel to x, for which y has a

uniform value, consists of pipes having a uniform definite

relation to the front row, either in tone or in construc-

tion
;

for instance, the note of every pipe may be

higher than that of the corresponding front pipe by a

Fifth
;

or every pipe may have a reed mouth-piece
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instead of a plain mouth-piece. The third row, with

another value of y, consists of pipes with some other

variation, but still such that the note of every one of

these pipes bears the same relation to the note of the

corresponding pipe in the front row. And so on for

many rows. And thus, if we consider any row of pipes

in the direction x, all are of similar construction and

give notes related as in the chromatic scale
;
but if

we consider any row in the direction of y, these are

pipes giving different harmonical notes and differently

constructed, the same description applying to every row

parallel to y, except that each is dependent on the

note of its front pipe.

All the pipes in any one row in the direction of x

can be stopped at once by the slider called a "
stop."

All the pipes in any one row in the direction of y are

closed unless opened by a key (like that of a piano-

forte). To open any individual pipe and allow the air

from the wind-chest to act in it, the proper stop must

be open, and the finger of the musician must press the

key ;
the stop and the key being those which corre-

spond to the y and x whose intersection is at the pipe

in question.

From this it will be ssen that the instrument posses-

ses in itself the power of giving chords, and even of

giving harmonic chords produced by rnouth-pieces of

different kinds uttering sounds of different qualities,

which, however, by the mechanism of the "
stops," are

at the command of the musician. But he has no power

R2
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of altering the pitch of the note which he plays ;
he

must accept that as it was left when the organ was

tuned.

The pianoforte is known as a stringed instrument
;

but few persons at first view imagine what a number of

strings it contains. A good piano has about 75 keys,

and each of these works a hammer that strikes three

strings (tuned to the same note) simultaneously ;
so

that there are more than 200 strings to be adjusted in

pitch. The tuner begins by screwing up one triplet of

strings till they give the same note as a tuning-fork

which sounds the note C (528 vibrations per second), or

sometimes A
;
from this he, by ear, adjusts the triplets

for the other notes of that scale, included within the

compass of an Octave
;
and from each of these notes he

steps upwards and downwards, by ear, through entire

Octave-intervals, to form all the intermediate notes of

the higher and lower octave-scales. In playing on the

piano, the striking of one key does not, as in the organ,

produce any number of harmonic sounds (except on the

principle of Article 76) ;
to produce these, it is neces-

sary for the musician to strike simultaneously different

keys with different fingers. In the impossibility of

having the pitch altered by the player during the per-

formance, the piano resembles the organ. If there are

any faults or peculiarities -in the tuning, the player has

no control over them.

Most of the remarks on the piano apply also to the

harp.
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The violin is an instrument of a totally different

class. It has only four strings, which are stretched

over a curved bridge ;
and under no circumstance can

the bow touch more than two of these, and generally it

touches only one
;
so that the instrument possesses little

power of producing harmonic notes, except for the rea-

sons given in Article 76. But the instrument is so held

in the left hand that, by application of the four fingers,

either of the strings can be defined in length (by press-

ing the string upon a part of the fixed bar which is

nearly parallel to the strings), and thus the tone of the

string can be varied at the moment, through a range

sufficient to exhibit any note between the fundamental

note of one string and the fundamental note of the next

string, and with an accuracy depending on the precision

of the player's perceptions and the delicacy of his

finger-action. We imagine that a skilful player per-

ceives the tone given by the string long before it is

heard by the bystander, and instantly adjusts his pres-

sure to make the intended concord perfect. With this

presumed power, the violin is far more accurate for the

production of exact melody than the organ or the piano-

forte or harp.

The fundamental notes to which the different strings

are adjusted are the following (adopting, as represent-

ing the number of vibrations in VT of a second of time,
11

the numbers in Article 94) :
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For the four strings of the ( E A D G
violin (600 400 270 180

For the four strings of the ( A D G C
viola {400 270 180 120

For the four strings of the [A D Gr C
violoncello (200 135 90 60

It will be seen here that two of the intervals on each

2\

proportion of vibrations -
) ;

and

.270 270 81
that the other interval is - -, or ^x--^, or

400 40o 80

2 / IN~
x

(
1 + TTT: 1 , differing from a perfect Fifth only by

3 \ oO/

the interval numerically expressed by . This small
80

interval is called a "Comma"; it is the smallest which

is recognized in ordinary music; it is held to be per-

ceptible in all cases to the ear, and very offensive when

it deranges the numerical accuracy of a chord. In

practice, the intervals of the violin strings are in the

first instance made perfect Fifths (A being taken from

the tuning-fork or piano) ;
and the notes of the other

strings will therefore depart a little from those of the

diatonic scale. This will lead us to the considerations

of the next Article.
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100. On the necessity for Temperament, in refer-

ence to chords and harmonies within the compass of an

Octave.

Of all parts of theoretical music, the theory of Tem-

perament is the most troublesome. We cannot pretend

here to go into it to the extent which would be useful

to the professional musician. All that we can do is, so

to explain the state of the matter that the student may
be able to understand the nature of the evils of which

musicians complain; and that, if he should desire to

examine further the plans suggested by professional

musicians, he may find himself prepared with the nume-

rical bases on which all must depend.

The difficulties in question attach only to keyed or

other instruments whose tones cannot be altered by the

musician in the act of playing. They apply therefore

to the two most important of all, the organ and the

pianoforte; and they are perhaps more important for the

organ; because, as the key is there held down so as to

give an enduring sound, any fault in the harmonies

is more obvious to the ear than with the pianoforte,

where the sound is produced by an impact on the

strings, and is damped as soon as possible.

We shall examine, first, the evils produced in the

chords, by the use of different notes as key-notes;

which evils we shall consider to be represented by the

departure of the proportions of vibrations in the Is:,

2nd, &c. notes on that scale from the proportions
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of vibrations in the 1st, 2nd, &c. notes in the aceural

diatonic scale; secondly, the difficulties in the prolonga-

tion of long series of harmonies, and in the combina-

tion of instruments like the piano with instruments li

the violin.

For understanding more easily the following i

tigation, we would recommend the student to

himself with a scale on paper including two octaves < A'

the keys of a piano as shewn in Article 98; thus

A* C* D* 'EH Gt 4 <* D* i* <*

A BC D EF G ABCDEFG a

Bb Db Eb Gb Ab Bb ob Eb ob ab

and also a corresponding moveable scale of card-board

with notes 1, 2, &c. to 8, at intervals representing tones

and semitones in the diatonic scale beginning with C
;

thus

1 2 34 5678
then, for ascertaining the notes which will be used in

conjunction with any assigned key-note, it is only ne-

cessary to apply the card-board scale to the paper scale

so that figure 1 is opposite to the key-note, and the

other notes to be used will then be those opposite to

the figures 2, 3, 4, &c.

Upon examining a great quantity of' piano-music,

we find that the note Ei> is used for key-note twice as

often as any other; and that those next to it in general

favour are F, A^ c, G, D, ob. We will examine succes-
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sively the scales of notes for these seven key-notes.

As the scale for Eb will require three flats, we shall

select from the values suggested in Article 98 the three

values which evidently give the best harmonies in this

scale, and shall retain those values in the succeeding

scales; and, as need may arise for values for new flats

and sharps in the succeeding scales, we shall adopt and

retain them in the same manner. Below each note, we

shall place its number of vibrations in ^ of a second

of time, and the proportion which it bears to the key-

note of the scale, and (where necessary) the factor

connecting this proportion with the proportion which

ought to exist on the diatonic scale.

1 2 34 5 6 78
Key-note Eb. We have

Eb F G Ab sb c D Eb

320 360 480 540

and we have to assign vibrations to Eb, Ab, sb, from the

table in Article 98. It will be easily seen that 288 for

Eb will harmonize perfectly with G, c, D, and very well

with F. Adopting it, it will then be seen that 384 for

Ab and 432 for fib harmonize perfectly with it. Thus

we have

Eb
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Key-note F. We have

F G A B!> C D E

320 360 400 432 480 r.4() (500

We have no need to supply any new manlier. Tin-

proportions are

9 5 27 3 27 15

8 4 20 2 1C 8

/_4 81 \

\~ 3
X
80/

81

Proceeding in the same manner, we find that we

have to supply a value of ob for key-note Ab, a value

of F$ for key-note G, a value of
c$ or ob for key-note D,

and a value of Gb or F$ for key-note Db. Thus we

obtain

Key-note A[>.

384

fib
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Key-note D.
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is too large, but the proportion of note G to 1 is CMjually

too large, so that the proportion of note 6 to 4,
(

'-

]
,
is

\K/

just, and their harmony perfect. Note 7 fails iu one

instance, and cannot be reconciled with either of those

which ought to be its bases, notes 3 and 5.

Innumerable attempts have been made to alter some

of these notes, so as to produce the most perfect liar-

mony where it is most wanted; and this alteration is

called Temperament. But it is easily understood that,

where the errors for different scales, as affected by indi-

vidual notes, are taken into one view, the Temperament
which improves one scale will injure others. Thus if

F be altered to correct the scale with key-note Eb, it

will ruin that with key-note F, and will injure others.

An attempt is usually made to throw as much as pos-

sible of the discord on one particular scale; and some

assemblage of notes in that scale which ought to form

a chord (as in Article 97) and which really produces a

discordant sound, very unpleasant to the ear, is called

the wolf.

It appears to us that a scale such as we have pro-

posed will answer well for the most valuable keys ;

especially if the compositor, in writing the music, would

sometimes avoid those discordances of successive notes

in the music, which would (though rarely) be produced

by incautious use of the notes. Probably a similar

principle of selection might be adopted for organ-music;
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taking first that key in which the greatest quantity of

music or the most important music is written, and

supplying the best values of flats and sharps for it, as

we have done in piano-music for Eb; and then proceed-

ing with the key of next importance, &c.

101. On the necessity for Temperament, in reference

to long series of harmonics, and to the combination of

different instruments.

The concord of notes which is most powerfully felt

by the ear, as we have stated in Article 87, is that of

two notes at the interval of an Octave. But this in-

terval is so large that it is rarely repeated in musical

compositions. The next degree of concord is that of

two notes at the interval of a Fifth (proportion 2:3),
and their interval is so much smaller that several repe-

titions (one such interval rising above another, or one

falling below another) may be occasionally introduced.

Now if we begin (as the most advantageous place)

from one of the notes marked F, as JP = 160, we have

the following succession of perfect Fifths (the propor-

tion of vibrations being always 2:3):

From 1GO to 240, ]? to C;

From 240 to 360, C to G
;

From 360 to 540, G to D
;

From 540 to 810, D to a note beyond a,

/ 81 \

(
vibrations = of those of a

)
.

\ SO /
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Thus we find that, even beginning at the most advan-

tageous place, we cannot have more than three consecu-

tive perfect Fifths; and, generally speaking, we cannot

have so many. If we could put up with an error

81
represented by the factor

^- (either in the last interval,

or distributed through the three intervals) we might

proceed further. It will be seen that we must either

3
diminish the Fifth-interval a little below -

("flatten the
25

Fifths") or increase the Octave-interval above 2

(" sharpen the Octave ") ;
no compositor for the piano

dares to recommend the latter course. We are inclined

to think that it is best also to leave the Fifths un-

altered.

In the use of the violin, however, the temptation

to retain the perfect Fifths is very strong. In the

process of timing, every interval of the fundamental

notes of the strings is made a perfect Fifth; and, if

the violin only were used, it can scarcely be doubted

that they would be retained in that state. But the

number of pianos in society is so great that it is neces-

sary to make the violins yield to them
;
and the violins

accordingly are subject to the Temperament of having

their Fifths a little flattened. Their different strings

can then be made to harmonize pretty well with the

notes in different Octaves of the piano.
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SECTION X.

OX THE HUMAN ORGANS OF SPEECH AND HEARING.

102. On the human organs for producing musical

notes.

A tolerably clear idea was formed by anatomists,

many years ago, of the nature and action of the organi-

zation in the human throat by which musical notes are

produced. Several points of explanation, however, were

wanting; these were supplied, perhaps finally, by Pro-

fessor Willis, in a paper "On the Mechanism of the

Larynx," published in the fourth volume of the Trans-

actions of the Cambridge Philosophical Society, which

may be regarded as a model of scientific and anatomical

inquiry.

The top of the windpipe is closed by an apparatus

which leaves for the passage of air only a long narrow

slit in the back-and-front direction, called the "glottis."

The sides of this slit are not solid masses of animal

matter, but elastic bands or ligaments, which, though

not very deep in the vertical direction, can vibrate in

the right-and-left direction. Their extremities are

governed in position and tension by various muscles,

which have been most accurately described. The state

of these elastic bands, frequently called the "vocal

ligaments," under various circumstances, is as fol-

lows :
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In the ordinary state of ease, the vocal ligaments are

not stretched longitudinally with any special force, ami

the ends of the right ligament and those of the left

ligament are not pressed together. There are, in fact,

special muscles for separating them, which in the state

of personal ease appear to be in action, effecting that

separation. The opening is then sufficiently wide to

allow the breath to pass very freely; and the ligament-,

in their unstretched state, will not vibrate.

For producing sound, other muscles are brought into

play, namely, 1st, muscles which press together (but

probably not close together) the ends- of the two liga-

ments : 2nd, muscles which extend each ligament to any

arbitrary degree of tension.

In this state, when air is forced from the lungs

through the glottis, necessarily passing with givat

rapidity (as the chink is now very narrow), it puts the

ligaments into vibration, sufficiently rapid to produce a

musical note. The pitch of the precise note produced

will depend on the tension given to the ligaments. So

that, for utterance of a musical sound, two systems of

muscular action are required. One, consequent on the

volition
" to utter a musical sound," is that of drawing

close together the right ligament and the left ligament;

the other, consequent on the volition "to utter a musical

sound of a particular pitch," is that of stretching the

ligaments to a definite tension.O

This action may be imitated experimentally in

various ways, of which we quote, as probably the easiest
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and best, that given in Professor Tyndall's excellent

book on "Sound, a Course of Eight Lectures, cfrc."

"Roll round the end of a glass tube a strip of thin

india-rubber, leaving about an inch of the substance

projecting beyond the end of the tube. Taking two

opposite portions of the projecting india-rubber in the

fingers, and stretching it, a slit is formed
;
the blowing

through which [by means of blowing through the tube]

produces a musical sound, which varies in pitch, as the

sides of the slit vary in tension."

The vibrations of the vocal ligaments produce vibra-

tions of the air in the resonant cavity of the mouth, in

the same manner in which the vibrations of a reed pro-

duce vibrations in a resonant organ-pipe (Article 81).

The compass of a singer's voice, or the interval

(upon the musical scales) between the lowest note and

the highest note which a singer can distinctly sing, in

general does not much exceed two octaves.

The phsenomena of whistling, we believe, have not

been carefully examined. They appear, however, to

correspond nearly to those of the production of musical

sounds in the throat. The lips are brought, by their

appropriate muscles, into a state of tension analogous to

that of the vocal ligaments ;
and the passage of a cur-

rent of air between them compels their surfaces to

vibrate and to produce vibrations in the air. The

resonant cavity is the hollow of the mouth; and the

mechanical conditions for whistling differ from those for

speaking, in this respect, that the current of air for

s
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whistling passes />.///<, the resonant cavity to the vilirat-

in-
lij)s. Whistlers remark that, for producing their

lowest notes, the tongue is very far retracted; the l<>wri

lip also appears to be somewhat retracted. The range

of notes in whistling is greater than that in singing; it

extends nearly to three octaves.

103. Experiments and theory on the production

maintenance of vibrations similar to those of tJie hum mi

organs of sound.

Professor Willis has pointed out very clearly the

mechanical reasons which shew that there must be, in

the stretched ligaments of the glottis, a tendency to

produce the requisite vibrations. Thus, if we have two

small frames on which laminae of sheet india-rubber ; in-

stretched, leaving their upper edges free, as in Figure

19, and if we place these frames nearly vertical, upon a

pedestal through which air can be blown upwards from

below, passing between the two laminae; then if, as in

Figure 20, the upper edges are brought near together,

the blast of air will force them outwards
; if, as in Figure

- 1 . they are opened wider, the blast of air will suck

them inwards; if they are opened to the state in which

neither of these tendencies is discoverable, then with

every displacement outwards there will be a proportion-

ate force tending to bring each towards the middle \'

the chink, and with every displacement inwards tin iv

will be a proportionate force tending to push each from

the middle of the chink. So that each lamina, c
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sidered alone, is, upon receiving any displacement from

a certain position of rest, subjected to a force tending-

to bring it to that position of rest. This is the law of

force proper for maintaining vibration (it is similar to

the law of force which acts on a pendulum). There is

still one point which requires explanation. If a body,

or a lamina, is put in a state of vibration, frictions of

all kinds will tend to reduce its vibrations; and it is

necessary for us to shew that, under the actual circum-

stances, there is some force which tends to increase

vibrations. Now Professor Willis suggested as probable

that the magnitude of the force of air which acts on the

lamina may be a function of the position of the lamina

at a short time anterior to the time under considera-

tion
;
and the author of this Treatise, in the Cambridge

Transactions, Vol. IV., pointed out the mathematical

consequences of that supposition. If the distance of a

lamina from its place of rest be <
(t},

and if e be the

coefficient of the force dependent on laminar tension, k

the coefficient of the force dependent on the action of

the air, c the quantity to be subtracted from the time

in order to form that time on which the force produced

by the air-motion depends; then the equation of motion

is,

Supposing k to be small, an approximate solution,

obtained by neglecting the last term, is,

</> ()
= a . sin

(t Je + 1} ;
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therefore

<j> (t c)
= a . sin

(t Je 4- b c Je),

nearly; and

very approximately.

This is precisely the case of a pendulum disturbed

by some extraneous force; and it admits of being

treated in the manner indicated by the author of this

Treatise in a paper "On the disturbances of Pendulums,

&c." in the Cambridge Transactions, Vol. in. The

result is that, in every complete vibration, the coefficient

...... , . Trak.smcje
of vibration is increased by

104. Experiments on the production of vowel sou ml*.

Long ago, it had been shewn that if air were forced,

through vibrating laminae or through a common reed,

into a cavity of a particular form, the sound of a parti-

cular vowel would be produced ;
but the forms of the

cavities were very strange; and there was no theory,

accounting for the effects in any case, or connecting the

different cases. The great step of experimental expla-

nation was made by Professor Willis in the Cambridge
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Transactions, Vol. in.;* and nothing of importance has

been added, till within a short time.

For instructive experiment, the strange forms of

cavities were discarded, and a simple pipe was substi-

tuted; thus admitting of variation in its length. Air

was blown through a long channel terminating in a reed

that gave a note whose pitch was ascertained (and

whose length of air-wave was therefore known); and

the immediate carrier of this reed being fitted accu-

rately but not tightly within the tube whose length

was to be made variable, that tube was slid along so as

to contain the reed-carrier as a plug in the tube, leaving

open varying lengths of the tube between the reed-

carrier and the external air. And the points remarked

by Professor Willis are these:

First, that in order to perceive clearly a vowel-

sound, it is necessary to sound different vowels in suc-

cession
;
the principal effect being produced by contrast,

and no distinct vowel-sound being impressed on the ear

when the apparatus is maintained steadily in the ar-

rangement proper for producing any one vowel.

Second. The fundamental result of the experiments

i.s this. In Figure 22, let a denote the place where the

waves of air enter immediately from the reed (the reed

being supposed to be at the left hand, and the current

of air being blown through from left to right), and

* The author of this Treatise had the pleasure of hearing the

original experiments.
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suppose the tube of variable length to extend towards

the right, its mouth sometimes stopping at I, sometimes

. being advanced to E, A, o, &c. Also let ac = bd = ce

=
length of sound-wave produced by the reed. Then,

when the mouth of the pipe is at the point I, it utters

the vowel-sound I (in Continental pronunciation), the

same vowel-sound as in the word "see"; when the

mouth of the pipe is at E, the vowel-sound is that of E,

sliding between the vowel-sounds in "pet" and "pay";
when the mouth of the pipe is at A, o, u, the sounds

are respectively those in "paa, part", followed by
"
paw, nought

"
;
in

" no
"

;
and in

" but ", followed by
" boot ". As the mouth of the pipe is carried towards b

(the point bisecting ac), sound becomes indistinct, and

vowel-sound is lost; or the only sound perceptible is

that of our short U; on approaching c, the same vowels

recur, but in the opposite order. On proceeding further

still, the same phenomena recur after an addition to

the pipe-length of "length of air-wave", "double

length of air-wave ", &c., but all sounds become less

forcible.

Now upon varying the pitch of the reed (that is,

upon varying the length of the -sound-wave, or the

length of the spaces ab, be, cd, de), the lengths ai, aE,

CIA, aO, au, cl, CE, &c., remain unaltered. And, when a

reed of high pitch is used, or when the spaces ab, be,

&c., are made very short, some of the vowels U, 0, &c.,

are lost. This accords with the experience of singers

of high pitch, who can sing no vowel but I ("see").
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The distances of the vowel-positions from c, or from

e, are the following (the measure from a being a little

smaller than the others) :

inch

d = ei= 0-38

1-8

(3-05
CA = eA =

|s-S

co = eo = 47

cu or ev indefinite.

We recommend the reader to follow up this subject

by a study of Professor Willis's original paper, and

especially to remark his explanation, or rather his dis-

crimination between the mechanical circumstances of the

air in pipes of different lengths. It amounts to this
;

that from the air of invariable pressure at the pipe's

mouth there is a species of reflexion of the sound-waves

inwards (which is algebraically represented by the ter-

minal equations for an open pipe,

-
<f>' (at} + ty' (at}

=
0, -<j>'(at-r) +^ (at + l)

= 0,

in Article 79, implying opposite waves), and that thus

every reed-wave travelling along the pipe is reflected
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the open mouth ;it a time depending on tin- length

>!' tin- pipe; the relation of which tinn- to the time of

the i l-wave will be different for different In^tlis

>f the pipe, thus producing a mixed wave whose qua-

lity varies with the changes of that relation. (This

amounts to nearly the same as saying that each puff

of air through the reed may create a wave which will

'1 with organ-pipe-velocity, coexisting with one

which follows the laws of Resonance; a coexistence

which, as we have remarked in Article 81, is pos-

siMe.) And the following experiment pointedly il-

lustrates this. If a quill be snapped by the teeth of a

wheel in rapid vibration, a musical note is produced;
but if, instead of a quill, a highly elastic spring is

used, itself competent to give a musical tone, then a

vowel-sound is produced, and the name of the vowel

depends on the relation between these two musical

notes (which relation may be altered by grasping t In-

elastic spring at different points).

The only addition, we believe, which has been made
to this admirable series of experiments, is the further

analysis, by Helmholz, of the character of the waves in

the different vowel-sounds. It appears to have been

made by directing the current of air from the lips upon
a series of tuning-forks, and remarking which of the

tuning-forks were put in vibration. Helmholz thus

arrived at the conclusion that the vowel-sounds are pro-

duced by certain mixtures of the upper harmonics Avith

the fundamental tone. It has been shewn in Article 7'2
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that every variation of the quality of musical notes

may be produced thus. But the distinct conclusion at

which Professor Willis arrived, that, with different reed-

notes, the difference in the linear measure of pipes re-

quired to produce different vowel-sounds must always be

the same, seems to forbid the admission of similar mix-

tures of the upper harmonics with the fundamental

tone as in all cases explaining the vowel-sounds.

The reader is referred to Willis in the Cambridge

Transactions, Vol. ill.
;
Wheatstone in the London and

} Westminster Review, October 1837 January 1838, page

'27', Helmholz, Die Lehre von den Tonempfindungen,

Part I. section 5, article 7; Tyndall, Lectures, page 200.

10o. Explanation of the formation of vowels and

consonants by the human organs of speech.

We are now in possession of all that is necessary to

explain the vowels of the human voice. The musical

note, which in experiments is produced by the reed, in

nature is produced by the vocal ligaments of the glottis.

For the varied length of pipe in Professor Willis's ex-

periments, or for the conical or other receptacles of the

wave opened to different degrees in the experiments of

preceding and following experimenters, we have the

cavity of the mouth and nostrils and communicating

spaces, admitting of great changes at the will of the

speaker. This appears to be all that is required.
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On the production of consonants, we have little to

remark. They depend on the mode of beginning in-

closing the utterance of the vowel-sounds. Sometimes

this is done at the glottis, sometimes (in beginning tin-

utterance) by lowering the tongue from the palate,

sometimes by opening the lips, sometimes by opening

the teeth. In some cases a vowel-sound must be formed

before opening the lips; thus a momentary dull vowel-

sound within the mouth, before opening the lips, appears

necessary to give the sound bee; if there be no such

antecedent dull vowel-sound, the sound emitted will be

pee. (This appears to justify the Greek mediaeval and

modern writers, who to express the sound b in the lan-

guages of Western Europe use the combination /ATI-.)

In closing the utterance of the vowel-sounds, there is

nearly the same variety. All these different modifica-

tions give rise to different consonants; but they do not

appear to involve any distinct principle which requires

attention here. The roaring sound (that of r), the hiss-

ing sound (that of s), and the guttural sound, which

however seems to be produced rather in the palate than

in the throat (that of ach or och), with such dependen-

cies as sk, th, appear to be abandonments of musical

utterance, and probably do not require any action of

the vocal ligaments; their peculiarities are given by
the tongue, teeth, cheeks, and lips.
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106. Notes on the organs of hearing ; deafness.

Of the mechanism of hearing we know almost

nothing. It is easily ascertained that the opening from

the external air expands somewhat into a chamber

where the wider part is closed by a stretched membrane

called the membrana tympani, which in the healthy

state is continuous, but which is sometimes punctured

or slightly ruptured without producing great injury to

the power of hearing. Beyond this is a cavern which

communicates with the interior of the mouth by a pas-

sage called the Eustachian tube. The author of this

Treatise, in descending to a great depth under water in

a diving-bell, has suffered the pain (so often described)

produced by the increase of atmospheric pressure on the

exterior surface of the membrana tympani, which can

be relieved at any depth by that motion of the swallow-

ing muscles which enables a person to swallosv the

saliva; a motion that appears to open the Eustachian

tube and to allow air to enter through it to the interior

surface of the membrana tympani. But he also re-

marked that, in reascending, as the pressure of air within

the mouth diminishes, the condensed air, next the in-

terior surface of the membrana tympani, opens the Eus-

tachian tube from time to time, and escapes into the

mouth, giving the sensation of a loud crack.

The habitual state of the Eustachian tube being that .

of complete closure, the internal cavity resembles that

of a kettle-drum; and there seems to be no doubt that
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vibration of the membrana tympani corresponding to

the vibration of the air in the sounds which present

themselves is like the vibration of the parchment of

the kettle-drum the first element in the transmission

of sound. Beyond this, we know nothing. There are

small bones in a state of pressure, and there are curved

tubes charged with fluid, and there are fibrous frin

but we know not the function of any of them.

It seems likely that some advance might be made

in our knowledge by a study of the phenomena of deaf-

ness. There is frequent misapprehension on the charac-

ter of this loss of sense. In many cases, and perhaps

ultimately in all cases, it is an incapability of hearing

anything; but in a far greater number of cases it con-

sists in hearing too much; in an excessive sensitiveness

to certain sounds which, by a species of resonance, mix

themselves with other sounds so as to produce confusion.

In an instance that lately came under our observation,

we remarked that the two notes which we have marked

A$ and a$ produced a very painful effect, of the charac-

ter of confused loud resonance. With this, or follow-

ing this, was a frequent failure to perceive the hissing

sound of s; and perhaps the general sensibility to

sound diminished. But we are quite unable to say

what part of the animal structure was the seat of the

organic fault.
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Figure 1 represents the state of the barometer-tube

when, after the tube with its closed end downwards

has been filled with quicksilver, and when a cup or

cistern nearly filled with quicksilver has been prepared

for its reception, the open end of the tube is covered

(as with the finger), the tube is suddenly inverted, its

open end is plunged deeply into the quicksilver of the

cistern, and the finger or other covering is withdrawn.

Then, if the length of the tube exceed 32 or 33 inches,

the upper surface of the quicksilver drops, as shewn in

the figure, leaving a vacuum above it, and exhibiting a

column of quicksilver whose height, measured from the

surface of the quicksilver in the cistern, represents the

pressure of the atmosphere on that surface.

Figures 2 and 3 represent curved tubes in which the

pressure of quicksilver (above which is vacuum) in a

long column balances the aggregate of atmospheric pres-

sure and the pressure of quicksilver in a short column.

Figures 4 and 5 represent curved tubes in which

there is a certain quantity of air between the surface of

the quicksilver and the closed end of the tube. In

Figure 4, that air is allowed to expand itself, till its

diminished elasticity, added to the pressure of a long

column of quicksilver, balances the pressure of the

atmosphere added to that of a short column of quick-

silver. In Figure 5, the pressure of the atmosphere,

added to that of a long column of quicksilver in the
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open tube, overcomes the pressure of a short column in

the closed tube, and condenses the air above it till its

elasticity is so much increased as to produce, with the

weight of that short column, a balance of pressures.

Figure 6 represents the movements of particles of

air in a horizontal column, when waves of condensation

and expansion pass continuously through them from

left to right. The first line represents the particles as

at rest; the remaining five lines represent them in

successive states as the waves advance successively

more and more to the right. The delicate curved

lines nearly vertical shew the successive positions

of the same particle : the movement of every parti-

cle is obviously oscillatory. If we examine the mo-

tions of one particle, for instance g; we see that at

the time T it was at its undisturbed or mean position,

but moving backwards; but the condensation of par-

ticles before and behind were equal, so that there was

no tendency to alter its velocity. But at the time
T

T+ -T it had gradually approached to and had reached a
TP

position in which, respect being also had to the posi-

tions gained by neighbouring particles, the condensation

and consequent elastic force were much greater in rear

than in front, and there was a tendency to throw it

forward. Carrying on similar considerations to the times

T+~*,T+'* T+T, it will be seen that, at every
TC Tf

time, the forces produced by the supposed motion of t IK-

particles are such as are able to maintain that supposed
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motion of the particles. It will also be seen that

between the time T and the time T + r, every particle

has described its complete double oscillation backward

and forward
;
and also that the state of condensation

has advanced in the same interval of times, from a to a,

or through the interval between two waves.

In Figure 7, the motions of every particle (which

are entirely vertical) may be imitated exactly by those

of a stretched cord. The reader is referred for these to

the author'sTreatise On the Undulatory Theory of Light.

In Figure 8, the motions are more complicated,

boing compounded (for each particle) according to this

law: that the horizontal parts of the motion are exactly

those in Figure 6, and the vertical parts are exactly

those in Figure 7: the place of greatest elevation cor-

responding to the place of greatest horizontal condensa-

tion, and the coefficients of vertical and horizontal dis-

placement being sensibly equal. The author has treated

of this subject in the Encyclopaedia Metropolitana,
'' Tides and Waves."

Figures 9, 10, 11, appear to require no explanation

beyond that in the text.

In Figure 12, right-hand figure, is represented a

crooked wire which can be pressed upon the elastic

lamina or tongue of the Reed. By thrusting this to

different positions, the vibrations of the reed-tongue

may be made to correspond more nearly with those due

to the length of the organ-pipe.

Figure 13 is explained in the text.
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Figures 14 and 15 represent two complicated.

of the approximate concord of Octave formed with

different intervals of the waves, which can in no wi.-r

be reconciled as similar, at whatever point either In-

supposed to commence; and thus the effect which their

alternation produces in creating beats (see Article !)^

fully justifies the opinion of practical musicians (see

Article 87).

Figures 1C and 17 represent two complicated waves <>i'

the approximate concord of Fourth
;
which can be maur

a little more similar by beginning the first at its middle

point, but which will always have a very sensible differ-

ence. They therefore produce beats (Article 92), but

not so remarkable as those of the approximate Octave.

Figure 18 shews the intense beats produced by the

approximate Unison.

In the second diagram of Figure 20 is exhibited a

view of the top of the first diagram of Figure 20. Each

of the laminae is mounted as in Figure 19 (two lamina

facing each other), and the blast of air from below se-

parates them, in concave forms.

In the second diagram of Figure 21 is exhibited a

view of the top of the first diagram of Figure '- \

When the blast of air enters from below between the

two laminae separated to a distance, it sucks them to-

gether with forms convex to each other.

Figure 22 is explained in the text.
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ADDENDUM TO ARTICLE 54**.

It will be instructive to examine the law of radial

movements of the p articles of air, both without and

within the spherical or hemispherical bell, as depend-

ing on the distances of the particles from the bell's

center.

We have found that when F=xyEt while R is

considered as a function of r and v only,

1 tfH dH .R =
*- TTV r +^7- r

+ + Hr't

3 dv do

in which expression H is a function of v only, v being
= at r.

And, similarly, if we had considered It as a func-

tion of r and u only, u being = at -f r, we should have

found
dL= S -72 r r r

3 du du

where L is a function of u only.

And the most general expression for R is

{
1 tfH . dH .

r -\ r
3

'

dv 2

dv
#={ i JT jr

+
1 ^ r-'-

dL'

r
~

(_
3 flW c^w
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Then the velocity of a particle of air in the direction

of the radius from the center of the bell is

x dF y dF z dF
r

'

dx r
'

dy r
'

dz
'

\m dR\

*IT**J'
xy d(Rr*)^
?' dr '

which becomes, in the general case,

1 <i--- 2
| j-j

-

7 i ~r~7 ' T T. ''

r*'dr] 1 d?L . dL .

I H . T T -f" J-jT
3 du du

It will be remarked here that -f is purely a function
T

of the angle of inclination of the radius in question to

x, y, and z; not changing its value while the direction

of the radius remains the same, and never becoming

indefinitely great.

Performing the actual differentiation of the ex-

pression above, and remembering that

dr _ du

dr dr

this becomes

f 1 d*H 4 #H dH
o 7 a r o ~T~* r O . -7 T oLLr

acv \ dv 6 dv dv

3
*

du'
' '

du
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First, we will consider the radial movement of

the particles of air external to the bell.

Let b be the radius of the bell, The radial move-

ment of the surface of the bell (which must be the

same as the radial movement of the particles of air

in contact with the bell, external and internal) will

be found by putting 6 for r, in the functions

CT T dH dL pH' L 'W dTu'
&e -

as well as in the explicit factors. And, as the move-

ment of the bell is arbitrary, the forms of the functions

must be adapted to represent that arbitrary motion

when r = b. It will be remembered that all functions

of v or at r then become functions of at b, and

that all functions of u or at + r become functions of

at + b, in which the only variable is t.

Algebraically, we may take any forms for H and L
which upon substituting b for r will cause the function,

that we have lately found, to represent the movement

given by arbitrary causes to the bell. No terms be-

come infinite, and there is no other algebraical con-

dition whatever. But practically there is this con-

dition; we suppose the waves to begin at the bell

and to flow outwards
;
and therefore we must reject

the terms depending on u, and retain those depending
on v. In any simple assumption for the motion of the

bell, as for instance ^f A . sin (Bt + C), (or any as-
r
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".emhlage of similar terms with different constants,)

there will be no difficulty in finding the general form

of the function H which, when it is substituted in tin-

bracket above, and when finally b is put for r, gives

the assumed value for the motion of the bell.

Secondly, in regard to the movement of the par-

ticles of air within the bell.

It is impossible to define these by means of the

functions of v only (contained in the first line of the

bracket), because when r= they receive infinite

multipliers, and there is no tendency in the different

terms to destroy each other. The only possibility of

giving a solution which is admissible depends on tin-

combination of functions of v and u. We will examine

into the practicability of so arranging these that n<>

infinite terms shall remain.

We will first make a change which is convenient,

though not necessary, in the expression for B.

dL _i r _2 '

and r'
1
.

*
(Lr^} = ~ r*-Lr*.

dr ^ du

Differentiating this,
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1 d( _, d (T _,. "I 1 d*L . dL
and *r . -T \r . -j- (-^r ) r v-~r^ r r-f^+Zr .

3 ar
l

ar J 3 aw aa

This is the same as the term in R which depends
on L. And therefore the term in the radial motion

of the_air which depends upon L may be expressed by

1 xy d r
o 2 j- r *

3 r* dr\_

d
j~ j~dr (. dr

And it will be found on trial, giving due attention to

the circumstance that -- = r-. that the very same
dr dv

expression applies to the term depending upon H, only

substituting H for L.

For the air within the bell, let M and N be the

functions of v and u. It is at present our special

object to examine the movements when r is very small

or
;
and therefore we will expand the expressions

in powers of r. Let M
,
Mf

,
*M

,
W

,

4J/
,

5M , &c.,

be the values of M, -
, &c., when r = 0;

dv dv dv

or when v, which = at r, is reduced to at. These

quantities M ,

1M
, &c., are functions of t, but not of r.

And let N
,
W

, &c., be quantities having the same

relation to N. Then the radial displacement of the

air,

1 xy d
rr >'

3 r* 'dr
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will be found by substituting the following values for

M and y-

the general term of M+N being, for every term ex-

cept the first,

The corresponding general term of radial displace-

ment, formed by use of the expression above, will

be

2 3

and, forming the first term by independent use of the

expression, and forming the other terms by making n

successively
=

1, 2, 3, &c., we obtain for the radial

displacement,

Now, if J/=i/r(v), let N=
-\lr(u). Then, when

r = 0, M =
^(at), N=-^(at], and J/ +# = 0.
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The same holds for the sum of every pair of differ-

ential coefficients of even order : those of odd orders

have equal values with similar signs. And the entire

expression for radial motion is

and there is no infinite term.

Thus the only condition which, algebraically, re-

quires attention, is that the functions of u and v be

similar in form, but affected with opposite signs.

The radial movement, derived from an expression

above, with attention to this consideration, will now be

The form of the function ^ is to be determined

by trial so that, when the several differentiations are

performed and b is substituted for r, the radial

movement will correspond with the assumed motion

of the bell. If the law of assumed motion of the

bell be simple, as for instance -% A . sin (Bt+ C), (or

any assemblage of similar terms with different con-

stants,) there will be no difficulty in finding a form

for -r.
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A series of experiments on the properties of Steel,

including amongst other things the rates of extensi-

bility and compressibility by the action of forces, has

lately been published by the Institution of Civil

Engineers. It appears from these that the amount of

compression produced by a given weight acting for

compression, and the amount of extension produced

by the same weight acting for extension, are sensibly

the same. And that, for a bar whose section is 1

square inch, a force of 1 ton employed in extension

or compression alters the length of the bar by 0'00,0076

x the whole length of the bar. The specific gravity

of the steel was 7'847.

,

As the weight of a cubic foot of water is (with

sufficient accuracy for these experiments) 1000 ounces

avoirdupois, the weight of a cubic foot or 1728 cubic

inches of steel is about 7847 ounces or 490 -

31 pounds;

and the number of cubic inches of steel (or the length

in inches of a steel bar of 1 inch section) weighing

1 ton or 2240 pounds will be 7895. As this produces

an extension or compression of 0'00007G of the whole

length, the constant L in the expressions above will be

700 x

in Indies ^ -^ = 103882000
; or in feet = 8657000.

0000 / O

From this, by tbe formula above, the velocity of sound

through steel = 16672 feet per second.
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